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Abstract 

Overconstrained assemblies, such as aircraft sub-assemblies, present a challenge to 

production planners, as variations in parts can make it difficult to achieve all 

assembly Key Characteristics (KCs) simultaneously. Despite assigning tight 

tolerances to sub-component manufacture, part variation propagation necessitates 

expensive and time consuming variation management processes such as shimming 

in order to ensure the final assembly is within specification. This thesis focuses on 

how the overall production cost can be minimised, and presents a methodology to 

relate part manufacture and assembly variation to the associated manufacture and 

assembly costs. 

The proposed methodology is underpinned by a variation propagation model for 

overconstrained assemblies. Part, fixture and assembly features are modelled using 

the homogeneous transformation matrix method. An algorithm is developed to 

model the assembly technique, which has a major impact on assembly variations in 

overconstrained assemblies. 

Using a sensitivity study, the variation propagation model quantifies and ranks the 

part and fixture features with the largest impact on assembly variation. The effect of 

the variation propagation caused by the assembly method is also quantified using the 

proposed method. 

The cost of variation is determined by combining the variation propagation model 

with an Activity Based Costing model. The model considers the variation and cost 

implications of different part fabrication and assembly processes. The cost of 

variation management processes required at assembly due to accumulated variation 

is also evaluated. The summation of these costs gives the total cost of production 

related to variation. 
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To determine the best combination of part fabrication and assembly processes, a cost-

oriented process optimisation is proposed using the combined variation and cost 

modelling methodology. A Monte Carlo simulation is applied to the variation 

propagation model to approximate the random nature of variation occurrence. The 

cost model then determines the average total production cost for each combination of 

processes. This facilitates the selection of the processes and techniques which give the 

lowest total production cost. 

The result is the ability to analyse the trade-offs between the total time, cost and 

achievable geometric tolerance limits of the entire production chain, and therefore 

design optimal production strategies. An overconstrained real industrial assembly 

case study (hinge brackets to wing spar) is used to validate the methodology and 

illustrate its cost reduction potential. 
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1 Introduction 

In large and complex assemblies, dimensional quality has a significant impact on the 

overall product quality and performance, as well as on the productivity and 

production cost. However, it is very challenging to ensure the required dimensional 

quality of assembled products, especially in production systems with multiple stages. 

This is due to variation, which are deviations in parts from their nominal geometry. 

These deviations propagate and accumulate as parts are assembled. The final 

assembly quality depends upon the magnitudes of these deviations and the choice of 

assembly procedures. It is common in industry for extra work to be required at the 

assembly stage to address accumulated variations [1]. This is often bespoke and 

cumbersome work which is expensive and time consuming. For example, over 200 

hours is required for a typical shimming process for dealing with the accumulated 

variations in an aircraft wing assembly [2]. 

There are a number of key challenges associated with variation, such as the large 

number of potential variation sources, disparate variation magnitudes, the stochastic 

nature of variation occurrence, and a lack of knowledge of variation propagation 

mechanisms [3][4]. Furthermore, it is typical for manufacturers to outsource part 

manufacture to their supply chain [5], with only final assembly being completed in-

house. This can result in a disjoint between the two phases, whereby part 

manufacturing tolerances are accumulated, which causes assembly tolerances to be 

exceeded. This need, to fully understand variation transmission mechanisms, has 

driven the necessity to mathematically model variation propagation through both 

assemblies and production systems. 

Pioneering research into variation propagation stemmed from the field of robotics 

accuracy, and originated in the 1980s [6]. From this, the area of variation modelling 
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has grown to become a highly active research field, particularly with the development 

of the stream of variation model [7][8][9], which modelled variation transmission 

between stages in multistage production systems. Assembly variation modelling has 

been the subject of a large amount of research [10], which has established methods 

for modelling connective assemblies [11][12], and has facilitated the analysis of 

assemblies where parts are assembled through part-to-part mating surfaces [8][9][13]. 

The most recent research in the area of variation propagation has developed physics 

driven variation models [14] and modelled variation due to compliance [15][16][17].  

Existing literatures mainly focus on the quality aspects for connective assemblies but 

the costing effects has not been considered. Given the rapid development of Industry 

4.0, next generation manufacturing system will be characterised as flexible, 

reconfigurable, agile, intelligent and cost effective. Variation management will be a 

crucial element to ensure its success. 

One type of assembly which has not been well investigated is the production of large 

overconstrained assemblies such as wing spar assemblies. Overconstrained 

assemblies are defined as having more locators than is required for location, thus 

making some contacts between parts redundant if location alone is the only goal [18]. 

By their nature, overconstrained assemblies often result in interferences and 

clearances between part surfaces. To manage accumulated variation in 

overconstrained assemblies, designers often assign high tolerance requirement in part 

fabrication, and process planners place stringent precision criteria in every 

manufacturing and assembly operation. Nevertheless, propagated variations cause 

assemblies to exceed tolerances [19], forcing rework or scrappage at the assembly 

stage [20]. Expensive and time consuming [2][21] variation management processes 

such as shimming are therefore frequently required at the assembly stage. 

Production systems are typically not optimised for variation management processes 

at assembly despite overconstrained assemblies often necessitating their inclusion. 
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Each variation management process has a different associated cost, process capability 

and downstream process requirement. With so many possible processes available to 

production planners, ranging from manual shimming [2], to state of the art processes 

such as in-process adjustment [22], adaptive assembly [23], compensating for 

deviations by machining [2][24][25] and predictive shimming operations [5], 

determining the most appropriate process for a given production system is a 

challenging task. Making informed decisions, therefore, requires an understanding of 

the relationship between variation and cost implications of each process in the 

production chain. Relationships between cost and variation are potentially nonlinear 

[26] and complex [27], and optimal production chain solutions are likely to be a 

compromise between manufacturing and assembly process cost. Research has related 

cost to tolerance for one process or machine [28][29], but less focus has been given to 

the summation of costs from many processes in a production chain [26][30]. 

How to optimise the production system for minimum cost has been an open and 

challenging problem. Cost optimisation has to be considered holistically from the 

view of the entire production system. Variations will inevitably affect the production 

cost at every operation, spanning from component fabrication to sub and final 

assemblies. These variations at component and assembly functional levels are 

dependent. Therefore, budgeting these variations effectively will be of significance in 

controlling the manufacturing cost. The cost for part manufacture and assembly may 

be estimated and minimised separately, but without a feedback loop between the 

various stages of production [5], the inter-relations between part manufacture and 

assembly are neglected, and the overall time and cost of assembly may therefore not 

be as low as is possible. For example, high precision requirements generally leads to 

high cost [31], but it is arguable that not all the components and processes should 

require high precision simultaneously. Relaxing the precision requirements for 

certain components and processes may not undermine the final precision 

requirements, but will result in a lower total cost of production. Therefore, it is 
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important to provide a solution to the allocation of precision requirements in order to 

optimise the overall manufacturing process. 

This drives the need for a variation model that can map variation propagation from 

manufacturing through to assembly for an overconstrained assembly. If such a 

variation propagation model can be combined with a cost modelling method that 

takes into account the cost of variation, there is the potential to create a unified 

methodology for evaluating the quality and cost implications of variations at a 

holistic level. This methodology could then be utilised to inform assembly process 

optimisation. 

To address the above challenges, and develop such a methodology, this work will 

focus on: 

a) Modelling variation propagation in an overconstrained assembly, 

b) Cost estimation linked to variation for an overconstrained assembly, 

c) Cost oriented process optimisation. 

The work will be demonstrated via a real industrial case study, i.e. the spar and hinge 

bracket assembly. 

 CA SE  ST U D Y 

The case study consists of a structural spar and four hinge brackets from an aircraft 

wing [2], as shown in Figure 1.1. The spar and hinge bracket assembly is 

overconstrained, and requires a fixture to locate the constituent parts in the correct 

relative positions during assembly. Variations introduced into the assembly from part 

manufacture, the assembly fixture and the assembly process result in gaps and 

clashes between the spar and hinge bracket. These assembly variations negatively 

impact the performance and safety of the structure, and therefore must be dealt with. 
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Figure 1.1: Spar and hinge bracket assembly overview 

These assembly variations are expensive and time consuming to deal with, and can 

necessitate considerable rework and additional processes during assembly. The work 

in this thesis is focussed on determining the most cost effective and efficient 

manufacturing and assembly processes to manage assembly variation propagation. 

 T H ESI S  ST RU CT U RE 

It is proposed herein that a variation propagation model for overconstrained 

assemblies should be developed, so that variation can be mapped through the 

assembly and the magnitude of gaps and clashes quantified. This variation 

propagation model should then be related to manufacturing cost, so that the 

economic impact on variations can be quantified. By considering variation and cost 

in unison, a variation control and process optimisation strategy can be developed. 

This will allow the entire production system to be optimised to minimise cost. 

The structure of the thesis is therefore as follows. Chapter 2 reviews past research 

work relevant to variation and cost modelling. Chapter 3 presents an overview of the 

mathematical method used in this thesis to represent and model assembly geometry 

and processes, and gives details of the proposed variation propagation modelling 

methodology for overconstrained assemblies. Chapter 4 presents the variation source 

Hinge Bracket 

Wing Spar 

Gaps or clashes can occur in 
the assembly due to variation 
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analysis and a variation propagation sensitivity study. Chapter 5 introduces the 

manufacturing cost modelling method for part and assemblies. The link between the 

cost model and the variation model is also presented. Chapter 6 describes the 

optimisation method of manufacturing processes utilised to minimise the whole 

system cost. A discussion of the results of this thesis are presented in Chapter 7. 

Finally, Chapter 8 presents the conclusions of this thesis, and suggestions for future 

work. 
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2 Literature review 

Variations are induced at all stages of manufacture and assembly, as it is neither 

practically possible nor economically advantageous to produce parts to exact 

dimensions [12]. Geometric and dimensional variations are widely recognised to be 

among the most important quality and productivity factors in many assembly 

processes used in the aerospace, automotive, shipbuilding, consumer goods and 

other industries [32]. Strikingly, in the aerospace and automotive industries, it is 

estimated that product-dimensional variations account for around 65-70% of all 

design changes [33]. The first section of this chapter provides a background to 

assembly features, followed by an introduction to the classification of assembly types. 

The third section investigates the mathematical methods that have been used to 

model assemblies. Common assembly variation sources are then investigated in 

section four. This section is followed by an overview of the methods used in assembly 

variation modelling. Then a review is presented of important work in the area of 

variation propagation modelling research, and the current state of the art. In the 

seventh section, current methods for dealing with accumulated assembly variations 

are discussed. Next, the research into cost modelling related to variation is presented. 

Finally, there is a discussion on research completed to optimise manufacturing 

systems. 

 A SSE MBL Y FE AT U RE S 

There are a number of different types of features which form and define parts, 

including those critical for assembly. The various features types discussed in this 

thesis are introduced in the following sections. 
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 Fa b r i ca t io n  f e a t ure s  

The first part features defined in production are fabrication features. Fabrication 

features are the regions of a part that create the general shape of the part [20]. The 

form of these features vary depending on the manufacturing process used to create 

them. For example, a material removal process such as milling or machining will 

create a feature with differing characteristics compared to a material adding process 

such as 3D printing or moulding [20]. 

 As s em bly  f e a t ur e s  

Some fabrication features will ultimately become assembly features. Assembly 

features  are regions of a part which are important for assembly purposes [20]. 

Assembly features carry information on the intended assembly method. Assembly 

features can be further classified as being either assembly datum features, or assembly 

mating features. Assembly datum features are features which are used as references 

for assembly processes between a part and a fixture [34]. In contrast, assembly mating 

features are the part regions which contact when two parts are mated together [34]. 

 KC  fe a t ur e s  

The dimensional quality of an assembly is evaluated by critical design features called 

Key Characteristics (KCs). KC features are those that are critical for performance, 

safety, or regulations and are at risk of not being achieved due to variations [35].  KCs 

are classified into Key Product Characteristics (KPCs) to represent critical product 

features and Key Control Characteristics (KCCs) which represent critical process 

features [36]. The KPCs must be controlled within design specifications in order to 

ensure that product satisfies design requirements [32]. KCCs are then designed to 

satisfy KPCs. 

The models for assemblies in automotive and aerospace industries may have 

thousands of KPCs and KCCs [37], particularly if they are produced by a multi-station 
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manufacturing system. For example, an automotive body assembly is typically 

composed of around 60 assembly stations, 150–250 sheet metal parts, and thousands 

of locating, clamping, and welding points [8]. It is therefore highly desirable to 

identify how the final assembly variations (KPCs) are impacted by variations resulted 

from part fabrication and assembly processes (KCCs). This is a challenging 

relationship to derive however, as variations have disparate effects depending on the 

type of assembly it occurs in. 

 T YP E S O F A SSE MB LI ES  

Assemblies are typically classified in literature as belonging to one of two types.  

These are introduced in the following section. 

 T yp e  I  a ss e m bl i es  

The first category of assemblies is type I. Type I assemblies consist of parts with pre-

fabricated mating features, which are coupled together to form the final assembly. 

Mating features are fully defined prior to assembly, therefore the assembly process 

simply puts the parts together at their predefined mates [22]. This allows the product 

to be assembled without the use of fixtures. As a result, the overall variation in the 

assembly depends directly on the variation in the individual parts. Furthermore, the 

assembly sequence is not significant as every assembly sequence will give the same 

final variation in the assembly [20]. Huang et al. [8] stated that in type I assemblies, 

all the parts are positioned by other mating parts in the assembly, and therefore there 

are only part-to-part interactions. As type I assemblies do not require fixtures, fixture 

variation does not need to be considered. Type I assemblies have thus been described 

as being part driven [20]. 
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 T yp e  I I  a ss e m bl ie s  

The second category of assembly is type II assemblies. Type II assemblies are given 

some or all of their assembly features during the assembly process itself [22]. To 

assemble a type II assembly requires the parts to be held in proximity to each other 

and subsequently joined, such as by drilling or bending [22]. Type II assemblies 

therefore require fixtures to locate parts during the assembly process, and the final 

quality of the assembly is highly dependent on the constituent parts of the assembly 

being held in the correct relative location and orientation [22]. In a type II assembly, 

the overall variation depends not only on the parts, but also on fixtures and the 

assembly process [20]. In type II assemblies, the constituent parts are located to each 

other using fixtures, and therefore part-to-fixture interaction exists. Part-to-part 

variation can also exist when there is large variation in the mating features of parts. 

In type II assemblies, many different assembly processes, fixtures and assembly 

sequences can be used to assemble the same parts, all resulting in different final 

assembly variations [20]. Type II assemblies have therefore been described as being 

assembly process driven [20], and the variation sources from fixtures must also be 

considered when modelling this type of assembly. 

 O ve rco ns t ra ine d  as s em bl ie s  

A special case of assemblies is overconstrained assemblies, which are assemblies with  

more locators than is required for location [18]. It is commonplace for assemblies to 

be deliberately designed to be overconstrained by their parts in order to use locked-

in stress to achieve the desired gross shape, for instance providing shape definition 

for flexible parts [20]. In other applications, overconstraint is beneficial in assemblies 

in order to withstand external forces when in operation, and is ensured by having 

more locators than needed to provide location [20]. In both cases, overconstrained 

assemblies present a difficult task to design for engineers and process planners, as 

variations in sub-components make it problematic to assemble a final product that 
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meets specification. This is because the achievement of each assembly Key 

Characteristic [19] (KC) is not independent in overconstrained assemblies. Therefore, 

improving one KC can degrade another KC, forcing rework or scrappage at the 

assembly stage [20]. 

 M A TH E MAT ICA L  MOD E LS O F A SSE M B LI E S  

A number of methods of mathematically modelling assemblies have been proposed 

in literature. The most popular and adaptable method of component variation 

modelling is the homogeneous transformation matrix method [38], which first 

originated in the field of robotics. This method uses coordinate frames to define the 

locations of part, assembly and fixture features in the assembly. These coordinate 

frames are described by 4x4 matrices called homogeneous transformation matrices 

(HTM) [39]. Each matrix contains mathematically the orientation and location of a 

part feature in the form of six degrees of freedom (three rotational and three 

translational). 

Four different coordinate systems were proposed by Cai et al. [34] to fully represent 

an assembly. The first coordinate system is the Global Coordinate System (GCS), 

which locates and orientates all parts, features and fixtures within the assembly. 

Secondly, each constituent part of the assembly is assigned a Part Coordinate System 

(PCS) [34]. The third coordinate system is the Feature Coordinate System (FeCS), 

which is associated with a feature on a specific part. The final coordinate system is 

the Fixture Coordinate System (FiCS), which is used to represent features of the 

fixture which locates parts in assembly processes. 

Each HTM describing a coordinate frame consists of a 3x3 matrix, R, describing the 

orientation of the frame, and a 3x1 vector, P, which defines the position of the 

coordinate frame. The orientation 𝑅 and position 𝑃 of a part, denoted as P1, 

relative to the global frame, GCS (or simply G) is represented by 
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(2.1) 

where 

, 

𝑂 = [0, 0, 0] , 𝑃 =
𝑋
𝑌
𝑍

 , 𝑋, 𝑌, 𝑍 define the feature’s position relative to another 

feature, 𝜃𝑥, 𝜃𝑦, 𝜃𝑧 θx are XYZ Euler angles which define the feature’s orientation, and 

𝑅 can be approximated to 𝑅 ≈
1 −𝜃𝑧 𝜃𝑦

𝜃𝑧 1 −𝜃𝑥
−𝜃𝑦 𝜃𝑥 1

 when 𝜃𝑥, 𝜃𝑦 & 𝜃𝑧 are small. 

The orientation and position transforms can be obtained from a part’s CAD data, from 

physical measurement, or assumed if the part is at an early planning stage. Four 

methods of assembly modelling are introduced below. Each method utilises HTMs, 

but they differ in the way in which the constituent parts are located and oriented into 

the assembly. The relative advantages and disadvantages of each assembly modelling 

method are presented, and the most appropriate method for modelling 

overconstrained assemblies is identified. 

 W o rld  c oor d i nat e  a s s em b ly  m od e l s  

In a world coordinate model, all parts are placed in the assembly relative to the global 

frame without any connections between parts or fixtures [20]. Each part is located and 

orientated in the assembly by estimating their position in the GCS. Often parts are 

carefully located until the desired surfaces between two parts touch, and an assembly 

mate is achieved. 

This method can result in a number of modelling errors. Firstly, parts can be placed 

in the wrong position, as there is no interrelationship between parts in the assembly. 

This can result in gaps or clashes between parts in the assembly model which would 

not occur in physical manufacture. Another disadvantage of this method for 

𝑅 =

𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜃𝑦)𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜃𝑧) −𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜃𝑦)𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜃𝑧) 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜃𝑦)
𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜃𝑥)𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜃𝑦)𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜃𝑧) + 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜃𝑥)𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜃𝑧) 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜃𝑥)𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜃𝑧) − 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜃𝑥)𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜃𝑦)𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜃𝑧) −𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜃𝑥)𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜃𝑦)
𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜃𝑥)𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜃𝑧) − 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜃𝑥)𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜃𝑦)𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜃𝑧) 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜃𝑥)𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜃𝑦)𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜃𝑧) + 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜃𝑥)𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜃𝑧) 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜃𝑥)𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜃𝑦)

 

𝑇 =
𝑅 𝑃

 𝑂 1
 , 
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modelling assemblies is it is impossible to diagnose whether errors are due to parts 

in the assembly being the wrong shape (fabrication variation), or if the parts are 

placed in the wrong position or orientation (assembly variation) [20]. For these 

reasons, the world coordinate model is not suitable for modelling variation in 

overconstrained assemblies. 

 Sur fa c e  c o nst r a ined  as s e mb ly  mo de ls  

An alternative method of assembly modelling is the surface-constrained assembly 

method. In this modelling method, parts are related to one another by establishing 

relationships between part surfaces [20]. Examples of the relationships that are 

created include making planes parallel or coincident, or making cylindrical features 

coaxial with one another [20]. The entire assembly is defined in this way, until all 

parts are in their correct relative positions. 

In comparison to the world coordinate assembly model, there are fewer opportunities 

for modelling errors as a result of placing parts in the wrong location. A drawback of 

this method however, is that it is still difficult to diagnose variation sources, as the 

final assembly model cannot distinguish individual parts and subcomponents from 

the assembly itself [20]. As such, the parts in the surface constrained assembly model 

converge to become one single entity, the assembly. 

 Co nnec t ive  a s s e mbly  mo d e l s  

The connective assembly method models assemblies by placing coordinate frames on 

part features. Parts are then joined together via these feature frames. This represents 

the connective relationships between parts, and takes the form of chains of coordinate 

frames. By modelling all assembly mating features in this way, a full representation 

of the assembly can be developed [20]. 
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The connective modelling method has allowed analysis to be carried out on 

numerous assemblies where parts are assembled through part-to-part mating 

surfaces [13][8][9]. An advantage of this modelling method is it captures KCs and 

their delivery paths with chains of frames [20]. The connective assembly method has 

created tools to graphically represent physical mates, such as the liaison graph by 

Bourjault and Henrioud [40], the non-directional blocking graph [41] proposed by 

Wilson to describe the potential interactions among parts in polynomial space, and 

the k-piece graph developed by Wang and Ceglarek [42] which determines all feasible 

subassemblies of an assembly. Furthermore, the connective assembly method has 

been utilised for assembly sequence planning in the relational model by Homem de 

Mello and Sanderson [43] and the connector-based relational model by Yin et al. [44]. 

The connective assembly method has also been used for top-down assembly design 

by Jiang et al. [45], Chen et al. [46] and Gao et al. [47]. 

A disadvantage of the connective assembly modelling method is it can only model 

part-to-part joints. As a result, only type I assemblies can be successfully modelled 

using this method [11][12]. This makes it unsuitable for type II assemblies, and in 

particular overconstrained assemblies. 

 Spa t i a l  as se mbl y  mo de l s  

Due to the connective modelling method being unsuitable for assemblies that require 

fixtures, research turned to developing a modelling method that can handle type II 

assemblies where parts are positioned by fixtures [13]. Consequently, the spatial 

assembly model method was developed by Cai et al. [34]. The spatial modelling 

method expresses all features in an assembly in terms of a global coordinate system, 

allowing the location and orientation of assembly features relative to each other to be 

determined. Research carried out using the spatial modelling method is less mature 

compared to research using the connective modelling method [48]. However, it is the 
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most promising method for solving the problem of modelling overconstrained 

assemblies as it can deal with multiple closed chains. 

 A SSE MBL Y VA RI A T I ON SO U RC ES 

Variations are of particular concern in assemblies. Variations are propagated as parts 

are assembled together, when fixtures are used and when subsequent assembly 

processes occur. This can lead to an accumulation of variations at the assembly stage, 

which needs to be managed in order to have a product which conforms to its desired 

specification. Variation propagation in rigid-body assemblies is understood to be 

driven by three fundamental mechanisms [8], part-to-part interactions, part-to-fixture 

interactions, and interstation interactions. In the case of a single-station assembly 

process, only part-to-part and part-to-fixture interactions are responsible for 

assembly variation, whereas in a multi-station system, variations caused by 

interstation interactions must also be accounted for [8]. 

The physical manufacturing and assembly of a product introduces a range of 

variations of differing magnitudes and from a large number of different sources [49]. 

The variation errors induced during production are highly dependent on the process 

and fixture being used, with the amount of variation induced intrinsically linked to 

process capability. 

 Co m mo n a s se m bly  va r i a t io n  s o ur ce s  

Variation sources can be roughly divided into six areas: part variation sources, 

assembly variation sources, process variation sources, fixture variation sources, 

environmental and human related variation sources, and measurement variation 

sources. 

Part variation sources include defects in raw materials and material property 

variations [12][50], dimensional variation (variation from a part’s nominal 
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dimensions) [12], geometric feature variation (variations in shape of component 

features, such as orientation and location of features) [12], compliance [27], etc.  

Assembly variation sources include kinematic adjustments due to dimensional 

variation [12], kinematic adjustments due to form variation [12], fit-up problems [12], 

variations in fastening forces and clamping forces [24], datum-induced variation [51], 

positioning error [52], plastic deformation of rivets [53], misalignment of parts [54], 

etc. 

Process variation sources include tool geometric and kinematic errors (e.g. 

misalignments of tool axes, slideways, and joint wear) [55][56], cutting tool wear 

[12][51][57], set-up errors [12], tool stiffness error and deflection of cutting tools [55], 

machine tool elastic and thermal deformation [57][55], heat effects during 

interference/shrink fits [12], heat effects during welding [12], cutting force-induced 

errors [53][58], machine vibrations [55], etc. 

Fixture variation sources include fixture and assembly process variation 

[12][58][56][52], profile errors in locating surfaces [13][56], locating part on fixture 

[51], clamping fixture on machine [51], clamping force-induced variations [53], etc.  

Environmental and human related variation sources include ambient temperature 

[12], operator error [50], operator skill [12], noise due to natural process variations 

[56], humidity, etc. Finally, measurement errors can also act as a variation source [12]. 

 Va r ia t io n  s o ur ce  d ia gno s is  

A key focus of research in the area of variation management is the identification of 

the root causes of assembly variation. Early work in the automotive industry 

pioneered this research area. Hu and Wu [59] examined measurements taken from 

production lines to uncover the root cause of variations, and represented the variation 

patterns they found by using statistical descriptions. Measurement data from 
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production lines were taken directly from the finished product, or at various points 

during manufacture, and compared to the ideal product dimensions [60]. The root 

causes of variations were then identified by employing pattern recognition. 

Variation source diagnosis has been completed on a number of further cases. A 

method of diagnosing variations caused by fixtures for an automotive body assembly 

was proposed by Ceglarek et al. [61]. This method was developed using a rule-based 

fault isolation approach. Chang and Gossard [62] used a computational method to 

diagnose variation source in assembly processes. Barton and Gonzalez-Barreto [63] 

proposed a method for multiple fault diagnosis in multivariate processes.  

 M OD EL L ING  METH OD  O F A S SEM BL Y VA RI A T ION S 

In order to model variation propagation through an assembly, a technique to 

mathematically represent the effects of variations on individual parts was required. 

A number of different methods of modelling component variations are present in 

literature. Methods include the offset method [64], parametric space model [65], 

algebraic methods [66] and vectorial tolerancing methods [67]. However, the most 

common and relevant method of variation propagation modelling [39] is the 

homogeneous transformation matrix (HTM) method [38]. 

Variations in the assembly are represented in the HTM method by deviations in the 

coordinate systems of part/assembly/fixture features. Error vectors representing 

variation sources can then be introduced to affect feature matrices and simulate the 

effect of error sources. For example, variations of 𝑃  relative to the global frame, 𝛿𝑇, 

can be defined as 
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(2.2) 

where 

𝛿𝑃 =
𝛿𝑋
𝛿𝑌
𝛿𝑍

 and 𝛿𝑅 ≈
1 −𝛿𝜃𝑧 𝛿𝜃𝑦

𝛿𝜃𝑧 1 −𝛿𝜃𝑥
−𝛿𝜃𝑦 𝛿𝜃𝑥 1

 when 𝛿𝜃𝑥, 𝛿𝜃𝑦 & 𝛿𝜃𝑧 are small. 

The actual posture, 𝑇′, can be formulated using 

(2.3) 

 A PP L I CAT ION S OF VARI AT ION P RO P A GATION  M OD E LS 

Variation propagation modelling research has grown rapidly since its inception [68], 

and has been applied to many challenging industrial problems. 

 M o de l l ing  var i a t i on  i n  s ing l e  a nd  m ul t i - s t a t io n  m a nufa c t ur i ng  s ys t em s  

Variation propagation modelling was first applied to the case of single station 

manufacturing systems. For example, Apley and Shi [69] generated a fixture fault 

model for a panel and fixture using geometric information. Carlson and Soderberg 

[70] then developed a model for a single station assembly that had more than one 

fixture. Even in a single station machining process, variations can stack up and 

propagate, as reviewed in-depth by Ramesh et al. [71]. The contact between fixtures 

and parts, and the subsequent effect on variation propagation for a single machining 

station was investigated and modelled by Chou [72] and Choudhuri [73]. 

Multi-station manufacturing system (MMS) are so named as the operations required 

to manufacture a product are carried out at multiple work stations [74]. This makes 

variation modelling more challenging, as it introduces the third mechanism of 

𝛿𝑅 =

𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝛿𝜃𝑦)𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝛿𝜃𝑧) −𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝛿𝜃𝑦)𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝛿𝜃𝑧) 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝛿𝜃𝑦)

𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝛿𝜃𝑥)𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝛿𝜃𝑦)𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝛿𝜃𝑧) + 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝛿𝜃𝑥)𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝛿𝜃𝑧) 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝛿𝜃𝑥)𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝛿𝜃𝑧) − 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝛿𝜃𝑥)𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝛿𝜃𝑦)𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝛿𝜃𝑧) −𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝛿𝜃𝑥)𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝛿𝜃𝑦)

𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝛿𝜃𝑥)𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝛿𝜃𝑧) − 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝛿𝜃𝑥)𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝛿𝜃𝑦)𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝛿𝜃𝑧) 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝛿𝜃𝑥)𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝛿𝜃𝑦)𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝛿𝜃𝑧) + 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝛿𝜃𝑥)𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝛿𝜃𝑧) 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝛿𝜃𝑥)𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝛿𝜃𝑦)
 , 

𝛿𝑇 =
𝛿𝑅 𝛿𝑃

 𝑂 1
 , 

𝑇′ = 𝑇 ∙ 𝛿𝑇 . 
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variation transmission, which is interstation interaction [8]. Variation passed between 

stations can have a major impact on the final variation level of a product [74]. 

The introduction of variations due to interstation interactions also make the problem 

of variation root cause identification even more challenging [74]. This is a result of 

large amount of information required to investigate these additional variation 

sources, but also as a result of the complex variation propagation mechanisms that 

occur between stages in a MMS [60]. 

To overcome these challenges, researchers looked towards the state-space model to 

evaluate variation propagation between discrete work stations. The state-space 

representation for MMS uses a station index to replace the time index in a traditional 

state-space model. State vectors describe the geometrical variations of parts in the 

MMS. Therefore, the input quality from previous stations, the quality level at a given 

station, and the output quality from one station to the next can all be evaluated for 

each station in the MMS [75]. 

Jin and Shi [76] proposed a state-space based variation propagation model for MMS, 

which was then further developed by Ding et al. [68]. Camelio et al. [77] also 

developed a variation propagation model for a MMS using the state-space 

representation. This research area has subsequently flourished, with even GD&T 

standards being introduced to variation propagation models for MMS, such as in the 

work of Kong et al. [11]. 

Production systems that avail of multi-stage machining processes were also 

considered and modelled in a similar fashion. This involved applying the state-space 

model to multi-stage machining systems, such as in the work by Djurdjanovic and Ni 

[78], and Huang and Shi [79]. The effect of fixtures on the variation levels of multi-

stage machining processes were also considered by Zhou et al. [80] and Huang et al. 
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[81]. These works had a particular focus on fixture locating errors, as this was 

identified as a key driver of the final variation of the machined product [81]. 

The state-space modelling method is the keystone of the methodology known as 

stream of variation (SoV) analysis [82]. SoV is a generic simulation engine for 

modelling, analysis, and assembly variation prediction of manufacturing systems, 

including MMS [82]. This methodology allows KPCs and KCCs to be represented in 

CAD/CAM models, alongside process layout, operation sequence, and measurement 

information. The SoV method utilises HTMs to represent variations in features [39]. 

 M o de l l ing  f i x t ur e  a nd  pro c es s  r e l at e d  va r i a t i o n  in  a s se mb l i es  

Although research has typically focussed on understanding part-to-part variation 

propagation [8], part-to-fixture variation propagation has recently been considered 

more substantially alongside the arrival of process-oriented tolerancing [13] and the 

subsequent tolerancing of fixtures. Examples of the fixture-related variation 

propagation modelling include the work of Ding et al. [68], Jin and Shi [76], Camelio 

et al. [77], Mantripragada and Whitney [22] and Lawless et al. [83]. Process-oriented 

tolerancing refers to the assignment of tolerances to process variables in the 

manufacturing process [57]. Whereas conventional tolerance allocation mainly aims 

to minimise manufacturing cost [57], process-oriented tolerancing takes this further 

to also consider dynamic process effects such as process degradation when assigning 

tolerances. This approach is exemplified by the work of Ding et al. [13] and Abellán-

Nebot [57].  

 M o de l l ing  var i a t i on  i n  a s s em b l ie s  wi t h  com p l ia nt  pa rt s  

Variation due to compliance is another common variation source. This is of particular 

relevance in the aerospace industry, where parts and assemblies can be very large. 

This has led researchers to develop methods of predicting variation due to 

compliance in parts. For example, Rong et al. [84] considered the problem of a 
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compliant beam structure, and used stiffness matrices to model variations due to 

compliance. Finite element analysis (FEA) has also been utilised to improve the 

accuracy of models of variation due to compliance, such as in the work by Huang 

[85], Merkley [86], Huang and Ceglarek [87], Chang and Gossard [88] and Hseih and 

Oh [89], where the expected degree of deformation in assemblies was informed by 

FEA. 

Camelio [90] also utilised the FEA method to model the effects of compliance, and 

integrated this methodology into the state-space model. The quality state was defined 

as deformation of nodes in FEA analysis. A number of other problems associated with 

compliance were investigated, including compliance in parts with other variation 

mechanisms present. This was studied by Franciosa et al. [91], who subsequently 

developed a design synthesis methodology. Furthermore, Xie et al. [48] considered 

contact interaction for compliant parts, which is of particular relevance to 

overconstrained assemblies with more locators than required for location. 

 M o de l l ing  var i a t i on  p ro pa g at io n in  o v e rc o ns t ra ined  as se m bl ie s  

Although a large number of assembly variation problems have been investigated and 

solved by contemporary literature, there has been little research into the case of 

overconstrained assemblies [18]. Rameau et al. [1] proposed a method of determining 

the minimum clearance achievable for an overconstrained assembly, where 

constituent part dimensions varied between known limits. Gouyou et al. [18] 

completed a tolerance analysis of overconstrained assemblies in order to determine 

whether interferences will occur for a given set of part tolerances. This methodology 

has the ability to consider compliance as it incorporated FEA to approximate the 

flexibility of assembly components. However, both these works applied variation 

modelling to Type-I connective assemblies. The case of a Type-II overconstrained 

assembly that is assembled using fixtures has not yet been investigated. In Type-II 

assemblies, the order of KC achievement is frequently determined by the assembly 
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sequence and technique. Alongside fixture design, these assembly process factors 

have a profound impact on the location and magnitude of assembly variations in 

overconstrained assemblies, which is worthy of further investigation.  

 M ET H OD S FO R D EA LIN G WI T H A CCU MU L AT ED  A SSEM BL Y VA RI AT ION S  

When all assembly KCs are not achieved at the assembly stage, methods for dealing 

with accumulated assembly variations are required. This is a common problem for 

overconstrained assemblies, where KC achievement are not independent preventing 

all assembly KCs being achieved simultaneously. This necessitates rework or 

scrappage at the assembly stage [20]. This section presents three methods of dealing 

with accumulated variation. 

 Shim m ing- b as e d  a ss e m bly  

One method of removing accumulated variation is the use of shims to fill gaps. Shims 

are used to remove clearances between parts in an assembly. Shims can be made from 

a variety of materials, including polymers and metals [2]. A drawback of shimming 

as a variation management process is it can only remove gaps in assemblies, and 

cannot deal with variations that result in interferences between components. When 

shimming-based assembly is intended by design, the components which make up the 

assembly will be manufactured to be undersized to ensure that no interferences occur. 

Shimming is typically a manual process, making it extremely time-consuming, and 

as a result quite expensive [92]. 

 Se l e c t ive  a s se m bly  

Selective assembly is when the individual parts making up an assembly are chosen 

from a stock of parts to ensure that assembly KCs are achieved without rework. 

Manufacturers have utilised the selective assembly method to group parts in order to 

minimise the effects of assembly and improve the quality of their products in a cost 
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effective manner [93]. However, this method is only applicable to medium to large 

volume production, and may not be suitable for small volume production such as 

aerospace manufacturing. Furthermore, the cost of WIP would in particular be 

prohibitive for large and high value components. 

 M il l ing - b a s ed  as s em b ly  

Milling-based assembly refers to the practice of removing excess variation using a 

milling operation, and is also known as fettling. First, the manufacturing parts are 

made to be oversized [2]. This creates interference between components at the 

assembly stage, which are then eliminated by milling away excess material, thus 

leaving the two mating interfaces to match [92]. This allows the parts to then be joined 

together with no clash or gaps in between. The milling-based assembly method has 

the potential to be automated, potentially drastically reducing the time associated 

with assembly variation management. At present however, determining the trades-

off between automated and manual assembly methods in the aerospace industry have 

proved to be very complex [94]. A drawback of this method is it only eliminates gaps 

at assembly, and cannot deal with clashes. This method also requires a cost effective 

machining solution to be economically viable [92].  

 CO ST  MO D ELL IN G 

Cost modelling is utilised during every stage of the product development process to 

ensure the accuracy of cost estimates, avoid cost overruns and to identify areas where 

costs can be reduced [31]. The accuracy of cost estimates is directly linked to the cost 

modelling method used, the amount of product and process information available, 

and the reliability of that information. As a result, cost estimates tend to increase in 

accuracy as the product development cycle progresses. 
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 Co s t  s t r uc t ure s  

Costs are typically split into a cost structure. The cost structure divides the costs that 

a business incurs into types, allowing the relative proportions of costs incurred by 

different areas to be interrogated [95]. Using a cost structure, costs can be linked and 

attributed to specific cost drivers, such as a particular part feature, a manufacturing 

process, or even a department of the business. A successful cost structure ensures that 

all costs are included, and no cost is accounted for twice [96]. 

 So ur c e s  o f  c o s t  

Costs can be incurred by a business from a number of different sources. Labour costs 

typically represent a large proportion of an engineering company’s total costs, and 

can be defined as the sum of all wages paid to company employees [95]. The labour 

costs generally also includes the cost of any employee benefits and payroll taxes. 

Another area of expenditure for businesses is material costs. In a manufacturing 

company, these are the cost of purchasing raw materials or sub-components. Process 

costs are the costs incurred when processing raw materials to create a finished 

product [97]. This includes both the cost of fabrication processes and assembly 

processes. Costs can also be attributed to logistics [97], and the costs of subcontracting 

work to a third party [95]. The final cost associated with a business is the overhead 

costs. These are the costs which cannot be directly attributed to a particular business 

activity. These costs do not create profit, but are vital to the running of the business. 

 Cl a ss i f i c a t io n  o f  c o s t s  

Sources of cost can be classified in a number of different ways. There are four main 

types of classification for costs [98]: recurring or non-recurring, direct or indirect, 

relevant or irrelevant, and variable or fixed. 
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 R ec ur r i ng  a nd  no n- r e cur r ing  c os t s  

The first category is recurring and non-recurring costs. Recurring costs are costs that 

occur repetitively during the product’s life cycle [98]. Recurring costs are 

proportionally incurred from the production of the first unit of output onwards, 

including the costs associated with maintaining and updating production [98]. 

Examples of recurring costs include materials, supplies and parts [98]. In contrast, 

non-recurring costs are incurred only once during the product life cycle. These costs 

generally consist of the development and investment costs incurred before the first 

unit of production [98]. 

 D ire c t  and  ind i r e ct  c o s t s  

The second classification of costs is direct and indirect costs. Garrison et al. [99] defines 

direct costs as those traceable to a good or service, such as a finished product. Indirect 

costs are less easily attributed to a particular product, and includes the cost of 

electricity and accounting fees. These costs are shared by a number of projects and 

are therefore difficult to attribute to a single project. Indirect costs are therefore 

summed and allocated in proportion to estimated consumption by each project. 

Labour costs are typically direct costs [95] if the employees are responsible for the 

hands-on production of the product. Labour costs not directly incurred by production 

can in some instances be categorised as indirect, such as the labour cost of 

administrative and human relations staff. Material costs can also be categorised into 

either direct or indirect costs depending on whether the material has only one use, or 

if it serves a number of cost objectives [95]. 

 R e l eva nt  a nd  i r r e l eva nt  c os t s  

The cost of two projects can be compared by categorising their associated costs as 

being either relevant or irrelevant [98]. This method of cost categorisation is typically 

used for decision making purposes. Relevant costs are those that are dissimilar 
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between the two projects, and irrelevant costs are those that are the same for both 

projects. As only the areas that are different are considered relevant, this type of 

costing is often termed differential costing. 

 Fix ed  and  v ar ia b l e  c os t s  

The final classification of costs is fixed and variable costs. These relate to the macro-

economic performance of the company and are dependent on time. As fixed and 

variable costs are generally used for pure financial accounting purposes [98], they are 

given limited attention in terms of cost engineering and are not considered further in 

this thesis.  

 Co s t  e s t im at i o n  met ho ds  

There are many cost estimation methods available in literature, however the most 

common methods can be categorised as being either analogical, parametric or 

analytical methods [31]. The following section investigates the strengths and 

weaknesses of each method in accurately estimating the costs due to variation. 

 Ana lo g ic a l  me t ho ds  

Analogical methods use the cost evaluations of existing products to estimate the cost 

of a new product [31]. By identifying parameters that are similar and relevant 

between the two products, such as size, shape and quality, the cost of the new product 

can be estimated by extrapolation. The analogical method is the backbone of both the 

case-based reasoning [100][101][102], and the group technology [103][104][105] 

methods. 

Analogical cost modelling methods require detailed databases of previous products 

and projects to be maintained [31]. These databases can be time consuming and 

expensive to develop. The analysis of similarities and differences is also difficult to 

design [31]. For these reasons, the analogical method is not used extensively [31]. 
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Furthermore, as the cost of variation is not directly quantified, it is not the most 

appropriate method for variation cost estimation. 

 P a ra met r ic  me t ho ds  

The parametric cost modelling method refers to cost assessment by developing 

mathematical relationships to link performance indicators to other quantifiable 

parameters [31], such as product volume, machining time and surface finish. There 

are three main steps to developing a parametric cost model [31]. The first step is 

identifying all parameters which have an effect on the final cost. Then the relationship 

between a product performance indicator and each cost driving parameter is 

established using pattern fitting. The final step is validating the derived mathematical 

relationships using case studies. Examples of mathematical relationships that have 

been used to model variation in literature include rational [106], exponential [107] and 

power [108]. 

An advantage of the parametric method is it is fast and simple to use once established. 

Furthermore, if variation level or tolerance is found to directly impact on cost, then 

the mathematical relationship can be obtained. However, although the method is easy 

to use once developed, it is difficult to obtain the mathematical relationships that link 

cost driving parameters and cost. In many cases, deriving parametric relationships 

requires expensive design of experiment approaches [31]. Furthermore, the 

developed relationships may have limited validity, as they may be specific to a certain 

set of characteristics, such as material used and company location. Nevertheless, the 

parametric method remains a popular method of assessing the cost of tolerances in 

industry [31]. 

 Ana ly t i c a l  me th od s  

The analytical cost estimation method evaluates cost by analysing the individual 

activities that form the whole lifecycle of a project [31][109]. The most popular 
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analytical method is Activity Based Costing (ABC). The ABC method assigns costs to 

each activity performed [98] by dividing organisations into activities, which are then 

costed individually according to their characteristics and consumption. The 

relationship between activities, resources and products is then developed [31]. A 

resource driver allocates resources between activities. A cost driver then describes the 

performance level and consumption of resources for a given activity [31]. Finally, an 

activity driver, which is equal to the unit work, distributes the activities’ costs 

between cost objects, such as hours of labour or products manufactured [31]. The total 

cost is then determined by aggregating the various identified costs [98]. The ABC 

method does not consider a hierarchy of costs, and therefore does not differentiate 

between direct and indirect costs. 

 Co s t  a nd  var i a t io n 

The research in this thesis has a particular focus on variations, and the impact it has 

on cost during different phases of the product lifecycle, including tolerance allocation 

and process planning. 

Research has suggested that the cost of variation is primarily linked to activity 

drivers, and not resource drivers or costs drivers [31]. According to Abdullah et al. 

[110] assembly technique selection has been found to have greatest impact on 

production cost. In practice, this means that the effect of variation on cost is most 

influenced by the activities required to complete production. For example, additional 

activities added to the process chain at the assembly stage will have a significant effect 

on variation and cost. In contrast, the consumption of resources during a given 

activity has been considered to be constant in literature [31]. This makes the ABC 

method particularly well suited for modelling the cost of variation, and has been 

previously applied to both tolerance allocation [30] and quality and cost optimisation 

[111]. Other costing methods such as parametric costing are not explicitly associated 

with each activity, and are therefore less suitable for this application.  
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The tolerance of fabricated components have been shown to have a large influence on 

which manufacturing parameters and processes can be used to create them [112]. The 

achievable tolerances for any given process is defined by its process capability [113]. 

The allocation of processes, and therefore activities and tolerances, affects the cost of 

production. For example, a tight part tolerance typically causes an increase in 

manufacturing cost as more accurate parameters and processes are required. This 

increase in cost of more accurate manufactured parts may be offset by less strict 

control processes being required later in production. Likewise, an over-relaxed 

tolerance at the fabrication stage can also increase the total cost of production as cost 

is incurred at the assembly stage to compensate for accumulated variations resulting 

from lax tolerances.  

 VA RI AT ION BA SED  O P T I MI SAT ION 

There are a number of different techniques to predict the effect of variation on an 

assembly, in view of optimising the overall manufacturing system. 

 T o l e r a nc e  a l l o c a t io n  ba sed  o pt im i sa t i o n  

One of the most common methods of manufacturing system optimisation is tolerance 

allocation. The aim of tolerance allocation is to allocate tolerances optimally to each 

of the KCCs, in order to achieve the specified tolerances at the KPCs [114] and thus 

satisfy all dimensional requirements. Manufacturing cost is usually the parameter 

being optimised, with the tolerance at KPCs set as a constraint [115]. Other studies 

have been carried out to find the best ratio between functional performance and 

manufacturing cost [30]. 

Typically the manufacturing cost increases as the tolerances on KCCs are tightened 

[115]. Manufacturing costs have been found to be significantly affected by the 

allocation of tolerances [116]. The relationship between tolerance and cost has been 
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proposed by numerous researchers [115][117][118][119][120], and are typically 

estimated algebraic cost functions.  

One method of allocating tolerances is worst case analysis [121], which is the 

summation of the largest variations for each part or feature. However, the main 

limitation of this method is its extremely conservative nature which typically 

overestimates variation. This can lead to excessive prediction of the amount of 

variation management required and therefore very high predicted production costs. 

An alternative to worst case analysis is the use of statistical methods to estimate the 

variation of a given process [121]. By making the assumption that variations are 

random but cluster near the ideal design specification, larger variations can be 

permitted if a small percentage of assembly failures can be accepted. This is beneficial 

if the cost saving of larger permitted variation is greater than the cost penalty of a 

small amount of non-conformance. One example of a statistical method for assembly 

variation prediction is the root square sum technique [122]. This assumes variation 

follows a normal distribution, centred on the nominal dimension. The main limitation 

of this method is it can underestimate variation in some cases, and can therefore over 

simplify the analysis.  

Tolerance allocation must consider the process capability of the processes used 

during production, as the tightest tolerances may not be achievable for all processes 

[123][124]. The tolerance allocation problem is therefore to determine the combination 

of processes that can most economically produce a part to the required assembly 

tolerance [116][125][126]. This has led researchers to consider process information 

when allocating tolerances [73][65][121]. The allocation of tolerances that results in 

the lowest cost production method can be determined by an optimisation method if 

cost versus tolerance data is available for all part features [116]. However, this 

becomes a discrete optimisation problem if there are alternative manufacturing 

processes that can be used to produce the parts. 
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Tolerance allocation has proven to be challenging for even moderately complex 

assemblies due to the large number of processes available [116]. An exhaustive search 

of all possible combinations of processes will determine the optimum combination of 

manufacturing processes, but requires a large number of combination to be analysed, 

which is computationally intensive.  

Methods have therefore been proposed to reduce the number of combinations 

required to find an optimum solution [116], thus reducing the time required to 

complete such an analysis. First order Taylor series approximations [127] (where non-

linear tolerance constraints are linearized [115]), non-linear programming [128], and 

recursive Monte Carlo simulation [129] are among the most common approaches to 

tolerance allocation. However, first order Taylor series approximations tend to be 

computationally expensive and challenging to apply [114]. Alternatively, 

probabilistic tolerance optimisation problems can be approximated to a deterministic 

non-linear programming problem [115].  

The Monte Carlo method utilises random number generation of values between 

permitted variation limits, or process capabilities [12]. Every run of the simulation 

therefore gives a different combination of variations to stack together. After a large 

number of simulation runs are carried out, a percentage likelihood that KC features 

will be out of specification can be determined. The nature of the Monte Carlo method 

allows the influence of features to be evaluated by re-running the analysis after 

changing one variable, and comparing the predicted variability with the global 

prediction. The effect of individual variation sources can therefore be analysed to 

determine the most significant variation drivers. Furthermore, the method can 

evaluate the effect of assembly sequence on product variation, which the other 

methods previously discussed cannot do. The use of the Monte Carlo method in 

variation prediction ensures that a high percentage (but not all) of the assemblies will 

fit together, at a lower production cost to using worst case analysis. However, a 
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drawback is the number of sample runs and therefore the amount of computational 

power required to get accurate results for large and complex assemblies [11]. 

 As s em bly  pr o ce s s  p l anni ng  ba s ed  op t imi sa t ion  

In addition to tolerance allocation, assembly process planning has also been the 

subject of extensive scientific work to optimise manufacturing systems. Several 

methods have been proposed to optimise assembly process plans to reduce cost, and 

typically focus on optimising a single performance indicator [94], such as assembly 

sequence. 

An assembly sequence is the order in which parts are introduced into an assembly 

[130]. A large body of work has been developed to optimise assembly sequences, such 

as the work of De Fazio and Whitney [131] and Dini et al. [132], among others 

[133][134][135]. This research was developed to replicate the physical assembly of 

parts [136], by introducing the concept of joints and mates between parts in the 

assembly sequence. This is demonstrated by the work of Homem de Mello and 

Sanderson [43]. Assembly sequences using this concept are represented as the order 

in which mating operations [137] are achieved in the assembly process [138].  

The majority of studies into assembly process planning are aimed at minimising cost 

or lead time through optimisation of an assembly sequence. Assembly optimisation 

methods proposed included tooling redesign, reorientation of sub-assemblies to 

improve ease of final assembly, and ensuring technological similarities between 

consecutive operations [130]. However, assembly sequence research hasn’t typically 

considered variation as a parameter for optimisation. This is despite the large impact 

that variation has on the suitability of an assembly sequence [77][138][139]. 

A small number of studies have been carried out that consider assembly variation 

during process planning. For example, Chase et al. used process selection to ensure 

assembly KCs were achieved [116]. Furthermore, Adragna et al. proposed a tolerance 
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allocation method with the assembly process capability index as the parameter to be 

optimised [140]. Finally, Ding et al. and Huang et al. both applied a process-oriented 

tolerance synthesis method to the problem of a multi-station manufacturing system 

[13][37]. 

 SU MMA RY  

Variation propagation modelling has been found to be the focus of a large number of 

studies in recent years. However, it has been identified that further work is required 

to develop a variation propagation model for overconstrained assemblies. Through 

analysis of the various contemporary variation propagation modelling methods, it is 

theorised that the spatial assembly modelling method could be utilised to fill this 

research gap. 

In order to optimise the production system of an overconstrained assembly, the cost 

implications of variation propagation must also be quantified. The ABC is determined 

to be the most appropriate method of modelling the cost of variation, as it captures 

the cost effects of activities in the production chain, which is typically the main 

variation drivers in assemblies. 

A holistic approach to process optimisation is required to optimally define the 

production chain. Furthermore, process capability and assembly process planning 

must both also be considered to successfully optimise a production chain. One way 

of achieving this is to combine the variation and cost models together to derive the 

relationships between them. A challenge associated with this is finding a method to 

approximate the stochastic nature of variation. The Monte Carlo simulation method, 

as described in literature, is one method that suitably solves this issue. 
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Combining these various aspects to overcome the challenges of overconstrained 

assembly variation analysis leads to the following methodology to be proposed in 

this thesis, as presented in Figure 2.1. 

Figure 2.1: Overall methodology and thesis structure 

Figure 2.1 describes the proposed methodology, and highlights the key stages of the 

process. The first step is developing the variation propagation model. Based on the 

part manufacturing process definitions, part variation models represent the 

variations of every feature relative to the part reference frame can be established using 

the spatial assembly modelling method. A spatial variation propagation model can 

then be formulated from the part level to the assembly level based on the part and 

assembly geometries, as well as assembly processes. Accordingly, cost and time 

models for part manufacture and assembly processes are developed using the ABC 

method, with a particular focus on the cost effects induced by variations. With cost 

information at both part and assembly levels, the Monte Carlo simulation method can 
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be utilise to develop a process optimisation methodology, which aims to minimise 

the overall cost for both part fabrication and assembly production, so that the trade-

off effects between the varied processes can be identified. The optimisation processes 

can then be fed back to update process specifications. Therefore, the closed loop 

system will provide a continuous improvement process to optimise the 

manufacturing processes. 
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3 Mathematical representation and 

variation propagation modelling 

To quantify the effects of variations in assembly processes, the geometrical 

relationships among part features, fixture features and assembly features are required 

to be modelled. This chapter will introduce the representation and modelling method 

of nominal assembly geometry based on the spar and hinge bracket case study. The 

methodology for modelling variation propagation in type II overconstrained 

assemblies is also presented for the first time, and illustrated using the case study. 

 A SSE MBL Y RE P RE SE NT A T ION  AND  M OD EL L IN G ME T HOD 

A feature-based variation modelling method is developed in this work. Parts consist 

of numerous features, while assemblies consist of a number of parts and assembly 

features. The part features significant for variation propagation modelling can be 

classified into one of two categories: mating features or datum features. Mating 

features are contact features to be mated together between two parts, whereas datum 

features are the features used as a reference for assembly processes between a part 

and a fixture. Products may be assembled with or without the help of fixtures. 

Fixtures also consist of features. A standard naming convention, as proposed by Cai 

et al. [34] and introduced in Section 2.3,  is used in this thesis to define parts, features 

and fixtures of the spar and hinge bracket assembly (Section 1.1 – Case study), as 

shown below.  

𝐺 ∶ 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑔𝑙𝑜𝑏𝑎𝑙 𝑐𝑜𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑠𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑚      

𝑃𝑗 ∶ 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑗𝑡ℎ 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡       𝑗 = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5  
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𝑀𝐹𝑒𝑗𝑘 = 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑘𝑡ℎ 𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑓𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡   𝑘 = 𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑐, 𝑑 … 

𝐷𝐹𝑒𝑗𝑘 = 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑘𝑡ℎ 𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑚 𝑓𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡   𝑘 = 𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑐, 𝑑 … 

𝐹𝑖𝑗𝑘 = 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑘𝑡ℎ 𝑓𝑖𝑥𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒 𝑓𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝑓𝑖𝑥𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒   𝑘 = 𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑐, 𝑑 … 

 VA RI AT ION PRO PA GAT ION  MO D E LLIN G 

The modelling of overconstrained assemblies presents an additional challenge to 

variation modelling, as these assemblies consists of multiple closed chains. This 

concept is introduced through three simple examples, before the case study assembly 

is considered in detail. In the examples the parts are denoted as P1, P2 and P3. The 

mating features of part 1 are denoted as MFe1a, MFe1b, MFe1c and MFe1d 

respectively. The mating features of part 2 and 3 are named in the same fashion 

(MFe2a, MFe2b, MFe3a and MFe3b). Finally, the datum features are designated as 

DFe2a and DFe3a respectively. The examples do not consider fixtures. 

 Va r ia t io n  p r op ag at i o n  mod e l l ing  o f  a s s em b l ie s  wi t h  a n o pe n c ha in  

Numerous methods have been developed for mathematically modelling simple 

connective assemblies with an open chain of transforms [64][65][38]. Figure 3.1 shows 

an example of such an assembly. Using the HTM method [38], the nominal positions 

and orientations of each part and feature in the assembly are represented by part 

coordinate systems (PCSs) and feature coordinate systems (FeCSs). The features are 

also related to a GCS. The KC of the assembly is the correct mate between the two 

features MFe1a and MFe2a of the two parts. 
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Figure 3.1: Assembly with an open chain (a) before assembly; (b) after assembly 

The term 𝐓 is used to represent the relationship between the two parts in the 

assembly. P1 and P2 are related to each other such that 

(3.1) 

In the ideal scenario, the two mating features MFe1a and MFe2a are coincident after 

assembly, i.e. 𝐓 is a unit matrix. Manufacturing and assembly errors can lead to 

variation in the assembly parts. This means features and mating interfaces may 

deviate from their nominal positions and orientations. Variation can therefore be 

subsequently introduced into the nominal model, as shown in the variational spatial 

relationship graph displayed in Figure 3.2, where δT represents the deviation of a 

coordinate system due to variations. 

Figure 3.2: Variational spatial relationship graph for an assembly with an open chain 
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The relationship between P1 and P2 can subsequently be determined in an assembly 

with variation presented as 

(3.2) 

In this case, variation is passed linearly along the chain from one part to the next. 

 Va r ia t io n  p r op ag at i o n  mod e l l ing  o f  a s s em b l ie s  wi t h  o ne  c l os e d  cha in 

Recent work in this field has started to consider spatial assemblies where assembly 

components create one closed chain. An assembly with one closed chain is presented 

in Figure 3.3. The closed chain is a result of P2 having two mating feet to part 1, 

creating two KCs that need to be achieved simultaneously. 

Figure 3.3: Assembly with one closed chain (a) before assembly; (b) after assembly 

A spatial relationship graph can be created for this assembly, as shown in Figure 3.4. 

This graph highlights the single closed chain, and the two KCs that must be achieved. 
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𝐓 = 𝐓 ∙ δ𝐓 ∙ 𝐓 ∙ δ𝐓 ∙ 𝐓 ∙ δ𝐓 . 
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Figure 3.4: Variational spatial relationship graph for an assembly with one closed chain 

Manufacturing and assembly variation can be introduced into the nominal model. 

Achieving KC1 and KC2 independently requires both mating pairs to be independent 

without stringent geometrical constraints. Otherwise, tight tolerance constraints have 

to be applied to both P1 and P2 to ensure KC1 and KC2 are fulfilled simultaneously. 

If one of the KCs is not met due to the machining or assembly variations, a gap or 

clash will occur between the corresponding features. Therefore, with variations 

present, only one KC mating pair can be perfectly mated. 

If KC1 is given the priority to be achieved first, a gap or clash will occur at KC2 when 

variation has occurred. A gap refers to a situation where variation prevents part 

feature from contacting with each other. In contrast, a clash condition refers to a 

situation where variation causes part features to have interference when positioned 

in their ideal assembly location or orientation. Clashes cannot occur in reality, as 

instead the part features contact but are no longer in the ideal position. Subsequent 

descriptions of clashes in this thesis refer to a theoretical condition where parts would 

overlap, and not a physical overlap. 

A gap or clash can be quantified by calculating the HTM between the mating surfaces 

associated with KC2 (mating features MFe1b and MFe2b respectively). In order to 

quantify this assembly variation, both FeCSs must be represented relative to the GCS. 
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For example, the P1 mating feature, including any variation present, can be related to 

the GCS such that 

(3.3) 

Similarly, P2’s mating feature, including variation, can be related to the GCS by 

(3.4) 

By relating both features to the GCS, the spatial relationship between the two mating 

surfaces, which corresponds to the variation at KC2, can be determined as follows 

(3.5) 

 Va r ia t io n  p r op ag at i o n  mo d e l l ing  o f  a s s em b l ie s  wi t h  m ul t ip l e  c l o se d  ch a ins  

Figure 3.5 highlights the challenge of assemblies with multiple closed chains, which 

are a hallmark of overconstrained assemblies. With variation present, the correct 

spatial relationship between all mating pairs in the assembly cannot be guaranteed. 

Achieving all assembly KCs independently as designed is generally not possible in 

this case, and typically additional assembly processes, such as shimming or fettling 

[2], are necessary to be added to the production chain. 

𝐓 = 𝐓 ∙ 𝐓 ∙ δ𝐓 ∙ 𝐓 ∙ δ𝐓 ∙ 𝐓 ∙

δ𝐓 ∙ 𝐓 ∙ δ𝐓  . 

𝐓 = 𝐓 ∙ 𝐓 ∙ δ𝐓 . 

δ = 𝐓 = 𝐓 𝟏 ∙ 𝐓 . 
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Figure 3.5: Assembly with multiple closed chains (a) before assembly; (b) after assembly 

The spatial relationship graph for this assembly is presented in Figure 3.6. 

Figure 3.6: Variational spatial relationship graph for an assembly with multiple closed chains 

It can be noted that with variations present in the mating features, all four KCs cannot 

be perfectly achieved simultaneously. Therefore, only some KCs can be delivered at 

a time. This delivery chain is ambiguous however, as typically there is more than one 
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way to assemble products with multiple closed chains. Furthermore, each method 

will result in different gaps or clashes at the KC mating pairs. To overcome this 

problem, an algorithm to quantify assembly KC variation is required. 

To quantify the variation effects on a specific assembly KC, the gap or clash that exists 

between the mating features must be determined. In a multiple closed chain 

assembly, all assembly mates cannot be achieved simultaneously, necessitating a KC 

delivery chain. Therefore, in order to calculate the effect of assembly variation, it is 

assumed that only one KC is perfectly achieved first. Variation can be introduced into 

the parts, features and fixtures of the assembly. The gap or clash in all other KC 

mating pairs as a result of the induced variation can then be calculated, thus 

providing a quantification of the effect of part, feature and fixture variation on the 

overall assembly variations. For example, in Figure 3.6, if KC1 is assumed to be 

perfectly mated, the assembly variation at KC4 can be quantified by calculating the 

HTM between the mating surfaces (mating features MFe1d and MFe2d respectively). 

In order to quantify this assembly variation, both FeCSs must be represented relative 

to the GCS. For example, the P1 mating feature, including any variation present, can 

be related to a GCS as follows 

(3.6) 

Similarly, P2’s mating feature, including variation, can be related to the GCS by 

(3.7) 

By relating both features to the same GCS, the spatial relationship between the two 

mating surfaces, which corresponds to the variation in the assembly KC4 from Figure 

3.6, can be determined through 

(3.8) 

𝐓 = 𝐓 ∙ 𝐓 ∙ δ𝐓 . 

𝐓 = 𝐓 ∙ 𝐓 ∙ δ𝐓 ∙ 𝐓 ∙ δ𝐓 ∙ 𝐓 ∙

δ𝐓 ∙ 𝐓 ∙ δ𝐓 . 

δ𝐓 = 𝐓 = 𝐓 𝟏 ∙ 𝐓 . 
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If only one variation is introduced at a time, and all induced variations are of the same 

magnitude, then a sensitivity study can be carried out to identify the most significant 

variation drivers. The analysis can also be repeated by assuming a different mating 

pair is perfectly mated. By comparing the results, the minimum and maximum 

variation induced can be determined, and the best assembly technique identified. 

 VA RI AT ION PRO PA GAT ION  MO D E LLIN G FO R SP A R A ND  H IN GE 

BR A CK E T  A SSE M B LY  

The case study chosen to illustrate the variation modelling methodology for an 

assembly with multiple closed chains is a section of a complex aerospace assembly, 

consisting of a structural spar and four hinge brackets from an aircraft wing [2], as 

shown in  Figure 3.7. Variations induced during part manufacture of the spar and 

hinge brackets creates gaps and clashes during assembly. These assembly variations 

are expensive and time consuming to deal with. Variation propagation can be 

mapped through the assembly and the magnitude of gaps and clashes quantified. 

This then allows analysis which may determine which features of the assembly have 

the largest effect on the variation, to prioritise controlling variation in them. For this 

case study, it is assumed that all parts are rigid, and that the assembly is therefore 

statically determinate. 
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 Figure 3.7: Spar and hinge bracket assembly overview 

There are two mating feet per hinge bracket, resulting in the spar being mounted at 

eight surfaces along its span, thus making it overconstrained. The case study 

assembly can be classified as a type II assembly, as assembly mating features are not 

pre-fabricated prior to assembly. Instead, the spar and hinge brackets are located 

spatially from each other using fixtures. In conjunction with this, the hinge brackets 

are aligned to the spar using an index blade. 

There are three KCs which must be achieved in this assembly, as shown in Figure 3.7. 

The first KC is the alignment of the four hinge brackets to each other along the hinge 

bracket datum hole x-axis. This is to ensure the correct operation of the aircraft control 

surfaces, which are mounted to the hinge brackets. The second KC that must be 

satisfied is the alignment of each of the four hinge brackets to the spar surface. This is 

to make certain that the assembly fits within the wing’s aerofoil profile. Finally, the 

third KC that must be achieved is the mating of the hinge bracket feet to the spar 

surface, without gaps or clashes occurring. This is to ensure the structural integrity of 

the overall assembly. The datum features in the assembly are listed below, and are 

shown in Figure 3.8. 
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Alignment of hinge 
bracket datum holes 

along x-axis 
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Figure 3.8: Datum features of the spar and hinge bracket assembly 

The engineering drawings of one hinge bracket (all four hinge brackets are identical 

in this case study), the spar and the overall assembly are shown for reference in Figure 

3.9, Figure 3.10 and Figure 3.11 respectively. 

Figure 3.9: Hinge bracket engineering drawing (millimetres) 
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Figure 3.10: Spar engineering drawing (millimetres) 

Figure 3.11: Spar and hinge bracket assembly drawing (millimetres) 

The spar and hinge brackets are located spatially from each other using fixtures. The 

assembly KCs, shown in  Figure 3.7, were determined using a KC flowdown, shown 

in Figure 3.12. The first assembly KC was determined to be ensuring the hinge 

brackets datum holes (datum D), shown in Figure 3.8 are aligned to one another by 

the fixture, to facilitate the correct operation of the aircraft’s flight control surfaces. In 

addition, the assembly fixture must locate the spar and hinge brackets in the correct 

relative position to each other to maintain the functionality of the assembly. There are 

therefore multiple KCs which must be achieved simultaneously in order to have 

correct assembly of the spar and hinge brackets. Variations in the spar, hinge bracket, 

fixtures or assembly process can result in the failure to achieve the KCs in the 

assembly. 
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Figure 3.12: Spar and hinge bracket KC flowdown 

Table 3.1 describes the assembly sequence of the spar and hinge bracket assembly.  
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Table 3.1: Spar and hinge bracket assembly sequence 

Step 1 

 
The first hinge bracket is loaded into the hinge bracket fixture. The fixture consists of 

a locating pin, a datum surface and an index blade. The locating pin locates the hole

datum feature on the hinge bracket. This constrains all but one degree of freedom of 

the hinge bracket, leaving only rotation about the X-axis unconstrained (rotation 

about the hinge bracket locating pin hole).  

Step 2 

 

The hinge bracket fixture contains an index blade (coloured yellow) which can be 

moved along the global Z-axis, and then fixed in position. The index blade is initially 

set to a nominal position. The hinge bracket is rotated about the locating pin feature 

until it contacts the index blade. 

Hinge bracket located 
in fixture by locating 

pin 

Locating pin 
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GCS 

Index blade set to 
nominal position. 

Hinge bracket rotated 
to contact it. 
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Step 3 
 

It is then clamped into position by two clamps (coloured green), thus constraining all 

degrees of freedom of the hinge bracket to a nominal position. The index blade is then 

retracted away from the hinge bracket along the global Z-axis. Steps 1-3 are repeated 

for the remaining three hinge brackets. 

Step 4 
 

The spar is then placed on its fixture. A spacer is used so that the spar is located a 

known distance from the hinge bracket. The spar is located using two holes, a datum 

king hole (shown) and a datum queen hole (not shown). Together these hole features 

constrain all translational and rotational degrees of freedom. 

The hinge bracket is 
clamped into its 

nominal position, and 
the index blade is 

retracted 

Z 

Y 

X 

GCS 

The spar is located on its 
fixture by the king hole at 

one end, and a queen hole at 
the opposite end 

Z 

Y 

X 
GC
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Step 5 

 

The index blade is subsequently moved along its Z-axis until it contacts the assembly 

datum surface of spar. The index blade is then fixed in this location. 

Step 6 

 

The clamps constraining the rotation of the hinge bracket about its X-axis are released. 

The hinge bracket is then rotated until it contacts the index blade, thus aligning each 

hinge bracket with the spar.  

Index blade is moved along 
global Z axis until it contacts 

with the spar 

Z 

Y 

X 

GCS 

The hinge bracket clamps 
are loosened, then the 

hinge bracket is rotated to 
contact with the index 

blade 

Z 

Y 

X 

GCS 
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Step 7 

 

The hinge bracket is once again clamped into position and all degrees of freedom of 

the part are constrained, and the spatial location and orientation of the part is now 

known. The hinge bracket features can now be defined from the part datum. The

Steps 5 and 6 are repeated for the remaining three hinge brackets. Variation 

management processes such as shimming or milling are then carried out so that the 

hinge bracket and spar are spaced to the correct distance (to the same distance as the 

spacer) from each other to ensure they mate within tolerance. Once this is complete, 

the spar is unloaded from the fixture to allow the spacers to be removed from between 

the spar and the fixture. The spar is then reloaded onto the fixture and the parts are 

then drilled and bolted together to form the complete assembly. 

 

Upon completion of assembly, the achievement of KCs can be assessed by calculating 

the spatial distance and orientation of the spar and hinge bracket mating surfaces 

respectively. Additional assembly processes may be required if the mating KCs are 

not within specification. Considering that each hinge bracket has two feet which mate 

against the spar, and all hinge brackets must be aligned, the case study assembly can 

be described as having multiple closed chains. Thus, all assembly KCs cannot be 

The hinge bracket is clamped 
into its final position, and the 

index blade is retracted 
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GCS 
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achieved simultaneously when variation is present, as shown in  Figure 3.7 (with 

clashes or gaps). For example, variation in either the spar or hinge bracket mating 

surfaces will create a gap or clash in the assembly at one or both of the two feet. 

Additional processes are therefore required to address these gaps or clashes at the 

assembly stage. It is typical in this industrial case that all KCs are not satisfactorily 

achieved independently without additional variation management steps at the 

assembly stage [2], especially when these parts are made in different materials and 

by different suppliers. Variation management steps are therefore utilised at the 

assembly stage in order to achieve all KCs simultaneously.  

 M a th em at ic a l  r e pr e s e nta t i o n  o f  h ing e  br a cke t  

The hinge bracket can be represented using two datum feature coordinate frames and 

two mating feature coordinate frames. The coordinate frames for these four features 

are shown in Figure 3.13. The two datum features, DFeia and DFeib, locate the part 

in the fixture. DFeia is the locating pin hole, which defines the X, Y and Z location 

and rotation about the Y-axis and Z-axis of the hinge bracket in the assembly. The 

feature coordinate frame is defined to be in the centre of the hole feature. The X-axis 

is aligned to be parallel with the datum surface of the hinge bracket. The Z-axis of the 

feature is aligned with the front face of the hinge bracket. The Y-axis is parallel with 

the Y-axis of the global coordinate frame. 

DFeib is the face of the hinge bracket that is aligned to the spar via the index blade, 

which defines the rotation about the X-axis, 𝜃𝑥, of the hinge bracket. The coordinate 

frame representing this feature is placed in the geometric centre of the datum surface 

in the X direction, and at the height in the Y direction where it would mate with the 

fixture index blade in an ideal assembly (without variation present). The Y-axis of the 

feature frame is aligned with the datum surface, and the X-axis is defined to be 

parallel with the X-axis of the global coordinate frame. 
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MFeia and MFeib represent the hinge bracket feet features which interface with the 

spar. Each of these features are assigned coordinate frames, allowing an ideal model 

of the hinge bracket, PHi, to be produced by linking the feature coordinate frames 

using HTMs. The feature coordinate frames for these features are defined as being in 

the geometric centre of each hinge bracket foot respectively. The X and Z axes are 

then defined to be parallel with the hinge bracket foot edges, which corresponds to 

the global X and Z axes. The remaining features of the hinge bracket are not 

considered for this case study, as they do not affect the KCs being considered. The 

datum features selected are the assembly datum features. Different datum features 

are used for other processes, such as machining. 

Figure 3.13: Hinge bracket coordinate frames 

The locations of the coordinate frames were determined to be at the centre of the 

feature being modelled, with the orientations aligned so that the axes of the 

coordinate frame align with the edges of the feature. The features of the hinge bracket 

were then represented using a liaison graph, as shown in Figure 3.14(a). The liaison 

graph maps the relationship between features both within and between parts in the 

assembly. These relationships were derived from the assembly sequence.  
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A nominal spatial relationship graph can subsequently be acquired from the liaison 

graph, as shown in Figure 3.14(b). This graph maps the homogeneous transforms that 

mathematically model the spatial relationships between the four features of the hinge 

bracket. The hinge bracket itself is labelled P2.  

Figure 3.14: Hinge bracket (a) liaison graph, (b) spatial relationship graph 

From Figure 3.14(b), the nominal positions and orientations of the hinge bracket 

features relative to the global frame G can be represented by 𝐓, 𝐓, 𝐓, 

𝐓 and 𝐓. 

The spatial relationship between the hinge bracket features relative to the P2 frame 

are represented as 𝐓, 𝐓, 𝐓 and 𝐓. 

Based on the nominal spatial relationship graph previously developed for the hinge 

bracket shown in Figure 3.14(b), a variational spatial relationship graph can be 

derived, as shown in Figure 3.15. This graph shows how variation can be introduced 

to any feature in relation to each other. 
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Figure 3.15: Hinge bracket variational spatial relationship graph 

From Figure 3.15, the actual positions and orientations of the hinge bracket features 

relative to the global frame G can be obtained as 𝐓, 𝐓, 𝐓, 𝐓 and 

𝐓. 

The variations between the hinge bracket features are represented as 

𝛿𝐓, 𝛿𝐓, 𝛿𝐓 and 𝛿𝐓 respectively. 

 M a th em at ic a l  r e pr e s e nta t i o n  o f  s pa r  

The spar can also be idealised using coordinate frames, as shown Figure 3.16. The 

king pin hole, DFe1a, is the first datum feature. There are two datum hole features, 

DFe1a and DFe1b, to position the spar on the assembly fixture. DFe1a, as the primary 

datum, known as the king pin hole, is located first in the fixture. DFe1a therefore 

defines the X, Y and Z location and constrains rotations about the X-axis and Z-axis 

of the hinge bracket in the assembly. The feature coordinate frames of the king and 

queen pin hole features are defined to be in the centre of the hole feature. The X-axis 

is aligned to be parallel with the span of the spar. The Z-axis of the feature is aligned 

with the breadth of the spar. The Y-axis is parallel to the Y-axis of the global 

coordinate frame. 
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DFe1b is located second, and constrains the rotation about the Y-axis, 𝜃𝑦, of the spar. 

There are four additional datum features, DFe1k (k=c, d, e, f), which align the hinge 

brackets to the spar during assembly. The coordinate frames representing these 

datum features are placed at the height in the Y direction where it would mate with 

the fixture index blade in an ideal assembly (without variation present). The Y-axis of 

the feature frame is aligned with the datum surface, and the X-axis is defined to be 

parallel with the span of the spar. 

There are eight mating features, MFe1j (k=a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h), where the spar joins 

with the hinge brackets. The coordinate frames of the mating features of the spar were 

positioned and orientated to correspond to the coordinate frames of each hinge 

bracket foot. Therefore, the spar and hinge bracket mating feature coordinate frames 

are at the same point in an ideal, perfect assembly (without any variation). 

Figure 3.16: Spar coordinate frames 

The spar is represented using a liaison graph, as shown in Figure 3.17. The liaison 

graph displays how the datum and mating features are related to one another in the 
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spar. A nominal spatial relationship graph is subsequently shown in Figure 3.18. This 

graph maps the homogeneous transforms that mathematically model the spatial 

relationships between the fourteen features of the spar. 

Figure 3.17: Spar liaison graph 

Figure 3.18: Spar nominal spatial relationship graph 
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Based on the nominal spatial relationship graph previously developed for the spar in 

Figure 3.18, a variational spatial relationship graph can be derived, as shown in 

Figure 3.19. This graph shows how variations can be introduced to any feature of the 

spar, including the datum holes, datum faces and mating faces. 

Figure 3.19: Spar variational spatial relationship graph 
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to represent the four index blades that make up the fixture, Fi1c, Fi1d, Fi1e and Fi1f. 

Finally there are four coordinate frames to represent the hinge bracket locating pins, 

Fi1g, Fi1h, Fi1i and Fi1j. 

Figure 3.20: Fixture coordinate frames (isometric view) 

Figure 3.21: Fixture coordinate frames (side view) 

The fixture is represented using a liaison graph as shown in Figure 3.22. The liaison 

graph shows how the fixture locates both the hinge bracket and the spar. 

Furthermore, a nominal spatial relationship graph is shown in Figure 3.23. 
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Figure 3.22: Fixture liaison graph 

Figure 3.23: Fixture nominal spatial relationship graph 
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assembled to a section of the spar. Figure 3.25 consequently illustrates how the 

coordinate frames of the fixture, a hinge bracket and the spar interact with each other 

to form an assembly. 
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Figure 3.24: Section of spar and hinge bracket assembly in jig 

Figure 3.25: Spar and hinge bracket assembly in fixture with coordinate frames 
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The spar and one hinge bracket assembly can be represented using a liaison graph, 

shown in Figure 3.26, which maps the relationships between part, fixture and 

assembly features. The subsequently developed nominal spatial relationship graph, 

shown in Figure 3.26, can be utilised to identify the chain of transforms that links all 

parts, feature and fixture coordinate frames together.  

Figure 3.26: Spar and one hinge bracket assembly (a) liaison graph, (b) nominal spatial 

relationship graph  
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Based on the liaison graph in Figure 3.26, the loading of a hinge bracket P2 into its 

fixture Fi1 can be mathematically described by 

(3.9) 

In this case, the hinge bracket is fixed in a nominal position, as described in step 2 of 

the assembly sequence in Table 3.1. 

The spar is loaded into the spar fixture and is consequently related to the fixture as 

follows 

(3.10) 

The index blade fixture (Fi1c) described in Table 3.1 plays an important role in the 

spar and hinge bracket assembly process. Its purpose is to align the hinge bracket 

datum surface to the spar datum surface. The index blade achieves this by having the 

ability to be moved along its Z-axis until it contacts with the spar datum surface 

(DFe1c). Therefore, a crucial step in this specific case study is determining the location 

along the Z-axis of the index blade relative to the index pin of the assembly fixture 

(Fi1a). The location of Fi1c is set by the spatial location of the datum feature of the 

spar (DFe1c) as described in step 5 of the assembly sequence, and is calculated as 

follows 

(3.11) 

In order to align the spar and hinge brackets together, the index blade must contact 

with the spar datum surface (DFe1c) and the hinge bracket datum surface (DFe2b) 

simultaneously. To achieve this, the hinge bracket part must be rotated about its X-

axis until the surface DFe2b contacts with the index blade. Therefore, the rotation of 

the hinge bracket about the X-axis can be derived by 

(3.12) 

𝐓 = 𝐓 ∙ 𝐓 ∙ 𝐓 . 

𝐓 = 𝐓 ∙ 𝐓 ∙ 𝐓 . 

𝐓 = 𝐓 ∙ 𝐓 ∙ 𝐓 ∙ 𝐓 ∙ 𝐓 . 

𝐓 = 𝐓 ∙ 𝐓 ∙ 𝐓 ∙ 𝐓 ∙ 𝐓 . 𝐓 ∙ 𝐓 . 
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Based on the nominal spatial relationship graph previously developed for the fixture 

Figure 3.23, a variational spatial relationship graph can be derived, as shown in 

Figure 3.27. This graph shows how variation can be introduced to the fixture at any 

locator.  

Figure 3.27: Fixture variational spatial relationship graph 

From Figure 3.27, the actual positions and orientations of the fixture features can be 

obtained as 𝐓, 𝐓, 𝐓, 𝐓, 𝐓, 𝐓, 𝐓, 𝐓, 𝐓, 𝐓, 𝐓. 

The variations at the fixture features are represented as 𝛿𝐓, 𝛿𝐓, 𝛿𝐓, 𝛿𝐓, 

𝛿𝐓, 𝛿𝐓, 𝛿𝐓, 𝛿𝐓, 𝛿𝐓, 𝛿𝐓. 

 M a th em at ic a l  r e pr e s e nta t i o n  o f  h ing e  br a cke t  a nd  spar  a s se m bl y  

Once the spar, hinge brackets and fixture have all been represented using coordinate 

frames, the assembly can be considered as a whole. Figure 3.28 shows how the spar 

and the four hinge brackets are located together using the fixture. The full assembly 

is represented using a liaison graph, shown in Figure 3.29. Subsequently, a nominal 

spatial relationship graph is shown in Figure 3.30. Using this graph, the relationship 

between all features of the assembly to each other can be derived. 
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Figure 3.28: Spar and hinge bracket assembly in fixture 

Figure 3.29: Spar and hinge bracket complete liaison graph 
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As shown in Figure 3.29, there are three KCs to be satisfied. The assembly technique 

described in Table 3.1 dictates that the first KC that is achieved is KC1, which is the 

alignment of the hinge bracket datum holes to one another. The second KC to be 

achieved is the alignment of the hinge brackets to the spar using the index blade 

fixture feature, as shown as KC2. This leaves the third and final KC to be achieved 

last. This is KC3, the mating of the four hinge brackets to the spar. 

There are two mating surfaces per hinge bracket. As four hinge brackets are 

considered in total, there are 8 mating pairs in the assembly. The correct mate of each 

pair is essential to the performance of the assembly, therefore each mating pair is a 

KC. There are therefore eight mating KCs in the assembly; KC3a and KC3b related to 

the mating of Part 1 and Part 2, KC3c and KC3d related to the mating of Part 1 and 

Part 3, KC3e and KC3f related to the mating of Part 1 and Part 4, and finally KC3g 

and KC3h related to the mating of Part 1 and Part 5. The eight mating relationships 

are shown in Figure 3.30, and are also represented as follows 𝐓, 𝐓, 𝐓, 

𝐓, 𝐓, 𝐓 and 𝐓. 

There is also a KC relating to the alignment of the hinge bracket locating pin hole, as 

shown in  Figure 3.7. This is represented in Figure 3.30 as KC1. 
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Figure 3.30: Spar and hinge bracket complete nominal spatial relationship graph 
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variational spatial relationship graph can be derived, as shown in Figure 3.31. This 

graph can be utilised to determine the effect of variation introduced by any feature of 

the spar, hinge bracket or feature. Using a chain of transforms, the effect of variation 

on the KCs can be quantified. KC1, KC2 and KC3, as shown in Figure 3.31, are 

highlighted in the variational spatial relationship graph. 

Figure 3.31: Spar and hinge bracket complete variational spatial relationship graph 
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Figure 3.31 displays all the relationships between part features and fixture features 

within the assembly. There are numerous variation propagation routes in the spar 

and hinge bracket assembly. For example, the mating interface, KC3a, has three 

potential variation propagation routes, as shown by routes 1, 2 and 3 in Figure 3.32.  

Figure 3.32: Spar and hinge bracket variation propagation routes 

The black arrows in Figure 3.32 represent the chain of transforms in the assembly, 

and thus it shows the assembly order and technique. The potential variation 

propagation routes, displayed as red arrows in Figure 3.32, must be in the same 
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inspection, and controlled through tolerance allocation, the variation induced during 

assembly is not as intuitive to understand, and requires a mathematical model to 

quantify at the planning stage. This is because the assembly technique influences the 

final variation present. A variation propagation model was therefore developed and 

is shown in Figure 3.33. The flowchart presented in Figure 3.33 is based upon the 

assembly technique described in Table 3.1. The order in which the location of each 

feature is determined replicates the real-life order in which parts are located on the 

assembly fixture. 

Figure 3.33: Variation propagation model flowchart. 

When the variational spatial relationship graph in Figure 3.31 and the variation 

propagation model in Figure 3.33 are considered together, the final location of each 

feature in the assembly can be represented by chains of HTMs. By relating both the 

spar and hinge bracket mating features to the global coordinate system, G, the 

Start Spar king hole 𝐓 

Spar queen hole 𝐓 

Define spar datum features 𝐓 
(k = c, d, e, f) 

Define spar mating 
features 

𝐓 
(j = a, b, …, h) 

Find index position 𝐓 
(k = c, d, e, f) 

Hinge bracket datum hole 
𝐓 

(i = 2, 3, 4, 5) 
Find contact point between the 

index and hinge bracket datum surface 

Find the maximum gaps/clashes between the mating features along the y-axis 
Max δ𝐓  (j= a, b, …, h) where: 

δ𝐓 = 𝐓, δ𝐓 = 𝐓, δ𝐓 = 𝐓, δ𝐓 = 𝐓, 
δ𝐓 = 𝐓, δ𝐓 = 𝐓, δ𝐓 = 𝐓, δ𝐓 = 𝐓 

Define the mating features of hinge brackets, 𝐓 and 𝐓 
 (i = 2, 3, 4, 5) 

Define hinge bracket posture 
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maximum gaps or clashes between the mating features at KC3 can be calculated. For 

example, the spar mating feature, MFe1a, can be related to G such that 

(3.13) 

Variation propagation route 1 in Figure 3.32 can be represented as a chain of HTMs 

to represent the spar mating feature, MFe1a, as 

(3.14)  

where the terms δ𝐓 and δ𝐓 represent variation in the fixture. The term δ𝐓 

corresponds to assembly process variation, such as misalignment of parts. 

The features of the assembly in the liaison graph can be related to each other using 

homogeneous transforms. For example, the spar mating feature can be related to a 

global coordinate system G, such that 

(3.15) 

Similarly, the hinge bracket mating feature can be related to the same global 

coordinate system G as 

(3.16) 

By relating both features to the same global coordinate system, the spatial relationship 

between the two mating surfaces, which corresponds to assembly KC3a from Figure 

3.32, can be determined by 

(3.17) 

Variation can be introduced into Eq. (3.15) and Eq. (3.16), allowing the effect of this 

variation to be measured using Eq. (3.17). 

𝐓 = 𝐓 ∙ 𝐓 ∙ 𝐓 ∙ 𝐓 ∙ 𝐓 . 

𝐓 = 𝐓 ∙ 𝐓 ∙ 𝐓 ∙ 𝐓 ∙ 𝐓 ∙ 𝐓 . 

δ𝐓 = 𝐓 = 𝐓 𝟏 ∙ 𝐓 . 

𝐓 = 𝐓 ∙ 𝐓 ∙ 𝐓 ∙ 𝐓 ∙ 𝐓 . 

𝐓 = 𝐓 ∙ δ𝐓 ∙ 𝐓 ∙ δ𝐓 ∙ 𝐓 ∙ δ𝐓 ∙ 𝐓 ∙

δ𝐓 ∙ 𝐓 ∙ δ𝐓 , 
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The hinge bracket mating feature can also be related to the same global coordinate 

system G. The hinge bracket is located by two datums, DFeia and DFeib. Therefore, 

two equations are used to define the location and orientation of the hinge bracket. 

The first hinge bracket, P2, has five degrees of freedom constrained by locating the 

datum hole feature, DFe2a, in the assembly fixture, given by 

(3.18) 

When variation is considered, the variation model of the hinge bracket is given as 

 (3.19) 

This is equivalent to variation propagation route 2 in Figure 3.32. 

The hinge bracket is then aligned to the spar using the fixture index blade, Fi1c. This 

defines the orientation of the hinge bracket. Furthermore, it allows the location of 

the mating feature, MFe1a, to be determined, as follows 

(3.20) 

Variation must also be considered in the chain of HTMs, as shown in 

(3.21) 

This corresponds to variation propagation route 3 in Figure 3.32. 

By relating both features to the same global coordinate system, the spatial relationship 

between the two mating surfaces can be determined by 

 (3.22) 

Therefore, the gap or clash between the two mating surfaces which corresponds to 

KC3a from Figure 3.32 is measured. The transform δ𝐓  represents the variation at 

𝐓 = 𝐓 ∙ 𝐓 ∙ 𝐓 ∙ 𝐓 . 

δ𝐓 = 𝐓 ∙ δ𝐓 ∙ 𝐓 ∙ δ𝐓 ∙ 𝐓 ∙ δ𝐓 ∙ 𝐓 ∙ δ𝐓 . 

𝐓 = 𝐓 ∙ 𝐓 ∙ 𝐓 ∙ 𝐓 ∙ 𝐓 ∙ 𝐓 ∙ 𝐓 ∙ 𝐓 . 

δ𝐓 = 𝐓 = δ𝐓 𝟏 ∙ δ δ𝐓 . 

δ𝐓 = 𝐓 ∙ δ𝐓 ∙ 𝐓 ∙ δ𝐓 ∙ 𝐓 ∙ δ𝐓 ∙ 𝐓 ∙ δ𝐓 ∙ 𝐓 ∙

δ𝐓 ∙ 𝐓 ∙ δ𝐓 ∙ 𝐓 ∙ δ𝐓 ∙ 𝐓 ∙ δ𝐓 . 
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KC3a in the form of a 4x4 HTM, which fully describes the variation at that mating 

interface. δ𝐓  includes all variation sources, propagated from part and process 

variation to fixture and assembly variation.  

 M et hod  fo r  ca l cu l at ing  ma gni t ud e  o f  var ia t i o n  a t  KC3  f e a t ure s  

In some cases it is preferable to quantify the variation level as a magnitude in 

millimetres. This can be achieved by calculating the normal distance between the two 

mating features. 

In the spar and hinge bracket case study, the largest gaps will always occur between 

the spar surface and the boundary points of the hinge bracket feet (not the centre 

coordinate frame). The boundary points of the hinge bracket feet are shown in Figure 

3.34. As a rectangular shaped feature, four boundary points are required to define it. 

For more complex features more points are required. 

Figure 3.34: Defining hinge bracket mating feature boundary 

The boundary points can be obtained by using transforms from the nominal feature 

coordinate frame to the boundaries of the feature. This is typically a positional 

transform only (no change in frame orientation). As the spar mating face is large in 

comparison to the hinge bracket feet, it can be idealised as a plane. The plane must be 

Y
 X 

Z 

X 

Z 

Feature boundary 

Translation from feature coordinate 
frame to boundary 

Coordinate frame defines 
orientation of feature 
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oriented to be coincident with the centre of the spar mating feature coordinate frame, 

and then aligned to be parallel with the X and Z directions of the coordinate frame’s 

axes. The coordinates of plane can then be defined in terms of 

(3.23) 

To achieve this, the boundary point on one of the hinge bracket feet is considered 

(3.24) 

The shortest distance between a point and a plane is a vector normal to the plane from 

the point. The normal vector to a plane is given by 

 (3.25) 

A vector from the plane to the boundary point is given by 

(3.26) 

This is shown in Figure 3.35. 

Figure 3.35: Projecting vector w onto vector v 

𝑤 = −

𝑥 − 𝑥
𝑦 − 𝑦
𝑧 − 𝑧

 . 

𝑣 =
𝑎
𝑏
𝑐

 . 

𝑎𝑥 + 𝑏𝑦 + 𝑐𝑧 + 𝑑 = 0 . 

𝑥 = (𝑥 , 𝑦 , 𝑧 ) . 

𝑣 =
𝑎
𝑏
𝑐

  

 

𝑤 = −

𝑥 − 𝑥
𝑦 − 𝑦
𝑧 − 𝑧

 (𝑥 , 𝑦 , 𝑧 )  

(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧)  
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The next step is calculating the minimum distance, D as shown in Figure 3.36. 

Projecting w onto v gives the minimum distance D [141] from the point to the plane 

(3.27) 

Figure 3.36: Calculating the minimum distance between the hinge bracket boundary and 

spar feature plane 

Equation (3.27) can then be developed to give Equation (3.32) as follows 

(3.28) 

(3.29) 

(3.30) 

(3.31) 

(3.32) 

𝐷 =
| ∙ |

| |
  

𝐷 =
| ( ) ( ) ( )|

√
  

𝐷 =
| |

√
  

Minimum distance, D 

𝐷 = |𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑗 𝑤| . 

𝐷 =
| |

√
  

𝐷 =
√

 . 
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Equation (3.32) can be used to calculate the minimum distance, D, between the spar 

plane and each of the four feature boundary points. This allows the maximum and 

minimum variation at the KC to be determined. The maximum gap (out of four 

boundary edges) is equal to the largest minimum distance calculated. The minimum 

gap (out of four boundary points) equals the smallest minimum distance, D. 

 I MP L E ME NT AT ION 

The proposed model was implemented using the numerical computing environment 

MATLAB. The dimensions for the spar and hinge bracket assembly were obtained 

from CAD data, as shown in Figure 3.9, Figure 3.10 and Figure 3.11 respectively. The 

matrix models for the fixture and parts features were programmed manually into 

MATLAB following the method described in Section 2.5. The fixture variation 

propagation model MATLAB script is detailed in Appendix A.1. The spar variation 

propagation model MATLAB script is detailed in Appendix A.2. The hinge bracket 

variation propagation model MATLAB script is detailed in Appendix A.3. 

The results from MATLAB were validated via CAD models in SolidWorks with 

different variation parameters. The validation process involved the testing in both 

MATLAB and SolidWorks of the variation propagation resulting from variation 

input, with corresponding dimensions measured between the two models. For 

example, the KC variation resulting from variation in the hinge bracket datum hole 

feature (DFe2a) was tested. Figure 3.37 shows a representative variation of 0.19mm 

in the negative Z direction being applied to the hinge bracket datum hole feature 

(DFe2a) in the MATLAB model. The variation outputs at each KC were calculated by 

the variation propagation model, and the results shown in Figure 3.37. The same 

negative Z direction variation was applied to feature DFe2a in the SolidWorks 

assembly model, as displayed in Figure 3.38. The variations at the KC features were 

then measured in the SolidWorks model and were found to be identical to the 

MATLAB results, as shown in Table 3.2.  
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Figure 3.37: Input of variation at DFe2a and resultant KC variations in MATLAB 

Figure 3.38: Input of variation at DFe2a in SolidWorks for validation of MATLAB model 

0.1949mm gap @ KC3a 

0.0375mm clash @ KC3b 

0.19mm of 
variation in 
the negative 
Z direction @ 

DFe2a 

Z 

Y 
0.19mm of variation in 

the negative Z direction 
@ DFe2a 
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Table 3.2: SolidWorks model showing resultant KC variation due to variation at DFe2a 

KC3a  KC3b  

 

The assembly variations resulting from fixture variation were also tested in both 

MATLAB and Solidworks, so as to validate the MATLAB model. Figure 3.39 shows a 

variation of 0.5° in the Z rotational direction being applied to the fixture king pin 

locating hole feature (Fi1a) in the SolidWorks assembly model. 

Figure 3.39: Input of variation at Fi1a in SolidWorks for validation of MATLAB model 

The same rotational variation was applied to feature Fi1a in the MATLAB model, as 

displayed in Figure 3.40. The variation outputs at each KC were calculated by the 

variation propagation model, and the results shown in Figure 3.40.  

 

0.1949mm gap @ KC3a 
0.0375mm clash @ KC3b 

X 
Y 

0.5° of variation in the rotational Z direction @ Fi1a 
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Figure 3.40: Input of variation at Fi1a and resultant KC variations in MATLAB 

The variations at the KC features were then measured in the SolidWorks model and 

were the values were found to be consistent to 0.0002mm to the MATLAB results, as 

shown in Table 3.3.  

At the end of the validation process it was concluded that the MATLAB variation 

propagation model was sufficiently accurate. 

0.5° of 
variation in 

the rotational 
Z direction 

@ Fi1a 

1.6010mm gap @ KC3a 

1.4915mm gap @ KC3b 

6.3569mm gap @ KC3a 

5.8818mm gap @ KC3b 

11.1139mm gap @ KC3a 

10.2731mm gap @ KC3b 

15.8719mm gap @ KC3a 

14.6652mm gap @ KC3b 
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Table 3.3: SolidWorks model showing resultant KC variation due to variation at Fi1a 

KC3a KC3b 

KC3c KC3d 

KC3e KC3f 

KC3g KC3h 15.8720mm gap @ KC3g 

11.1140mm gap @ KC3e 10.2731mm gap @ KC3f 

1.6012mm gap @ KC3a 

5.8818mm gap @ KC3d 

14.6652mm gap @ KC3h 

6.3570mm gap @ KC3c 

1.4915mm gap @ KC3b 
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 SU MMA RY  

This section details how a variation propagation methodology was developed that 

mathematically models overconstrained assemblies. The methodology was 

exemplified by a complex aerospace case study problem. The proposed method 

utilises coordinate frames to represent part and fixture features. The features are 

spatially related to each other using the homogeneous transformation matrix method. 

The variation propagation model developed uses a KC achievement algorithm to 

overcome the challenge of ambiguous KC delivery chains. This algorithm captured 

the effect of the assembly technique, which has a critical impact on the magnitude 

and location of variation in overconstrained assemblies. The algorithm is 

implemented in MATLAB and validated by 3D CAD models in SolidWorks. 

Idealising part and fixture features as coordinated frames makes this methodology 

appropriate for modelling simple contact features. However, a method for identifying 

the key variation drivers is required. Furthermore, variation cannot be considered in 

isolation if a holistic approach to managing variation in overconstrained assemblies 

is to be developed. Other parameters must be considered when evaluating the 

effectiveness of a production change, such as production time and total cost. 

Therefore, a method to integrate the developed variation propagation model with 

time and cost models is necessary. 
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4 Variation source analysis and 

sensitivity study 

In order to create a focussed variation management strategy for overconstrained 

assemblies, it is useful to identify and rank the key assembly variation drivers. A 

method for achieving this is described in this chapter. Firstly, a variation source 

analysis is carried out on the overconstrained spar and hinge bracket case study. The 

variation source analysis considers variation from part fabrication methods, as well 

as assembly variation sources including assembly positioning errors and fixture 

geometry fluctuations. Then, the results of the variation source analysis are utilised 

as inputs to a variation sensitivity analysis. The sensitivity analysis calculates the 

features with the highest impact on assembly KCs, so as to inform designers and 

process planners as to the most significant variation sources.  

 VA RI AT ION SOU RCE  AN A L YSI S  

The variation source analysis on the spar and hinge bracket case study first considers 

the variations from the part fabrication methods. Secondly, the variation sources from 

the assembly process are investigated. 

 Va r ia t io n  s o ur ce  a na ly s i s  in  p a rt  f a br i ca t i o n  

 V ar ia t i on  s o urce  a na lys i s  in  h ing e  br a ck et  fa br i c a t i o n  

The hinge bracket is manufactured by machining a billet of aluminium to the net 

hinge bracket shape. Variations are inevitable in the fabrication process of the hinge 

bracket. To fabricate the part, first an aluminium billet is loaded into a machine centre, 

and is located using a 3-2-1 locating scheme. There may be discrepancy in the 
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condition of work piece, such as defects in raw billet material and material property 

variations [12][50], which may cause variations in the loading of the billet into the 

machining centre. Cutting tools, the fixture used, the operator [12][50], the order of 

processes and the environment can also lead to variations in the final part. In this case 

study, a roughing cut is performed on the billet to define the shape. Geometric feature 

variation (variations in shape of component features, such as orientation and location 

of features) [12] can occur during this manufacturing process, due to machine tool 

elastic and thermal deformation [57][55], cutting tool wear [12] and machine 

vibrations [55]. A finishing cut can then be completed, which has greater control over 

the geometric accuracy of the cut, thus typically producing a final feature with less 

variation and a better surface finish. Finally a datum hole is drilled. Variation can be 

induced in this process due to drill wear [57][51], incorrect calibration of the drill, and 

vibrations in the drill [55]. Based on literature, Table 4.1 shows a summary of the 

potential variation sources in hinge bracket manufacture. 

Table 4.1: Hinge bracket potential variation sources 

Hinge Bracket potential variation sources 

Discrepancies in the condition of work piece 

Defects in raw billet material & material property variations 

Cutting tool error 

Operator variation 

Variation due to the order of processes 

Variation due to environmental factors 

Machine tool elastic & thermal deformation 

Cutting tool wear 

Machine vibrations 

Incorrect calibration of the drill 

Drill wear 

Drill vibrations 
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Table 4.2 collates the variations which are used to populate the hinge bracket ideal 

model. The tolerances of typical machining processes [142] and engineering drawings 

of existing hinge brackets were used to define the likely variation input at each 

feature, taking into account the potential variation sources described above.  

Table 4.2: Hinge bracket variations 

Hinge Bracket Feature 𝜹𝑿, 𝜹𝒀, 𝜹𝒁 (mm) 

Locating hole datum – DFeia 
(Drilling Process) 

±0.1900 

Spar alignment datum – DFeib 
(Roughing Cut) 

±0.3000 

Spar alignment datum – DFeib 
(Finishing Cut) 

±0.1250 

Hinge bracket mating features – MFeia, MFeib 
(Roughing Cut) 

±0.3000 

Hinge bracket mating features – MFeia, MFeib 
(Finishing Cut) 

±0.1250 

 

The variations described in Table 4.2 are combined into δPhi (i=1,2,3,4), a vector 

representing all variations associated with the hinge bracket.  

 V ar ia t i on  s o urce  a na lys i s  in  sp a r  f a br i ca t io n  

The accuracy of the finished spar depends on the manufacturing process used. In this 

thesis, two fabrication methods are considered, i.e. manual layup of pre-impregnated 

Carbon Fibre Reinforced Plastic (prepreg CFRP), and Resin Transfer Moulding 

(RTM). All the CFRP features, including the hinge bracket alignment datums will 

have some degree of variation due to the CFRP fabrication process. Variation in CFRP 

manufacture comes from a variety of sources, including ply alignment tolerance, 

heterogeneous material properties, and undulation effects as additional plies are 

added [143]. Furthermore, due to the size of the spar component, and the fact that it 

is supported at each end by the assembly fixture, features in the centre of the 
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component may suffer variation due to compliance [27]. This manifests itself in the 

form of sagging in the middle of the spar. Finally, the spar alignment datum features 

may also exhibit variation due to spring-out when it is removed from the 

manufacturing mould. Although both RTM and prepreg methods utilise a mould to 

layup CFRP on, each induces characteristic variations, unique to that process. The 

accuracy of the final part is highly influenced by the accuracy of the mould and the 

extent of contact between the part and the mould. Typically, the CFRP laid on the 

mould, known as the tooled surface, will have a greater accuracy. The RTM process 

is generally considered to be more accurate as all surfaces of the part are tooled, 

whereas with the prepreg method only one side is tooled. Two holes are also drilled 

in the spar in order to locate it onto the assembly fixture. Variations can be induced 

in this drilling process due to CFRP delamination during drilling, tool wear [57][51], 

and vibrations in the drill [55]. Operator setup, sequence and tooling can influence 

drill angle and can induce angular variation into the feature. Table 4.3 shows a 

summary of the potential variation sources in spar manufacture. 

Table 4.3: Spar potential variation sources 

Spar potential variation sources 

Ply alignment tolerance 

Heterogeneous material properties 

Undulation effects as additional plies are added 

Variation due to compliance 

Spring-out when removed from the manufacturing mould 

CFRP delamination during drilling 

Operator setup, sequence & tooling variations 

Vibrations in the drill 

Mould accuracy 

Tool wear 
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Table 4.4 collates the variations which are inputted into the spar ideal model. The 

tolerance of typical CFRP processes [144] were used to define the likely variation 

input at each feature, taking into account the potential variation sources described 

above. 

Table 4.4: Spar variations 

Spar Feature 
𝜹𝑿, 𝜹𝒀, 𝜹𝒁 
(mm) 

King & queen datum holes – DFe1a, DFe1b 
(Drilling Process) 

±0.2000 

Hinge bracket alignment datums – DFe1c, DFe1d, DFe1e, DFe1f 
(Prepreg) 

±0.6000 

Hinge bracket alignment datums – DFe1c, DFe1d, DFe1e, DFe1f 
(RTM) 

±0.4000 

Spar mating features – MFe1a, MFe1b, MFe1c, MFe1d, MFe1e, MFe1f, MFe1g, MFe1h 
(Prepreg) 

±0.6000 

Spar mating features – MFe1a, MFe1b, MFe1c, MFe1d, MFe1e, MFe1f, MFe1g, MFe1h 
(RTM) 

±0.4000 

 

The variations described in Table 4.4 are combined into δPS, a vector representing all 

variations associated with the spar.  

 Va r ia t io n  s o ur ce  a na ly s i s  in  a s s e m bly  pr o ces s  

The assembled spar and hinge brackets must be assembled spatially from one another 

through the use of an assembly fixture. The assembly can be classified as a type-II 

assembly as part mating features are not defined until the assembly process [22] by 

using a fixture. 

A major difference between overconstrained assemblies and constrained assemblies 

is overconstrained assemblies have an ambiguous KC delivery chain, i.e. there is more 

than one way to assemble the final product. Different KC delivery chains will result 
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in different magnitudes of assembly variation occurring at different locations in the 

assembly. Therefore, in order to model variation propagation in overconstrained 

assemblies, the order in which KCs will be achieved during assembly must be 

determined prior to modelling. In the spar and hinge bracket case considered in this 

thesis, the current assembly technique used in industry is modelled, as described in 

Figure 4.1. 

Figure 4.1: Assembly technique, including the achievement of KC1 and KC2 

The KC delivery chain is a consequence of the assembly technique. In assembly step 

1, KC1 is achieved. At the next assembly step, KC2 is then achieved, without 

diminishing KC1. However, although KC1 and KC2 can be achieved simultaneously, 

it has been found that KC3 cannot be achieved as gaps or clashes occur between the 

spar and the hinge bracket feet, as shown in Figure 4.2. 

Z 
Y 

X 

Assembly Step 1 Assembly Step 2 

Z 
Y 

X KC1 achieved 
The assembly fixture locates the hinge bracket by 

its datum hole feature. KC1 is satisfied as the 
fixture locates all hinge brackets along the same 

axis, provided fixture variation is small. 

KC2 achieved 
Next, the spar is loaded onto the fixture, and an 

index blade (yellow) is moved to contact with the 
spar. The hinge bracket is then rotated to contact the 

index, thus achieving KC2. 
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Figure 4.2: Assembly variation between spar and hinge bracket at KC3 

As a result, variations not only come from the spar or hinge bracket fabrication, but 

also from the assembly processes or fixtures. Assembly process variation sources 

include operator reach, preference, stature and positioning [52], the sequence of 

operations,  misalignment of parts [54], fit-up problems [12] and variations in 

fastening forces and clamping forces [24]. Fixture variation sources include profile 

variations in locating surfaces [13][56], clamping force induced variations [53], 

variations in locating parts on fixtures [51] and the misassembly of fixtures [54]. Table 

4.5 shows a summary of the potential variation sources in spar manufacture. 

Table 4.5: Fixture and assembly process potential variation sources 

Fixture and assembly process potential variation sources 

Operator reach, preference, stature & positioning 

The sequence of operations 

Misalignment of parts and fit-up problems 

Variations in fastening forces and clamping forces 

Profile variations in locating surfaces 

Clamping-force induced variations 

Variations in locating parts on fixtures 

Misassembly of fixtures 

Temperature variations 

KC3 not achieved 
Gaps or clashes are present 

between spar and hinge brackets 
due to accumulated and 

propagated variation. 

Gaps/clashes 

X 

Y 

Z 

Spar king hole fixture feature, 
Fi1a 

Spar queen hole fixture feature, 
Fi1b 

Assembly 
fixture, Fi 

G 

4 PHi 
hole 

fixture 
features, 

Fi1g-j 

4 index fixture features, 
Fi1k 
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Values for these variations were assumed to be an order of magnitude smaller than 

part variations [5], and are displayed in Table 4.6. 

Table 4.6: Fixture Variation Inputs 

Variation 𝜹𝑿, 𝜹𝒀, 𝜹𝒁 (mm) 

Assembly positioning variation, Fi1a-j ±0.0100 

Fixture geometric variation, Fi1a-j ±0.0100 

 

 SEN SI T I VIT Y A N A L YSIS  BA SE D  ON  T H E VA RIA TIO N  P R OPAG ATIO N  

M OD EL 

Having completed the variation source analysis on the case study, a sensitivity study 

was carried out on the identified variation sources to assess their effects on the 

assembly KCs.  

Variations induced at any given feature are propagated through the assembly and 

lead to assembly variation at the KC features in the form of either a gap or a clash 

between the spar and hinge bracket. By considering each feature and variation source 

in turn, the sensitivity study allowed the effect of the manufacturing variation sources 

to be considered, so as to determine which creates the largest gap or clash at KC3. The 

sensitivity analysis methodology is described using a flowchart in Figure 4.3. 
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Figure 4.3: Sensitivity study overview 

The sensitivity study completed for this case study consists of variation being applied 

individually to each feature in the assembly. The magnitude of variation induced to 

the assembly KCs is then calculated using the variation propagation model described 

in Section 3.3. The key variation drivers are thus the features in the assembly that 

cause the largest variation of the assembly KCs from nominal. Each feature has 

variations applied in each of the six degrees of freedom (3 locational and 3 rotational). 

Locational and rotational variation are considered separately, as the magnitude of the 

 Variation Sensitivity Analysis 

Process Definition  
Define part fabrication & 

assembly processes 

 Variation Propagation Model 
Part and fixture          

variation models 
Assembly variation 
propagation model 

Complete variation source analysis on part fabrication processes, 
fixture design and assembly processes. 

Apply representative variations to each feature in the X, Y, Z, θx, 
θy, θz directions separately. Set all other features in the assembly 

to have zero variation. 

Use variation propagation model to calculate the size of the gap or 
a clash between parts in the assembly at KC mating interfaces 

Repeat the study for the next feature, until all features that affect 
variation are tested.  

Rank the sensitivity of the variation sources on the effect they have 
on KCs, and thus identify the key variation drivers. 
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locational variation in mm is not necessarily equivalent to the magnitude of the 

rotational variation introduced in degrees. 

The sensitivity analysis completed for this case study consists of the worst case 

locational variation being applied individually to each feature in the assembly. The 

inputted variation magnitude corresponds to the manufacturing operation used to 

create the feature, as determined in the variation source analysis in Section 4.1. For 

example, to calculate the effect of the hinge bracket hole feature on the assembly 

variation level, the typical maximum and minimum variation of a drilling process is 

used, with all other features in the assembly were set to have zero variation. The 

rotational variation magnitudes are set at a nominal value of 0.5°. This will enable the 

sensitivity study to provide an initial understanding of the influence of rotational 

variation independent of variation magnitude. Table 4.7 displays these inputs to the 

variation sensitivity analysis. 

Table 4.7: Variation sensitivity analysis inputs 

Locational Variation Rotational Variation 
Direction Magnitude (mm) Direction Magnitude (°) 

X 
Maximum expected variation 

θx 
0.5 

- Maximum expected variation -0.5 

Y 
Maximum expected variation 

θy 
0.5 

- Maximum expected variation -0.5 

Z 
Maximum expected variation 

θz 
0.5 

- Maximum expected variation -0.5 

 

The effect of manufacturing variation, plus any variation propagation at the assembly 

stage can then be calculated as a distance, using the method outlined in Section 3.3.5 

of this thesis. The study was then repeated for the next feature, until all features that 

affect variation were tested.  The key variation drivers are thus the features in the 

assembly that cause the largest variation of the assembly KCs from nominal. 
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The results of the sensitivity study are presented in tabular form. On the left hand 

side, the feature which variation is applied to is stated. The middle of the table 

displays the output of the sensitivity study. The right hand side of the table displays 

a rank of the effect of the variation in relation to all other features of the part or fixture.  

 I mp l em enta t i o n 

The spar and hinge bracket sensitivity study was implemented using MATLAB. The 

variations being tested were inputted one at a time into the error input transform for 

the part or fixture feature being evaluated. The MATLAB part and fixture variation 

models used in this study are shown in Appendix A.1-3. For example, Figure 4.4 

shows how a variation of 0.6mm in the Y direction of the spar datum feature DFe1c 

can be modelled in MATLAB. The output of the sensitivity study was obtained using 

the MATLAB assembly variation model, as presented in Appendix A.4. 

Figure 4.4: Example of the variation propagation model MATLAB script 

The sensitivity results were verified through 3D models in SolidWorks. Figure 4.5 

gives an example of a variation input being tested. A representative variation of 

0.6mm in the negative Z direction is applied to the spar datum feature (DFe1c) in the 

MATLAB model. The variation outputs at each KC were calculated by the variation 

propagation model, and the results are also shown in Figure 4.5. 
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Figure 4.5: Input of variation at DFe1c and resultant KC variations in MATLAB 

The same negative Z direction variation was applied to feature DFe1c in the 

SolidWorks assembly model, as displayed in Figure 4.6.  

Figure 4.6: Input of variation at DFe1c in SolidWorks for verification of MATLAB model 

0.6168mm clash 
@ KC3a 

0.1195mm gap 
@ KC3b 0.6mm of 

variation in 
the negative 
Z direction @ 

DFe1c 

Z 

Y 

0.6mm of 
variation in 
the negative 
Z direction @ 

DFe1c 
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The variations at the KC features were then measured in the SolidWorks model and 

were found to be identical to the MATLAB results, as shown in Table 4.8. 

Table 4.8: SolidWorks model showing resultant KC variation due to variation at DFe1c 

KC3a  KC3b  

 

 H inge  b ra ck et  fa br i ca t io n  v ar i a t i o n  s e ns i t i v i t y  a na ly s is  

Two different hinge bracket fabrication processes and their associated variation 

sources were considered in the sensitivity analysis. These are the variation caused by 

aluminium machining finishing cut process, and variation caused by an aluminium 

drilling process. 

 V ar ia t i on  s e ns i t i v i t y  o f  a lum ini um m a c h in ing  f in i s h ing  cut  p ro ce s s  

Diagrams depicting the potential locational variations which can result from an 

aluminium machining process are presented in Table 4.9. The results of the sensitivity 

study are then shown in Table 4.10. The maximum variation magnitudes estimated 

in Section 4.1.1.1 were inputted into the model. As all hinge brackets are identical in 

this case study, only the results on KC3a and KC3b of the first hinge bracket are 

shown.  

0.1195mm gap @ KC3b 0.6168mm clash @ KC3a 
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Table 4.9: Locational variation inputs caused by aluminium machining finishing cut process 

DFe2b (1st hinge bracket datum feature b) 
±δX ±δY ±δZ 

   

MFe2a (1st hinge bracket mating feature a) 
±δX ±δY ±δZ 

   

MFe2b (1st hinge bracket mating feature b) 
±δX ±δY ±δZ 

   

 

The feature with the largest impact on the assembly variation level is the datum 

feature DFe2b, which is the index blade datum surface. Variation in the Z direction 

has the biggest impact, resulting in a 0.1287mm clash at each KC mating pair when 

variation is added in the positive Z direction, and 0.1288mm gap at each KC when 

Z 
Y 

Z 
Y 

Z 
Y 

X 
Z 

X 
Z 

X 
Z 

Z 
Y 

X 
Z 

X 
Y 
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variation is added in the negative Z direction. Variation in both the X and Z direction 

of the DFe2b feature does not result in KC variation. CAD models were created and 

these variation results were validated. 

Table 4.10: Effect on assembly KC3 by locational variations caused by aluminium machining 

finishing cut process 

Part variation (input) Assembly variation (output) Evaluation 

Hinge 
bracket 
feature 

Locational 
variation 

(mm) 

Assembly KC variation (mm) Absolute 
variation 

sum (mm) 
Rank Spar - hinge bracket 1 

KC 3a KC 3b 

DFe2b 
(1st 

hinge 
bracket 
datum 
feature 

b) 

δX 
0.125 0  0  0 9 

-0.125 0  0  0 9 

δY 
0.125 0  0  0 9 

-0.125 0  0  0 9 

δZ 
0.125 0.1287 Clash -0.0247 Gap 0.1040 1 

-0.125 -0.1288 Gap 0.0246 Clash 0.1042 1 

MFe2a 
(1st 

hinge 
bracket 
mating 
feature 

a) 

δX 
0.125 0  0  0 9 

-0.125 0  0  0 9 

δY 
0.125 -0.1250 Gap 0  0.1250 3 

-0.125 0.1250 Clash 0  0.1250 3 

δZ 
0.125 0  0  0 9 

-0.125 0  0  0 9 

MFe2b 
(1st 

hinge 
bracket 
mating 
feature 

b) 

δX 
0.125 0  0  0 9 

-0.125 0  0  0 9 

δY 
0.125 0  -0.1250 Gap 0.1250 3 

-0.125 0  0.1250 Clash 0.1250 3 

δZ 
0.125 0  0  0 9 

-0.125 0  0  0 9 

 
In comparison, the two mating features, MFe2a and MFe2b, have a less significant 

impact on the assembly. This is because variation in the mating feature is not 

propagated through the assembly, but instead causes a direct clash or gap at the KC 

feature it relates to. This is shown by the fact that the 0.125mm variation in the Y 

direction results in a 0.125mm gap or clash at the KC feature it was applied at. 
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A similar study was carried out for rotational variation. Diagrams depicting the 

potential rotational variations caused by an aluminium machining process are shown 

in Table 4.11. 

Table 4.11: Rotational variation inputs caused by aluminium machining finishing cut process 

DFe2b (1st hinge bracket datum feature b) 
±δθx ±δθy ±δθz 

   

MFe2a (1st hinge bracket mating feature a) 
±δθx ±δθy ±δθz 

   

MFe2b (1st hinge bracket mating feature b) 
±δθx ±δθy ±δθz 

   

X 
Z X 

Y 

X 
Y 

Z 
Y 

X 
Z 

X 
Y 

Z 
Y 

Z 
Y 

Z 
Y 
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The results of the rotational variation sensitivity study is displayed in Table 4.12. In 

this case, the key variation driving feature of the hinge bracket is the mating features, 

MFe2a and MFe2b. Variation about these features’ X-axis caused the largest assembly 

variation, causing 0.2182mm of assembly variation. Variation about the mating 

features’ Z-axis also induced assembly variation, and caused 0.1745mm of assembly 

variation. Rotational variation in the secondary hinge bracket datum feature did not 

cause any assembly variation as a point contact between it and the datum blade 

fixture was assumed. 

Table 4.12: Effect on assembly KC3 by rotational variations caused by aluminium machining 

finishing cut process 

Part Variation (Input) Assembly Variation (Output) Evaluation 

Hinge Bracket 
Feature 

Rotational 
Variation (°) 

Assembly KC Variation (mm) Absolute 
Variation 

Sum 
(mm) 

Rank Spar - Hinge Bracket 1 

KC 3a KC 3b 

DFe2b 
(1st 

Hinge 
bracket 
datum 
feature 

b) 

δθx 
0.5 0  0  0 9 

-0.5 0  0  0 9 

δθy 
0.5 0  0  0 9 

-0.5 0  0  0 9 

δθz 
0.5 0  0  0 9 

-0.5 0  0  0 9 

MFe2a 
(1st 

Hinge 
bracket 
mating 
feature 

a) 

δθx 
0.5 -0.2182 Gap 0  0.2182 1 

-0.5 0.2182 Clash 0  0.2182 1 

δθy 
0.5 0  0  0 9 

-0.5 0  0  0 9 

δθz 
0.5 -0.1745 Gap 0  0.1745 5 

-0.5 0.1745 Clash 0  0.1745 5 

MFe2b 
(1st 

Hinge 
bracket 
mating 
feature 

b) 

δθx 
0.5 0  -0.2182 Gap 0.2182 1 

-0.5 0  0.2182 Clash 0.2182 1 

δθy 
0.5 0  0  0 9 

-0.5 0  0  0 9 

δθz 
0.5 0  -0.1745 Gap 0.1745 5 

-0.5 0  0.1745 Clash 0.1745 5 
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 V ar ia t i on  s e ns i t i v i t y  o f  a lum ini um dr i l l ing  pr oc e ss  

Diagrams depicting the potential locational variations which can result from an 

aluminium drilling process are presented in Table 4.13. 

Table 4.13: Locational variation inputs caused by aluminium drilling process 

DFe2a (1st hinge bracket datum feature a) 
±δX ±δY ±δZ 

   

 

Table 4.14 shows the results of the sensitivity study on locational variation caused by 

the aluminium drilling process. The maximum variation magnitudes estimated in 

Section 4.1.1.1 were inputted into the model. As all hinge brackets are identical in this 

case study, only the results on KC3a and KC3b of the first hinge bracket are shown. 

Table 4.14: Effect on KC3 by locational variations caused by aluminium drilling process 

Part variation (input) Assembly variation (output) Evaluation 

Hinge 
bracket 
feature 

Locational 
variation 

(mm) 

Assembly KC variation (mm) Absolute 
variation 

sum (mm) 
Rank Spar - hinge bracket 1 

KC 3a KC 3b 

DFe2a 
(1st 

Hinge 
bracket 
datum 
feature 

a) 

δX 
0.19 0  0  0 5 

-0.19 0  0  0 5 

δY 
0.19 0.2071 Clash 0.1911 Clash 0.3982 1 

-0.19 -0.2070 Gap -0.1911 Gap 0.3982 1 

δZ 
0.19 0.1950 Clash -0.0373 Gap 0.2323 4 

-0.19 -0.1949 Gap 0.0375 Clash 0.1575 3 

 

Z 
Y Z 

Y 
X 

Y 
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It can be seen from the analysis that the locating pin hole datum feature DFe2a, has a 

large impact on assembly variation. When a variation of 0.19mm is applied to this 

feature in the positive Y direction, it is propagated through the assembly to cause 

variation at both KC mating features. It is shown in Table 4.14 that this results in a 

0.2071mm clash at KC3a and a 0.1911mm clash at KC1b (an absolute sum of 0.3982mm 

of assembly KC variation). The opposite occurs when variation is added in the 

negative Y direction to DFe2a, as this creates gaps at the KC features (but gives the 

same absolute sum of KC variation). The variation magnitude is amplified by the 

rotation of the hinge bracket to align with the index blade. The offset pivoting created 

means that variation in the Y direction, results in a greater output of variation 

occurring at KC3a. This effect is highlighted in Figure 4.7. 

Figure 4.7: Effect of variation in hinge bracket datum hole feature compared to nominal 

Variation in DFe2a due to the aluminium process has a larger impact on the final 

assembly variation than the variation due to the aluminium machining process 

described in Section 4.2.1.1. The reason behind this feature being the dominant hinge 

bracket variation driver is it is the first feature to be located on the jig. As a result, any 

variation or error in this feature is propagated to every other feature of the hinge 

bracket, and subsequently through the assembly, thus creating the largest variation 

Clash Gap 

DFe2a 

No Variation Present Variation in Hinge Bracket Datum Hole 
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at KC features. Therefore, at the manufacturing stage of the hinge bracket part, the Y 

direction of feature DFe2a should be most tightly controlled. It can also be noted that 

variations in the Z direction of the DFe2a feature have considerably less influence on 

the KC variation, and variation in the X direction has no effect on KC variation levels 

at all. 

A sensitivity study for rotational variations was also carried out. Diagrams depicting 

the potential rotational variations caused by an aluminium drilling process are shown 

in Table 4.15.  

Table 4.15: Rotational variation inputs caused by aluminium drilling process 

DFe2a (1st hinge bracket datum feature a) 
±δθx ±δθy ±δθz 

   

 

The results of the rotational variation sensitivity study are displayed in Table 4.16. In 

this analysis it was found that rotational variations in the δθx direction had no effect 

on the assembly KCs. In contrast, rotational variation in the δθz direction had the 

largest effect on the assembly KCs, with a 0.5° error causing 0.3657mm of variation 

between the two assembly KCs.  

Z 
Y 

X 
Z 

X 
Y 
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Table 4.16: Effect on assembly KC3 by rotational variations caused by aluminium drilling 

process 

Part Variation (Input) Assembly Variation (Output) Evaluation 

Hinge Bracket 
Feature 

Rotational 
Variation (°) 

Assembly KC Variation (mm) Absolute 
Variation 

Sum 
(mm) 

Rank Spar - Hinge Bracket 1 

KC 3a KC 3b 

DFe2a 
(1st 

Hinge 
bracket 
datum 
feature 

a) 

δθx 
0.5 0  0  0 5 

-0.5 0  0  0 5 

δθy 
0.5 0.0014 Clash -0.0003 Gap 0.0016 3 

-0.5 0.0014 Clash -0.0003 Gap 0.0016 3 

δθz 
0.5 -0.1832 Gap -0.1826 Gap 0.3657 1 

-0.5 -0.1832 Gap -0.1826 Gap 0.3657 1 

 

 Spa r  f a br i c a t i o n  v ar ia t io n  s e ns i t i v i t y  a na ly s i s   

Two different spar fabrication processes and their associated variation sources were 

considered in the sensitivity analysis. These are the variation caused by a CFRP 

prepreg fabrication process, and variation caused by a CFRP drilling process. 

 V ar ia t i on  s e ns i t i v i t y  o f  CFRP p re pr eg  pr o c e s s  

Diagrams depicting the potential locational variations which can result from a CFRP 

prepreg process are presented in Table 4.17. 

Table 4.18 shows the results of the sensitivity study on locational variation caused by 

the CFRP prepreg fabrication process. The maximum variation magnitudes estimated 

in Section 4.1.1.2 were inputted into the model. 

It can be seen from Table 4.18, the mating features MFe1a and MFe1b were the 

dominant variation drivers for this fabrication process. Variation in the spar mating 

features was passed on directly to the assembly KCs in the Y direction, with a 0.6mm 

variation causing either a 0.6mm gap or clash between the spar and the mating hinge 

bracket. 
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Table 4.17: Locational variation inputs caused CFRP prepreg process 

DFe1c (spar datum feature c) 
±δX ±δY ±δZ 

   

MFe1a (spar mating feature a) 
±δX ±δY ±δZ 

   

MFe1b (spar mating feature b) 
±δX ±δY ±δZ 
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Table 4.18: Effect on assembly KC3 by locational variations caused by CFRP prepreg process 

Part variation (input) Assembly variation (output) Evaluation 

Spar 
Feature 

Locational 
variation 

(mm) 

Assembly KC variation (mm) 
Absolute 
variation 

sum (mm) 
Rank Spar - hinge bracket 1 Spar - hinge 

brackets 2-4 

KC 3a KC 3b KC 3c-h 

DFe1c 
(Spar 

datum 
feature 

c) 

δX 
0.6 0  0  0 0 7 

-0.6 0  0  0 0 7 

δY 
0.6 0  0  0 0 7 

-0.6 0  0  0 0 7 

δZ 
0.6 -0.6195 Gap 0.1175 Clash 0 0.7369 5 

-0.6 0.6168 Clash -0.1195 Gap 0 0.7363 6 

MFe1a 
(Spar 

mating 
feature 

a) 

δX 
0.6 0  0  0 0 7 

-0.6 0  0  0 0 7 

δY 
0.6 -0.6000 Gap 0  0 0.6000 1 

-0.6 0.6000 Clash 0  0 0.6000 1 

δZ 
0.6 0  0  0 0 7 

-0.6 0  0  0 0 7 

MFe1b 
(Spar 

mating 
feature 

b) 

δX 
0.6 0  0  0 0 7 

-0.6 0  0  0 0 7 

δY 
0.6 0  -0.6000 Gap 0 0.6000 1 

-0.6 0  0.6000 Clash 0 0.6000 1 

δZ 
0.6 0  0  0 0 7 

-0.6 0  0  0 0 7 

 
The datum feature, DFe1c causes assembly variation in a less intuitive manner. 

Variation of this feature in the Z direction causes the index blade to move, thus 

causing the hinge bracket to rotate away from nominal as a result. This creates 

variation in the assembly KC of 0.7369mm. This effect is illustrated in Figure 4.8, 

showing how variation in the feature DFe2b causes the hinge bracket to rotate, 

inducing assembly KC variation. 
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Figure 4.8: Effect of variation in hinge bracket index datum feature compared to nominal 

A sensitivity study for rotational variations was also carried out. Diagrams depicting 

the potential rotational variations caused by a CFRP prepreg process are shown in 

Table 4.19, and the results of the study are displayed in Table 4.20. It can be seen that 

the mating features MFe1a and MFe1b were the largest variation drivers for this 

fabrication process. Variation about these features’ X-axis caused the largest assembly 

variation, causing 0.2182mm of assembly variation. Variation about the mating 

features’ Z-axis also induced assembly variation, and caused 0.1745mm of assembly 

variation.  

 

  

Clash Gap 

DFe2b 

No Variation Present Variation in Hinge Bracket Index Datum Surface 
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Table 4.19: Rotational variation inputs caused by CFRP prepreg process 

DFe1c (spar datum feature c) 
±δθx ±δθy ±δθz 

   

MFe1a (spar mating feature a) 
±δθx ±δθy ±δθz 

   

MFe1b (spar mating feature b) 
±δθx ±δθy ±δθz 
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Table 4.20: Effect on assembly KC3 by rotational variations caused by CFRP prepreg process 

Part variation (input) Assembly variation (output) Evaluation 

Spar 
Feature 

Rotational 
Variation (°) 

Assembly KC variation (mm) Absolute 
variation 

sum 
(mm) 

Rank Spar - hinge bracket 1 
Spar - hinge 
brackets 2-4 

KC 3a KC 3b KC 3c-h 

DFe1c 
(Spar 

datum 
feature 

c) 

δθx 
0.5 0  0  0 0 9 

-0.5 0  0  0 0 9 

δθy 
0.5 0  0  0 0 9 

-0.5 0  0  0 0 9 

δθz 
0.5 0  0  0 0 9 

-0.5 0  0  0 0 9 

MFe1a 
(Spar 

mating 
feature 

a) 

δθx 
0.5 -0.2182 Gap 0  0 0.2182 1 

-0.5 0.2182 Clash 0  0 0.2182 1 

δθy 
0.5 0  0  0 0 9 

-0.5 0  0  0 0 9 

δθz 
0.5 -0.1745 Gap 0  0 0.1745 5 

-0.5 0.1745 Clash 0  0 0.1745 5 

MFe1b 
(Spar 

mating 
feature 

b) 

δθx 
0.5 0  -0.2182 Gap 0 0.2182 1 

-0.5 0  0.2182 Clash 0 0.2182 1 

δθy 
0.5 0  0  0 0 9 

-0.5 0  0  0 0 9 

δθz 
0.5 0  -0.1745 Gap 0 0.1745 5 

-0.5 0  0.1745 Clash 0 0.1745 5 

 V ar ia t i on  s e ns i t i v i t y  o f  CFRP d r i l l ing  p r o c es s  

A sensitivity study on locational variation caused by the CFRP drilling process was 

also carried out. Diagrams depicting the potential locational variations which can 

result from a CFRP drilling process are presented in Table 4.21. The results of the 

study are shown in Table 4.22. The maximum variation magnitudes estimated in 

Section 4.1.1.2 were inputted into the model. For this analysis, it was assumed that 

the king hole feature and queen hole feature are symmetrically located on the whole 

assembly. Therefore, only the king hole feature is accounted in this analysis. 
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Table 4.21: Locational variation inputs caused by CFRP drilling process 

DFe1a (spar king hole datum feature a) 
±δX ±δY ±δZ 

   

 

Table 4.22: Effect on assembly KC3 by locational variations caused by CFRP drilling process 

Part variation (input) Assembly variation (output) Evaluation 

Spar 
feature 

Locational 
variation 

(mm) 

Assembly KC variation (mm) Absolute 
variation 

sum (mm) 
Rank Spar - hinge brackets 1 - 4 

KC 3a, 3c, 3e, 3g KC 3b, 3d, 3f, 3h 

DFe1a 
(Spar 
king 
hole 

datum 
feature 

a) 

δX 
0.2 0  0  0 5 

-0.2 0  0  0 5 

δY 
0.2 -0.2180 Gap -0.2012 Gap 1.6767 1 

-0.2 0.2180 Clash 0.2012 Clash 1.6767 1 

δZ 
0.2 -0.2054 Gap 0.0392 Clash 0.9785 3 

-0.2 0.2051 Clash -0.0395 Gap 0.9783 4 

 

From the results of the sensitivity study, it was found that the largest source of 

assembly KC variation in the spar is the spar king hole feature, DFe1a. A 0.2mm 

variation in DFe1a causes 1.6767mm of variation in the assembly KCs. This is due to 

the king hole datum causing variation in each of the four hinge brackets, whereas 

other spar features only affected one hinge bracket alone. The variation of the king 

hole feature is the most significant in the Y direction, whereby the spar directly causes 

a gap or clash depending on whether the variation is in the positive or negative Y 

direction. However, it also causes assembly variation in the Z direction. This is due 

X 
Z 

Z 
Y 

Z 
Y 
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to the hinge brackets being rotated to align with the spar via the index blades. 

Therefore a variation in the Z direction causes the index blade contact point to change, 

and the hinge brackets to rotate accordingly. This creates gaps and clashes at each 

mating interface. 

A similar study was carried out for rotational variations, and diagrams depicting the 

potential rotational variations caused by a CFRP drilling process are shown in Table 

4.23. 

Table 4.23: Rotational variation inputs caused by CFRP drilling process 

DFe1a (spar king hole datum feature a) 
±δθx ±δθy ±δθz 

   

 

The results of the study are displayed in Table 4.24. Once again the spar king hole 

feature has the largest effect on KC variations. Rotation in the Z rotational direction 

is the greatest concern as it has the most significant impact on assembly variation. The 

effect of this variation is amplified as the distance from the king hole increases, 

creating a large gap or clash in the hinge bracket furthest from the datum feature. The 

amount of variation induced by this feature when rotational variation in the Z 

rotational direction is applied increases from 1.6011mm at the first hinge bracket, to 

15.8603mm at the fourth hinge bracket. From this analysis it can be concluded that 

the spar queen hole, DFe1b, is required in order to reduce the impact of rotational 

variation in the spar king hole.
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Table 4.24: Effect on assembly KC3 by rotational variations caused by CFRP drilling process 

Part Variation 
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Assembly Variation (Output) 
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 As s em bly  pr o ce s s  v ar i a t i on  s e ns i t i v i ty  a na lys i s  

A sensitivity analysis was also carried out to represent two potential assembly 

variation sources. These are variations in the positioning of parts onto the assembly 

fixtures, and variations due to geometric errors in the assembly fixtures. 

 V ar ia t i on  s e ns i t i v i t y  o f  as se mbl y  po s i t io n i ng  

A sensitivity study for locational variation caused by assembly positioning errors was 

carried out. Diagrams depicting the potential locational variations are shown in Table 

4.25. The results of the sensitivity study are shown in Table 4.26. 

The largest variation driver in the fixture is the feature Fi1a, which locates the spar to 

the fixture via the spar’s king hole, as described in Table 3.1. Variation in this feature 

is the most significant as it affects all 8 assembly KCs, and results in 0.0838mm of 

variation being induced. The fixture feature, Fi1c, which represents the index blade, 

does not induce assembly variation. Therefore, the index blade’s ability to align the 

spar and hinge bracket together is not diminished even if it has locational variations. 

This is due to the index blades capacity to slide along its Z-axis to contact the spar 

and hinge bracket. 
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Table 4.25: Locational variation inputs caused by assembly positioning 

Fi1a (fixture feature for locating the spar king hole feature) 
±δX ±δY ±δZ 

   

Fi1c (index blade fixture feature) 
±δX ±δY ±δZ 

   

Fi1g (fixture feature for locating the hinge bracket datum hole feature) 
±δX ±δY ±δZ 
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Table 4.26: Effect on assembly KC3 by locational variations caused by assembly positioning 

Part variation (input) Assembly variation (output) Evaluation 

Fixture feature 
Locational 
variation 

(mm) 

Assembly KC variation (mm) Absolute 
variation 

sum (mm) 
Rank Spar - hinge brackets 1 - 4 

KC 3a, 3c, 3e, 3g KC 3b, 3d, 3f, 3h 

Fi1a 
(Fixture feature 
for locating the 
spar king hole 

feature) 

δX 
0.01 0  0  0 9 

-0.01 0  0  0 9 

δY 
0.01 -0.0109 Gap -0.0101 Gap 0.0838 1 

-0.01 0.0109 Clash 0.0101 Clash 0.0838 1 

δZ 
0.01 -0.0103 Gap 0.0020 Clash 0.0489 3 

-0.01 0.0103 Clash -0.0020 Gap 0.0489 3 

Fi1c* 
(Index blade 

fixture feature) 

δX 
0.01 0  0  0 9 

-0.01 0  0  0 9 

δY 
0.01 0  0  0 9 

-0.01 0  0  0 9 

δZ 
0.01 0  0  0 9 

-0.01 0  0  0 9 

Fi1g* 

(Fixture feature 
for locating the 
hinge bracket 
datum hole 

feature) 

δX 
0.01 0  0  0 9 

-0.01 0  0  0 9 

δY 
0.01 0.0109 Clash 0.0101 Clash 0.0210 5 

-0.01 -0.0109 Gap -0.0101 Gap 0.0210 5 

δZ 
0.01 0.0103 Clash -0.0020 Gap 0.0122 7 

-0.01 -0.0103 Gap 0.0020 Clash 0.0122 7 

* Variation in this feature affects KC3a and KC3b only. No variation induced at all other KCs 
 
A sensitivity study for rotational variation caused by assembly positioning 

fluctuations was also completed, and diagrams depicting these potential variations 

are displayed in Table 4.27. The results of the study are shown in Table 4.28. 

The spar locating feature, Fi1a, had the largest impact on assembly KCs. When 0.01° 

of variation is applied to the feature in the θz direction, 67.2552mm is resulted 

between the 8 assembly KCs. The large resultant variation is due to the spar location 

on the fixture affecting the successfulness of the mating of all four hinge brackets 

simultaneously. In comparison, if one of the hinge brackets are positioned incorrectly 

by its locating features (such as Fi1c or Fi1g for hinge bracket 1), only one hinge 
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bracket and spar interface is affected. This is shown when 0.01° of variation is applied 

in the θz direction to the fixture feature for locating the hinge bracket datum hole 

feature, Fi1c. This results in only 0.5378mm of assembly variation. 

Table 4.27: Rotational variation inputs caused by assembly positioning 

Fi1a (fixture feature for locating the spar king hole feature) 
±δθx ±δθy ±δθz 

   

Fi1c (index blade fixture feature) 
±δθx ±δθy ±δθz 

   

Fi1g (fixture feature for locating the hinge bracket datum hole feature) 
±δθx ±δθy ±δθz 
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Table 4.28: Effect on assembly KC3 by rotational variations caused by assembly positioning  

Part Variation 
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 V ar ia t i on  s e ns i t i v i t y  o f  f ix t ur e  ge om et ry  

The variation sensitivity of fixture geometry was also investigated using a sensitivity 

study. Diagrams depicting the potential locational variations are shown in Table 4.29. 
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Table 4.29: Locational variation inputs caused by fixture geometry 

Fi1a (fixture feature for locating the spar king hole feature) 
±δX ±δY ±δZ 

   

Fi1c (index blade fixture feature) 
±δX ±δY ±δZ 

   

Fi1g (fixture feature for locating the hinge bracket datum hole feature) 
±δX ±δY ±δZ 

   

 

Table 4.30 displays the results of the sensitivity study for locational variation caused 

by variations in the geometry of fixture components. The largest variation driver in 

the fixture is the feature Fi1a, as variation here affects all 8 assembly KCs, and results 

in 0.0829mm of variation being induced.  
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Table 4.30: Effect on assembly KC3 by locational variations caused by fixture geometry 

Part variation (input) Assembly variation (output) Evaluation 

Fixture feature 
Locational 
variation 

(mm) 

Assembly KC variation (mm) Absolute 
variation 

sum (mm) 
Rank Spar - hinge brackets 1 - 4 

KC 3a, 3c, 3e, 3g KC 3b, 3d, 3f, 3h 

Fi1a 
(Fixture feature 
for locating the 
spar king hole 

feature) 

δX 
0.01 0  0  0 9 

-0.01 0  0  0 9 

δY 
0.01 -0.0109 Gap -0.0101 Gap 0.0838 1 

-0.01 0.0109 Clash 0.0101 Clash 0.0838 1 

δZ 
0.01 -0.0103 Gap 0.0020 Clash 0.0489 3 

-0.01 0.0103 Clash -0.0020 Gap 0.0489 3 

Fi1c* 
(Index blade 

fixture feature) 

δX 
0.01 0  0  0 9 

-0.01 0  0  0 9 

δY 
0.01 0  0  0 9 

-0.01 0  0  0 9 

δZ 
0.01 0  0  0 9 

-0.01 0  0  0 9 

Fi1g* 

(Fixture feature 
for locating the 
hinge bracket 
datum hole 

feature) 

δX 
0.01 0  0  0 9 

-0.01 0  0  0 9 

δY 
0.01 0.0109 Clash 0.0101 Clash 0.0210 5 

-0.01 -0.0109 Gap -0.0101 Gap 0.0210 5 

δZ 
0.01 0.0103 Clash -0.0020 Gap 0.0122 7 

-0.01 -0.0103 Gap 0.0020 Clash 0.0122 7 

* Variation in this feature affects KC3a and KC3b only. No variation induced at all other KCs 

 

The fixture locating feature, Fi1g, also causes assembly variation. For example, 

0.01mm of variation in the Y direction at this feature causes 0.0210mm of variation in 

total between KC3a and KC3b. Variation is not induced at any other assembly KC, as 

each hinge bracket is located independently by a separate locating pin fixture.  

Rotational variation caused by fixture geometry was also investigated. Diagrams 

depicting the potential rotational variations are shown in Table 4.31. 
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Table 4.31: Rotational variation inputs caused by fixture geometry 

Fi1a (fixture feature for locating the spar king hole feature) 
±δθx ±δθy ±δθz 

   

Fi1c (index blade fixture feature) 
±δθx ±δθy ±δθz 

   

Fi1g (fixture feature for locating the hinge bracket datum hole feature) 
±δθx ±δθy ±δθz 

   

 

The results of the study are shown in Table 4.32. The most significant variation driver 

was the spar king pin locating fixture, Fi1a. A 0.01° variation in this feature in the θz 

direction caused a significant absolute variation sum of 67.2552mm between the 8 
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assembly KCs. This highlights the importance of the secondary spar locating fixture, 

Fi1b, to ensure that rotational variation sources are not greatly amplified along the 

large length of the wing spar span. 

Table 4.32: Effect on assembly KC3 by rotational variations caused by fixture geometry 
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 O ve ra l l  va r ia t i o n  s e ns i t iv i t y  a na lys is  

Table 4.33 shows the locational variation that was inputted into the variation model 

of the spar and hinge bracket assembly. 
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Table 4.33: Sensitivity study locational variation inputs and results 

Variation Source 
Magnitude of part 

variation inputs (mm) 
Largest absolute 

variation sum (mm) 

Rank of 
variation 

effect 

Aluminium machining finishing cut +0.1250, -0.1250 0.1250 4 
Aluminium drilling process +0.1900, -0.1900 0.3982 3 

CFRP prepreg process +0.6000, -0.6000 0.7369 2 
CFRP drilling process +0.2000, -0.2000 1.6767 1 

Assembly positioning variation +0.0100, -0.0100 0.0838 5 
Fixture geometric variation +0.0100, -0.0100 0.0838 5 

 

The sensitivity analysis gave the variation scale and the rank of the variation effects, 

so as to provide target directions to control the variation source. It can be seen that 

the variations experienced at the KC3 interfaces are larger than the manufacturing 

variation alone for the drilling and assembly process variation sources, despite only 

one variation being tested at a time. This shows the importance of using a variation 

propagation model to quantify assembly variation in overconstrained assemblies.  

From the sensitivity study, it can be seen that largest variation driver is variation due 

to the spar drilling manufacturing process, despite the spar CFRP prepreg fabrication 

process having a larger magnitude of variation input. This is due to the drilling 

process being used to produce an assembly datum. Thus, errors in this feature affect 

all other features in the spar, inducing the largest amount of assembly KC variation. 

The location variation sources with the smallest effect on assembly variation in Table 

4.33 were the variations in assembly positioning variation, and fixture geometric 

variation. 

The overall results of the rotational variation sensitivity study are displayed in Table 

4.34. The largest assembly variation effects are dominated by the processes that 

involved the spar datum hole, as this feature had by far the largest effect on assembly 

variation. As a result, rotational variation induced by the CFRP drilling process, 

assembly positioning variation and fixture geometric variation all result in 
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67.2552mm of assembly variation. These results confirm the necessity of the spar 

queen hole feature to ensure the spar is aligned correctly in the assembly fixture. 

Table 4.34: Sensitivity study rotational variation inputs and results 

Variation Source 
Magnitude of part 
variation inputs (°) 

Largest absolute 
variation sum (mm) 

Rank of 
variation 

effect 

Aluminium machining finishing cut +0.5, -0.5 0.2182 5 
Aluminium drilling process +0.5, -0.5 0.3657 4 

CFRP prepreg process +0.5, -0.5 0.2182 5 
CFRP drilling process +0.5, -0.5 67.2552 1 

Assembly positioning variation +0.5, -0.5 67.2552 1 
Fixture geometric variation +0.5, -0.5 67.2552 1 

 SU MMA RY  

Due to the ambiguous KC delivery chains of overconstrained assemblies, quantifying 

the final assembly variation presents an extra challenge compared to connective 

assemblies. This section highlighted the importance of modelling variations induced 

by the assembly process, in addition to sub-component manufacturing variation, 

when dealing with overconstrained assemblies, in order to more accurately estimate 

the gaps and clashes that will occur at assembly. Variation sources were analysed and 

modelled for a representative industrial case study, consisting of an aircraft wing spar 

and hinge brackets. The most significant variation drivers in the assembly were 

identified through the sensitivity study. 

The method developed required variations to be applied individually to each feature. 

The advantages of this method is it allows individual features to be ranked and to 

identify features to be connected. However, a limitation of the sensitivity analysis is 

it does not capture the interactions which occur between variations. Variations do not 

occur individually in reality, but occur simultaneously and at varying magnitudes. A 

method that considers multiple variation sources simultaneously, and that 

approximates the random effect of variations should therefore be developed.
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5 Manufacturing cost modelling of parts 

and assemblies associated with variation 

Cost and variation are intrinsically linked to process selection. The following section 

describes a method of associating variation with cost for the overconstrained 

assembly, with process capability being the key link between the two models. The 

ABC method is utilised for cost modelling for the reasons outlined in Chapter 2 of 

this thesis. Variations which are induced from every operation inevitably affect the 

cost. For producing the part features, different fabrication processes will lead to 

different levels of variations, which will incur different costs. For dealing with the 

accumulated variations at the assembly or KC level, different assembly techniques 

are also associated with varied costs. This chapter is to establish the cost models of 

fabrication of the parts, i.e. spar and hinge brackets, and also the assembly processes 

including shimming and milling techniques. 

To establish the ABC model, the production chain was first divided into all its 

constituent operations. Each operation was then assigned a standard process time. 

The time was then multiplied by an operation wrap rate in order to estimate the 

operation cost. Wrap rate is also known as the fully burdened labour rate, and 

typically includes direct labour wage rate, overhead costs rate and other costs firms 

incur, such as general and administrative costs. Material cost was calculated based on 

the raw material volume and its unit cost. The summation of the operation cost and 

material cost for all operations provides the total cost for each process. 
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 CO ST  MO D ELL IN G O F P A RT  FA B RI C AT ION  CO N SID E RIN G VAR IATIO N S 

The cost of part fabrication is dealt with first. The geometric variations of each part 

will lead to cost variations because of different manufacturing processes. Two 

methods of hinge bracket fabrication and two methods of spar fabrication are 

considered. In each case, one high accuracy process is considered, alongside one 

lower accuracy process. 

 H inge  b ra ck et  fa br i ca t io n  c o s t  co ns i der ing  var i a t io ns ,  𝐶 (𝛿 ) 

Two methods of hinge bracket fabrication were considered. The first method 

considered was a high accuracy method. The hinge bracket was machined from a 

solid billet, using both a roughing cut and a finishing cut. The cost of the high 

accuracy process was estimated by 

(5.1) 

where 𝐶 _ = 𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑐 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡   ∙ 𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒 ∙ 𝐷𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦  , 

𝐶 _ = ∑ 𝐶  , 

𝐶 = 𝑇  ∙ 𝑊   , 

𝐶 = 𝑇  ∙ 𝑊   , 

𝐶 = 𝑇  ∙ 𝑊   , 

𝐶 = 𝑇  ∙ 𝑊   , 

𝐶 = 𝑇  ∙ 𝑊   , 

𝐶 = 𝑇  ∙ 𝑊   , 

𝐶 = 𝑇 ∙ 𝑊  , 

𝑇 = Operation time, 

and 𝑊 = Operation wrap rate, which includes direct labour wage rate, equipment 

costs, overhead costs rate, indirect costs, and other costs firms incur such as general 

and administrative costs. 

The second method considered was a lower accuracy method that omits the finishing 

cut step of the first method. This reduces the cost of the hinge bracket fabrication, but 

C (δ ) = 𝐶 + 𝐶  
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also reduces the quality of the finished part, i.e. it increases the variations of the part 

features. 

 Spa r  f a br i c a t i o n  c os t  c o ns id er ing  v ar ia t i ons ,  𝐶 (𝛿 ) 

Two distinctly different processes were considered for spar fabrication in this thesis: 

prepreg and RTM. Both have different total spar fabrication cost, CPS, with differing 

material cost, labour cost, machine cost, and overhead costs. The manual prepreg 

method cost can be estimated as follows 

(5.2) 

where 𝐶 _ = 𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑐 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡  ∙ 𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒 ∙ 𝐷𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦   , 

𝐶 _ = ∑ 𝐶  , 

𝐶 = 𝑇  ∙ 𝑊   , 

𝐶 = 𝑇  ∙ 𝑊   , 

𝐶 = 𝑇  ∙ 𝑊   , 

𝐶 = 𝑇 ∙ 𝑊  , 

𝐶 = 𝑇  ∙ 𝑊   , 

𝐶 = 𝑇 ∙ 𝑊  , 𝐶 = 𝑇 ∙ 𝑊   ,  

and 𝐶 = 𝑇 ∙ 𝑊  . 

The second spar fabrication process considered, RTM, has a lower material cost, as 

dry CFRP is used instead of prepreg. However, in this thesis it is estimated to be more 

expensive overall, as it requires more tooling and a higher capital expenditure on 

equipment. The RTM method cost can be estimated using 

(5.3) 

where 𝐶 _ = 𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑐 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡  ∙ 𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒 ∙ 𝐷𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦   ,  

𝐶 _ = ∑ 𝐶  , 

𝐶 = 𝑇 ∙ 𝑊  ,  

C (δ ) = 𝐶 _ + 𝐶 _  

C (δ ) = 𝐶 _ + 𝐶 _  
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𝐶 = 𝑇 ∙ 𝑊  ,  

𝐶 = 𝑇 ∙ 𝑊  ,  

𝐶 = 𝑇 ∙ 𝑊  , 

𝐶 = 𝑇  ∙ 𝑊   , 

𝐶 = 𝑇 ∙ 𝑊  ,  

𝐶 = 𝑇 ∙ 𝑊  , 

and 𝐶 = 𝑇 ∙ 𝑊  . 

 P a r t  fa b r i c at io n c o s t  s umma r y 

As a result of considering two methods of hinge bracket fabrication, and two methods 

of spar fabrication, there are four possible combinations of processes. These are 

numbered Scenario 1-4, as shown in Table 5.1. The costs of each of the scenarios were 

calculated using Eqs. (6.1-6.3). The values used for all variables are listed in Appendix 

B. 

Table 5.1: Hinge bracket and spar fabrication methods 

Scenario 
Hinge bracket 
fabrication method 

𝐂𝑷𝑯𝒊 
($) 

Spar fabrication 
method 

𝐂𝑺 
($) 

Total fabrication cost 
((𝟒 ∙ 𝐂𝑷𝑯𝒊)+𝐂𝑺)  ($) 

Scenario 
1 

Process a = 
Machined from solid - 
Finishing cut used 

114 
Process c = 
Manual prepreg 

2500 2956 

Scenario 
2 

Process a = 
Machined from solid - 
Finishing cut used 

114 
Process d = 
 RTM 

3000 3456 

Scenario 
3 

Process b = 
Machined from solid – 
Roughing cut only 

107 
Process c = 
Manual prepreg 

2500 2928 

Scenario 
4 

Process b = 
Machined from solid – 
Roughing cut only 

107 
Process d = 
RTM 

3000 3428 
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 CO ST  MO D ELL IN G O F A SSEMB L Y P RO CES SE S  D EA LIN G W IT H 

A CCU MU L AT ED  VA RIA T IO NS 

The cost of the assembly process to deal with the accumulated assembly variations is 

represented as CAS(δKC3). Whether a gap or a clash exists at assembly KC features 

depends on the variation propagation from all the possible variation sources. In this 

thesis, two methods of variation management process are considered: shimming-

based assembly and milling-based assembly. 

 Co s t  mo de l l i ng  o f  s h imm ing- b as ed  as s em bly ,  𝐶 (𝛿 ) 

The first assembly variation management process considered in this thesis is a manual 

shimming process. This is the removal of gaps at assembly KC mating pairs, by using 

either polymer or aluminium shims. The cost of this process is dominated by the 

labour cost. However, the material used for shimming is also a major cost driver, and 

it is directly related to variation in the assembly. As regards for small gaps (<0.2mm), 

the assembly is within tolerance and no shimming is required. For gaps between 

0.2mm and 1.27mm, peelable polymer shims are utilised. However, for large gaps 

(>1.27mm), aluminium shims are required, which have a significantly higher material 

cost. The cost of shimming can be estimated by 

(5.4) 

where 𝐶 _ = 𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑐 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡  ∙ 𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒 (𝛿 ) ∙

𝐷𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦   , 

𝐶 _ = ∑ 𝐶  , 

𝐶 = ∑ 𝑇  & ∙ 𝑊  &  , 

𝐶 = ∑ 𝑇  ∙ 𝑊   , 

𝐶 = ∑ 𝑇   ∙ 𝑊    , 

𝐶 = 𝑇    ∙ 𝑊     , 

𝐶 = ∑ 𝑇  ∙ 𝑊   , 

𝐶 = ∑ 𝑇  ∙ 𝑊   , 

C (δ ) = 𝐶 _ (𝛿 ) + 𝐶 _  
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𝐶 = ∑ 𝑇  ∙ 𝑊   , 

and 𝐶 = 𝑇  ∙ 𝑊   .  

The material cost, 𝐶 _ , has a large influence on the cost of the process, as shown 

in Figure 5.1, where the cost of the shimming-based assembly, CAS, is plotted against 

the assembly variation level, δKC3. 

Figure 5.1: Cost vs. variation for shimming-based assembly 

When 𝛿  ≤ 0.2mm, the cost is lowest as no shimming is required. The cost of $718.14 

incurred is solely due to checking the gap is within tolerance, applying sealant and 

loading/reloading of the part. Shims are required when 𝛿  > 0.2mm, as shown by 

the step increase in cost in Figure 5.1. Between 0.2mm and 1.27mm, peelable polymer 

shims are utilised. The cost of shimming gradually increases from $895.633 to $997.39 

as the gap size, 𝛿 , increases from 0.2mm to 1.27mm. This is because the volume of 

shim, and thus the material cost, increases as the gap size increases. It can be seen that 

there is another large step increase in cost to $1284.19 at 𝛿  > 1.27mm, as aluminium 

shims are used instead of polymer shims. Once again the cost gradually increases as 

the volume of shim, and thus the material cost increases as the gap size increases. 
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Figure 5.2 shows how the process time changes as the amount of variation at KC3 

changes. Three magnitudes of 𝛿  are selected for illustration. These are when no 

gap occurs at KC3, when a gap of 0.5mm occurs (polymer shims are used) and when 

a gap of 1.5mm occurs (aluminium shims used). As shown in Figure 5.2, the shortest 

process time occurs when no solid shims are required. It is noted that polymer and 

aluminium shimming are modelled to require the same process time, as the same 

operations are carried out for both types of shim materials. 

Figure 5.2: Comparison of operation time between different forms of shimming 

Figure 5.3 shows that the cost increase due to aluminium shimming compared to 

polymer shims can be attributed to the increased material cost associated with 

aluminium shims. This is again highlighted by the process cost of $768.83 being 

constant for both methods of solid shimming. $106.64 of material cost is incurred 

when no shimming is required due to the use of interfay sealant on the KC3 mating 

surfaces.  
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Figure 5.3: Comparison of costs between different forms of shimming 

 Co s t  mo de l l i ng  o f  m i l l ing - ba se d  a s s em bly ,  𝐶 (𝛿 ) 

Milling-based assembly is an alternative method for assembly variation management. 

Milling-based assembly removes any clashes between the spar and hinge bracket by 

measuring the degree of clash using a laser scanner, and machining the excess 

material away from the hinge brackets using a PKM [4]. In contrast to shimming, the 

milling method is highly automated, and the main cost driver is the high capital cost 

of scanning as well as milling equipment. The process is typically much quicker than 

the shimming process. The cost of milling-based assembly can be estimated by 

(5.5) 

where 𝐶 _ = 0 , 𝐶 _ = ∑ 𝐶  ,                                                                                                                       

𝐶 = 𝑇     ∙ 𝑊      ,                                                                            

𝐶 = 𝑇     ∙ 𝑊      ,                                                                                 

𝐶 = 𝑇     ∙ 𝑊      ,                                                                                        

𝐶 = 𝑇   ∙ 𝑊    ,                                                                                                                 

𝐶 = 𝑇      ∙ 𝑊       ,                             

𝐶 = 𝑇     (  ) ∙ 𝑊     (  )(𝛿 ) ,                                               

C (δ ) = 𝐶 _ (𝛿 ) + 𝐶 _  
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𝐶 = 𝑇     (  ) ∙ 𝑊     (  )(𝛿 ) ,                                          

𝐶 = 𝑇      ∙ 𝑊       ,                                   

𝐶 = 𝑇  ∙ 𝑊   , 

and 𝐶 = 𝑇     ∙ 𝑊      . 

The cost of the milling-based assembly, CAM, can be related to the assembly variation 

level, δKC3, as shown in Figure 5.4. The main variation-cost driver when two milling 

passes are required is the time taken to mill the excess material from the hinge bracket, 

as larger clashes require more time, and therefore more cost to remove. 

Figure 5.4: Cost vs. variation for milling-based assembly 

As shown in Figure 5.4, the lowest milling-based assembly cost of $718.14 is achieved 

when the clash at 𝛿  is less than 0.2mm. For clashes smaller than 0.2mm, the 

assembly is deemed to be within tolerance, and sealant is applied between the parts 

only. The cost incurred at this variation magnitude is solely due to checking the gap 

is within tolerance, applying sealant and loading/reloading of the part. For an 

assembly clash, 𝛿 , between 0.2mm and 0.8mm, only one milling pass is required 

to remove the excess variation, and the cost is $1131.60. The cost does not fluctuate 

for clashes between 0.2 and 0.8mm as the change in depth of this finishing cut has a 

negligible effect on the time required to complete the milling pass. There is a step 
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increase in cost to $1242.898 at a clash of 0.8mm, as at this point an extra rough milling 

pass is required to remove the excess variation from the part, following by a second 

more accurate finishing milling pass as before. The cost gradually increases as the 

clash size increases, as it takes increasingly longer to mill away the excess material as 

the volume of the clash increases. 

The times required for milling processes are displayed in Figure 5.5. Three 

magnitudes of 𝛿  are selected for illustration. These are when no clash occurs at 

KC3, when a clash of 0.5mm occurs (one milling pass required) and when a clash of 

1.5mm occurs (two milling passes required). As shown in Figure 5.2, the shortest 

process time occurs when no milling is required. The longest process time is when 

two milling passes are required, however there is only a small increase in time of 

0.65hrs associated with this extra operation. That can be attributed to the majority of 

process time associated with milling being due to machine setup, and loading and 

location of the hinge bracket being milled. 

Figure 5.5: Comparison of operation time between different levels of milling 

Figure 5.6 shows the breakdown in costs for each of the three situations. Material costs 

are constant for all cases, and is a result of interfay sealant being applied to the KC3 

mating surfaces. There is an increase of process cost of $210.21 due to the extra milling 

pass required as the clash size increases from 0.5mm to 1.5mm.  
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Figure 5.6: Comparison of costs between different levels of milling 

 CO ST  MO D ELL IN G FO R T H E  ENT I R E WIN G SPA R  A SSE M B L Y 

PR OD U CT ION  C HAIN 

The total cost of the entire wing spar assembly production chain, ∑C, can be obtained 

by summating the sub-component fabrication costs and the assembly costs together, 

as described in 

(5.6) 

The cost of the processes CPHi and CPS are dependent on which method of hinge 

bracket or spar fabrication is used (respectively). Each fabrication process introduces 

random variations of δPHi and δPS into the assembly at different magnitudes. As a 

result, the assembly variation, δKC3, has the form of a probability distribution of gaps 

and clashes at assembly KCs. There are eight KC3 mating pairs between the spar and 

hinge bracket, corresponding to the eight hinge bracket feet, which locate the spar. 

As the variations are random and come from many sources, some KC mating pairs in 

the same assembly may clash whilst other mating pairs may have a gap between 

them. The size of the gap or clash will also be different at each of the eight assembly 

∑C(δ) =  𝐶 (δ )  +  𝐶 (δ )  +  𝐶 (δ )  + 𝐶 (δ )  +

 𝐶 (δ )  +  [ 𝐶 (δ ) or 𝐶 (δ )] . 
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mates. Therefore, the cost of removing variations will be different at each assembly 

KC due to both the sizes of KC variations, and the processes used. 

 I MP L E ME NT AT ION 

The cost models for the spar and hinge bracket case study were implemented using 

MATLAB. The equations described in Section 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3 were written as 

MATLAB scripts, as shown in Appendix A. The variation inputs to the cost model 

were linked to the MATLAB models described in Section 3.4. The values used for all 

cost variables used as inputs are listed in Appendix B. 

 SU MMA RY  

This chapter details the development of a method to quantify the costs associated 

with variation in order to estimate the total cost of overconstrained assembly 

production. An ABC method was applied to a production chain, which was divided 

into fabrication and assembly processes, and then further divided into operations. 

Fabrication processes took into account the cost of variation by using process 

capability as the link between process cost, and process variation. This method was 

applied to the case study problem, where two methods of hinge bracket fabrication, 

and two methods of spar fabrication were considered. Each fabrication method had 

differing costs and variation effects. In this case study, less accurate fabrication 

processes induced more variation into the variation propagation model, but had 

lower process cost. 

The cost of variation of assembly processes was also considered, including variation 

management processes. To estimate the cost of removing excess variation in the 

assembly, the magnitude of assembly gaps or clashes was required. Thus, the cost 

model was linked to the overconstrained assembly variation propagation model. This 

was exemplified by the case study, where two methods of variation management 
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were modelled. For the shimming-based model, the size of gap between the spar and 

hinge brackets is calculated by using the variation propagation model. This 

determined the size, and thus the cost of the shim required to remove the excess 

variation. For the milling-based method, the amount of excess material in the form of 

a clash between the spar and hinge brackets was determined. This affected the milling 

time, as larger interferences took longer to machine away. An increase in the 

operation time and the number of milling passes increases the process cost. 

The total cost of production was then calculated by summing the fabrication and 

assembly costs. In this methodology’s current form, if the variation levels of 

fabricated parts are known, the cost of variation management at assembly can be 

quantified. However, each time a fabrication or assembly process is carried out, 

slightly different variations and magnitudes will be induced. Therefore, to utilise this 

combined variation and cost methodology as a planning and process optimisation 

tool, the stochastic nature of variation must somehow be modelled.
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6 Cost-oriented process optimisation based 

on Monte Carlo simulation using 

variation propagation model 

The following chapter utilises the variation propagation model and cost modelling 

method to create a cost-oriented process optimisation method. Monte Carlo 

simulations are developed to approximate the stochastic nature of variation 

occurrence, as well as investigate the variation effects on KCs and the associated costs 

in different scenarios. As a result, the cost variations resulting from the geometric or 

process variations can be easily identified, so that the manufacturing processes 

through the production chain can be optimised. 

 M OD EL  O F MO NT E  CARL O SI MU LATIO N 

As manufacturing variations are stochastic by nature, a different combination of 

variations are induced each time a new part is manufactured or a series of parts 

assembled. In order to model the random nature of variations, a Monte Carlo 

simulation was developed, with the analysis being repeated a large number of times 

to robustly determine the effects of process variation in an assembly. To carry out a 

Monte Carlo simulation, the variation ranges from Table 4.2, Table 4.4 and Table 4.6 

must be converted into probability distributions. In this work, the process capability, 

𝐶 , is utilised to determine the probability distribution of variations of individual 

manufacturing processes. 𝐶  evaluates the statistical variation of a given process, such 

as the drilling and milling processes used to fabricate the hinge bracket. 𝐶  indicates 

the statistical range of variations that will be induced by each manufacturing process, 
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which can then be analysed simultaneously using the Monte Carlo method. 𝐶  can be 

calculated [145] using 

(6.1) 

where USL is upper specification limit, LSL is lower specification limit, and 𝜎 is the 

estimated variability of the process expressed as a standard deviation. 

Variations from each process are assumed to be approximately normally distributed, 

with the mean centred on the ideal feature dimension. This is for ease of 

representation of the developed methodology. Normal distribution of process 

variations have been assumed by a number of processes in literature, such as 

variation in carbon fibre [146], fixture errors [9], shape errors [14] and machining 

process errors [75]. In reality, each and every process will have a unique distribution 

of variations. Non-normal distributions can be used instead of normal distributions 

without modifying the overall methodology. The standard deviation, σ, can then be 

calculated using Eq. (6.1), where the upper and lower specification limits are obtained 

from the likely variation range for each process. 

In this analysis, each variation range considered in Table 4.2, Table 4.4 and Table 4.6 

is assumed to have a 𝐶  of two. This corresponds to a six sigma quality process. This 

means there are six standard deviations between the process mean and the nearest 

specification limit. A decrease in the value of 𝐶  represents a less accurate process. 

According to Eq. (6.1), a decrease in 𝐶  will reduce the standard deviation of the 

process probability distribution. This will decrease the percentage of runs that fall 

within the upper and lower specification limits. When this new probability 

distribution is inputted into the Monte Carlo simulation, it will result in a larger 

assembly variation being outputted. With a larger assembly variation, higher cost is 

incurred during the assembly stage. Therefore, if 𝐶  decreases and all other inputs 

remain constant, the assembly cost and overall production will increase. 

𝐶 =
𝑈𝑆𝐿 − 𝐿𝑆𝐿

6𝜎
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As variations occur randomly, a Monte Carlo simulation was completed to model the 

effect of part, process, assembly and fixture variations occurring simultaneously. A 

flowchart of the Monte Carlo simulation is shown in Figure 6.1. First, hinge bracket 

variations, δPhi, were picked at random from the probability distribution of hinge 

bracket variations, which is related to the expected variation ranges shown in Table 

4.2. Then, the spar variations, δPS, were chosen at random from the probability 

distribution of spar variations, which are related to Table 4.4. The spar and hinge 

brackets were then considered together in the assembly stage, which adds fixture 

variation and assembly-positioning variation into the analysis. The fixture variations 

and assembly-positioning variations were also randomly selected from their 

respective probability distributions, and are related to the variation ranges shown in 

Table 4.6. Then, the assembly variation propagation model described in Figure 6.1 

was used to capture the effects of the assembly process itself. The output of the 

simulation was the gap or clash at each of the mating interfaces between the spar and 

hinge brackets, which relate to KC3. The Monte Carlo simulation was repeated 

100,000 times. This number of repetitions was chosen as it was found through a 

convergence study to be sufficiently high to allow the average variation at each KC 

to converge to a constant value. At the end of each Monte Carlo simulation, a 

distribution of assembly variation at KC3, i.e. δKC3, was found for each of the mating 

pairs.  

The output of the Monte Carlo simulation, δKC3, determines the variation 

management process required (whether a gap or clash occurs), and also the 

magnitude of the variation, which affects the cost of managing it. Thus, the 

distribution of assembly gap or clash magnitudes graph is utilised to connect the 

variation and cost models together, as the variation magnitude determines the 

variation management process that will be required at assembly. This is illustrated in 

Figure 6.2, which shows the logic behind the decision to shim or mill excess 

variations, depending on their magnitudes. 
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 Figure 6.1: Spar and hinge bracket Monte Carlo simulation flowchart 

=

Variation at each assembly KC mating interface, δKC3 

Assembly-positioning variation (Table 4.6) 

Fixture variation (Table 4.6) 

+
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Figure 6.2: Flowchart showing variation management process selection due to variations at 

KC3 

 I MP L E ME NT AT ION 

The Monte Carlo simulation was implemented in the numerical computing 

environment MATLAB. The Monte Carlo simulation was carried out by using 

MATLAB to randomLY select numbers from the variation distributions for each part 

and fixture feature. This served as an input to the MATLAB variation models 

described in Section 3.4. The MATLAB variation models were subsequently used as 

an input to MATLAB cost models, as described in Section 5.4. 

 SI MU LAT ION  RE SU L T S A N A LY SIS  

For each run of the Monte Carlo simulation, varying variation magnitudes result in a 

different total assembly cost being calculated each time, thus creating a distribution 

of total production costs. Figure 6.3 shows the results of the Monte Carlo simulation 

in the form of a cumulative distribution function (CDF), reordered with respect to 
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cost. This shows the distribution of costs for each of the four manufacturing scenarios 

described in Table 5.1.  

Figure 6.3: CDF showing total production cost for the entire manufacturing process 

Figure 6.3 shows the total cost of production for each of the four scenarios plotted 

against the number of simulations completed. Each of the four scenarios exhibits the 

same graph shape. For Scenario 1, a finishing cut is used to fabricate the hinge bracket, 

and the spar is manufactured using a prepreg process. The lowest 43% of costs 

corresponds to the case where all eight mating pairs are within tolerance (±0.2mm), 

therefore no shimming or milling processes are required. The step increase in cost at 

simulation number 43,000 corresponds to one of the eight mating pairs being out of 

tolerance, therefore one of the four hinge brackets will require variation management. 

At simulation 60,000, the cost increases again. This is because two of the four hinge 

ΔCost between RTM & Prepreg 
Cost of 

finishing cut 
Cost increase due to both 

milling and shimming occurring 

Key: 
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brackets now require shimming or milling: therefore two mating pairs in two 

different hinge brackets are out of assembly tolerance. There are four step increases 

in total between simulation 43,000 and simulation 68,000, corresponding to the four 

hinge brackets in the assembly. At simulation 68,000, there is a step increase of cost 

of approximately $1,000. This increase is due to both shimming and milling being 

required in the same assembly. This dramatically increases the cost of assembly, as 

the costs of both methods are incurred. The same shaped curve can be deduced from 

Figure 6.3 for each of the remaining three scenarios. 

It can be seen that the lowest mean cost of production was Scenario 1, when the hinge 

bracket is manufactured with a finishing cut, and the spar is manufactured using the 

prepreg method. However, like each of the other three scenarios, it has a very large 

standard deviation of cost due to the potential of requiring both shimming and 

milling. 

Scenario 2 has the most accurate hinge bracket and spar fabrication processes, and 

therefore has the most cases where all eight mating pairs are within tolerance limits 

(83% of cases were within tolerance). However, given the considerably higher cost of 

the RTM process compared to the prepreg method in this case, it is estimated to have 

a higher mean value than Scenario 1. Scenario 3 has the lowest accuracy (no finishing 

cut + prepreg process), and thus has the most cases where variation management is 

required. 

 ST E E RE D  O PT IM I SATIO N  W IT H  FU RT H ER  MO NT E CA RLO  SI MU L AT IONS 

To optimise the overall production chain, the optimal variations distribution for δPhi 

and δPS, in order to minimise ∑C must be found. In the following section, shimming 

based assembly and milling based assembly will be discussed in turn, before a 

comparison is drawn between the two assembly methods. 
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 P ro ce s s  o pt imi sa t i o n  o f  sh im m ing  b as ed  a ss em bly  meth o d  

In the previous cost analysis, displayed in Figure 6.4, each of the four scenarios 

resulted in a large standard deviation of costs. This is due to gaps and clashes 

occurring in the same assembly, meaning the setup and capital costs of shimming and 

milling are incurred simultaneously. The analysis was therefore repeated, but with 

only shimming allowed to occur. This can be achieved by manufacturing the hinge 

bracket to be undersized, thus ensuring a gap between it and the spar. For each of the 

four scenarios in Table 5.1, the largest magnitude clash between the spar and hinge 

brackets was found from the Monte Carlo simulation. The hinge brackets were then 

made to be undersized by this magnitude, thus ensuring that no clashes will occur, 

and only shimming processes will be required. Figure 6.4 presents the CDF of costs 

for each of the four scenarios when the hinge bracket design has been optimised for 

shimming based assembly, Scenarios 5-8. 

Figure 6.4: Cost optimisation of the shimming based assembly method 

Step cost increases due to more mating 
pairs being out of tolerance 

Key: 
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In this case, gaps and clashes no longer occur simultaneously in the same assembly. 

As a result, there is no large step increase in costs for each of the four scenarios. 

Subsequently, when only shimming processes occurs, the standard deviation of all 

four scenarios is greatly reduced. Once again, Scenario 5 has the lowest mean cost, 

and Scenario 8 has the largest mean cost. The higher cost of Scenario 6 compared to 

Scenario 5, despite the RTM process having less variation impact than prepreg, is due 

to the large difference in cost (~$800) between the two methods of spar fabrication. It 

can therefore be concluded that if the cost of the RTM process was reduced ~$400 

relative to the prepreg process, then Scenario 6 would be the lowest cost method of 

spar and hinge bracket manufacture and assembly. 

The CDF for Scenario 5 and Scenario 6 in Figure 6.4 shows the same characteristic 

steps as Figure 6.3, which are associated with each subsequent mating pair being out 

of tolerance. However, Scenario 7 and 8 exhibits a smoothly increasing line. This is 

due to all eight mating pairs being out of tolerance for all instances, therefore they all 

require a shimming process to be carried out. 

 P ro ce s s  o pt imi sa t i o n  o f  mi l l ing  ba s ed  as s em bl y  m et ho d  

The production chain can also be designed specifically to suit a milling based 

assembly method, by manufacturing the hinge brackets to be oversized [4]. For each 

of the four scenarios in Table 5.1, the largest magnitude gap between the spar and 

hinge brackets was found from the Monte Carlo simulation. The hinge brackets were 

then made to be oversized by this magnitude, thus ensuring that interference will 

occur, and only milling processes will be utilised. Figure 6.5 presents the CDF of costs 

for each of the four scenarios when the hinge bracket design has been optimised for 

milling based assembly, Scenarios 9-12. 
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Figure 6.5: Cost optimisation of the milling based assembly method 

In this analysis, only clashes occur, therefore there is no step increase in costs greater 

than $400 for each of the four scenarios. The standard deviation of all four scenarios 

is subsequently greatly reduced compared to Figure 6.3. The CDF for Scenario 9 and 

Scenario 10 in Figure 6.5 shows the same characteristic steps as Figure 6.3, which are 

associated with each subsequent mating pair being out of tolerance. However, 

Scenario 11 and 12 exhibits a smoothly increasing line. This is due to all eight mating 

pairs being out of tolerance for all instances, therefore they all require a milling 

process to be carried out. This highlights that the inclusion of a final finishing cut has 

a large influence on the final variation level of the assembly, despite the small relative 

cost of the process. 

It is noted than the mean cost of Scenario 9 is slightly higher for a purely milling 

process, compared to in Figure 6.3 where both shimming and milling occurs. This is 

Key: 
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because the variation distribution of the hinge bracket is no longer centred on the 

ideal value, but is instead centred at the oversized value to ensure there are no gaps 

at assembly. Therefore, there are less cases where all eight mating pairs are within 

tolerance. However, in the production chain optimised for milling, the standard 

deviation is significantly smaller than in the non-optimised production chain for each 

of the four scenarios. 

 Co m pa r iso n  b e t we en  sh imm ing  a nd  m i l l ing  b a s e d  a ss em bly  m eth o ds  

Table 6.1 presents a comparison of costs between the shimming and milling based 

assembly methods, and the original mixed assembly method.  

Table 6.1: Summary of costs 

Scenario 
Average 
Total Cost 
($) 

Average 
Total Cost 
Rank 

Total Cost 
Std. Dev 
($) 

Min Total 
Cost ($) 

Max Total 
Cost ($) 

Scenario 1 Mixed 4139.42 1 491.13 3775.8 5048.44 
Scenario 2 Mixed 4367.83 3 289.81 4275.8 5453.53 
Scenario 3 Mixed 4712.53 7 396.65 3747.91 5135.59 
Scenario 4 Mixed 5174.65 9 416.73 4247.91 5560.9 
Scenario 5  Shimming 4171.36 2 15.14 4013.93 4199.1 
Scenario 6  Shimming 4552.2 4 72.34 4275.8 4666.55 
Scenario 7  Shimming 4670.4 6 49.03 4374.58 4831.8 
Scenario 8  Shimming 5189.32 10 44.51 4939.93 5340.23 
Scenario 9 Milling 4660.41 5 82.02 4637.62 5095.46 
Scenario 10 Milling 5412.41 12 139.48 5137.62 5524.64 
Scenario 11 Milling 4898.17 8 22.3 4819.83 5323.85 
Scenario 12 Milling 5392.31 11 20.59 5324.02 5796.57 

 

Scenarios that utilise a prepreg spar manufacture and hinge bracket fabrication with 

a finishing cut (Scenarios 1, 5 and 9) were found to give the lowest mean cost. This 

indicates that the cost of spar fabrication is one of the main drivers of overall cost. 

One difference between milling and shimming based assembly however, is the 

second lowest mean cost for shimming based assembly was found to be when a 

finishing cut and RTM is used, as opposed to in the case of milling based assembly 
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where no finishing cut and prepreg method is utilised. This can be attributed to the 

smaller step increase in cost shown in milling (shown in Figure 5.4), when variation 

goes from requiring from one to two passes to be removed. In contrast, there is a much 

bigger step increase in cost for shimming when polymer shims are replaced by 

aluminium shims (shown in Figure 5.1). 

It is noted that in Table 6.1, the mean cost of Scenario 5 is slightly higher for a purely 

shimming process, compared to Scenario 1 in Figure 6.3 where both shimming and 

milling occurs. This is because the variation distribution of the hinge bracket is no 

longer centred on the ideal value, but is instead centred at the undersized value to 

ensure there are no clashes at assembly. Therefore, there are less cases where all eight 

mating pairs are within tolerance. However, in the production chain optimised for 

shimming, the standard deviation for Scenario 5 is more than twenty times smaller 

than in Scenario 1. This is a significant difference, and must also be considered by 

production planners as it impacts scheduling and production flow. 

It was found that the shimming based assembly method was cheaper than milling 

based assembly for each of the four scenarios. In this thesis, the assembly milling 

processes were assigned a high wrap rate to represent the large capital expenditure 

of milling equipment, compared to the manual shimming process. However, different 

companies will have different costs and therefore wrap rates, thus conclusions made 

in this thesis are based only on this exemplar case. 

 SU MMA RY  

This chapter developed a cost-oriented process optimisation method for 

overconstrained assemblies. To model the random nature of variation occurrence, a 

Monte Carlo simulation was coupled to the variation and cost model developed in 

Chapter 5. The main variation sources were approximated as normal distributions. 

With each run of the Monte Carlo simulation, different magnitudes of fabrication, 
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assembly positioning and fixture geometry variations were generated. This resulted 

in different assembly variation levels being determined by the variation propagation 

model. As a result, different costs were incurred by the assembly variation 

management processes. By summing the values of fabrication cost and assembly 

process costs, the average total cost of production could be determined. The effect of 

changes to fabrication processes, and therefore fabrication process capabilities, could 

be quantified. This is possible at a holistic system level, as both the fabrication cost 

changes and the subsequent changes to the assembly costs could be evaluated and 

traded off. From this, the optimum combination of fabrication and assembly 

processes could be determined. 

The methodology was tested using the spar and hinge brackets case study. First, a 

Monte Carlo simulation was carried out on the nominal assembly. Two methods of 

hinge bracket fabrication and two methods of spar fabrication were considered, with 

each method having different process capabilities, associated costs and associated 

variations. Four scenarios were tested to analyse all possible combinations of these 

fabrication processes. The methodology allowed easy identification of which scenario 

resulted in the lowest average total cost of production, as well as the standard 

deviation of the expected total cost. 

Two rounds of steered optimisation were then carried out. In the first optimisation, 

the hinge brackets were designed to be shimmed by making them undersized. In the 

second optimisation, the hinge brackets were designed to be oversized to suit the 

milling-based assembly process. Both methods resulted in large reduction in the 

standard deviation of expected total costs. 
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7 Discussion 

 D IS CU SSI ON 

The developed variation propagation methodology applies the homogeneous 

transformation matrix method to overconstrained assemblies. The main contribution 

of the proposed variation propagation models is the development of the KC 

achievement algorithm, which allows the variation at KC features to be quantified in 

overconstrained assemblies for the first time. 

The proposed method firstly relates part and fixture features together using 

coordinate frames. These coordinate frames are given to features which are deemed 

to be key features. These can be either datum features, which are contacts between 

the fixture and the parts, or as mating features, which are contacts between parts. It 

is assumed that the key features have already been identified, and therefore 

knowledge and experience of the assembly being considered is required in the first 

instance. These key features are important to establish correctly as they form the 

backbone of the variation propagation model, and can be determined using physical 

models or using the assembly’s CAD model. 

Once features are established, coordinate frames are utilised to represent part and 

fixture features, and the spatial relationships between them. This method has been 

used frequently in literature. Coordinate frames simplify the assembly to its essential 

features only, reducing the computational demand of the method, making it ideal for 

early stage process planning and system design. It is also particularly suited to studies 

where many fixture configurations, assembly sequences, assembly techniques or 

quality levels are being evaluated. This is because a coordinate frame assembly model 

is more readily modified and interrogated after studies are completed. 
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Variations across surfaces are difficult to model using the coordinate frame method. 

For example, if the hinge bracket feet had many indentations in them, this would not 

be captured by the model unless each indentation was assigned its own coordinate 

frame, which is time consuming to do manually. This method is possible if 

automated, but would also drastically increases the computational demands of the 

methodology. 

The variation propagation model developed uses a KC achievement algorithm to 

solve the problem of ambiguous KC delivery chains of overconstrained assemblies. 

Determining the assembly sequence which produces the KC achievement algorithm 

in this methodology is done manually. A production planner or design engineer with 

knowledge of the assembly is therefore required to determine the assembly 

technique. If the most appropriate assembly technique is not known, the proposed 

methodology can be carried out for more than one assembly sequence or KC 

achievement algorithm for the same assembly. The differing methods can then be 

compared to evaluate which assembly system is better. The drawback of this however 

is the methodology must be carried out twice in its entirety. 

The sensitivity study allowed part and fixtures features to be ranked based on their 

variation influence, which can provide useful guidance to design and production 

engineers. It was found by carrying out the variation sensitivity study that assembly 

technique has a large effect on final KC variation in overconstrained assemblies. 

Therefore, the inclusion of the assembly process and assembly sequence in the 

proposed methodology was necessary to quantify assembly variation more 

accurately. 

Cost models accounting variations were created, so as to estimate the cost of variation 

across a production system. ABC method was utilised for the cost modelling. The 

combined cost and variation model presented in this thesis contributes a new 

capability for understanding the implications of variation in an overconstrained 
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assembly. Using the proposed methodology, it was found that the relationship 

between cost and variation is nonlinear when multiple manufacturing and assembly 

processes are considered. Large step changes in costs occur in the results graph due 

to differing variation magnitudes causing differing variation management processes 

to be required at assembly. It can therefore be concluded that the main driver for total 

cost changes in the case study was changes in assembly processes used.  

The Monte Carlo simulation method was used to develop a cost-oriented process 

optimisation method. A normal distribution for variation was assumed for all part 

and fixture features. In reality this is unlikely to be the case, as each individual feature 

will have its own variation distribution. In some cases, variation distributions may be 

skewed away from the nominal feature dimension, or have irregular distributions. 

The proposed methodology is still applicable however, as different variation 

distributions can be easily replace the normal distributions in the Monte Carlo 

simulation. 

By considering the cost and quality of the entire overconstrained assembly 

production system, the proposed methodology allows production planners and 

design engineers to gain a better understanding of where costs are accumulated in 

the manufacturing and assembly chain. This can help inform better trade-off 

decisions between manufacturing cost and quality, and assembly cost and quality. 

Overall, the usefulness of the proposed methodology is dependent on the quality of 

information used as inputs to the model. If accurate variation distributions and cost 

estimates are used, the methodology provides a robust method to optimise the cost 

and variation in production and assembly for overconstrained assemblies. 

 LI MIT AT IO NS 

The proposed methodology contributes to the development of cost-oriented process 

optimisation for overconstrained assemblies. However, there are a number of 
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limitations which can be overcome with further research and development. The first 

is the proposed method requires manual creation of the part, fixture and assembly 

variation models from CAD or real life measurements. This process can be time 

consuming, particularly for complex assemblies. 

Secondly, the variation propagation model does not have the capability to model 

compliance as it models rigid body parts only. In the case study presented, the spar 

in reality will have a degree of compliance due to its large size. These effects of 

compliance could be introduced to the variation propagation model by combining 

the variation model with FEA models to predict the deformation due to compliance. 

This addition to the variation model would not invalidate the proposed methodology, 

as all other parts of the methodology would remain unchanged. 

Thirdly, the variations used as inputs to the part, fixture and assembly variation 

propagation models are selected from a variation distribution which is constant 

throughout the Monte Carlo simulation.  Therefore, potential changeable variation 

sources, such as cutting tool deformation, machining tool dynamics, and cutting 

mechanics are not dynamically accounted for in the model. 
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8 Conclusions and future work 

 CO NC LU SION S 

This thesis presents a methodology for holistic process optimisation based on a 

variation propagation model, which is demonstrated by a real life aerospace case 

study, i.e. wing spar assembly. Specifically, the following developments have been 

made in this work to fill in the knowledge gap associated with a complex 

overconstrained structure.  

A variation propagation model for overconstrained assemblies was developed. 

Chains of HTMs are used to represent the spatial relationship between features, parts 

and fixtures within an overconstrained assembly. An algorithm was developed to 

calculate the effect of part fabrication and assembly process variation on the assembly 

KC features for the first time for the case of overconstrained assemblies with a fixture. 

A variation source analysis and a variation sensitivity analysis were completed on a 

case study overconstrained assembly. Variation sources in both part fabrication and 

assembly processes were investigated. The sensitivity analysis utilised the results of 

the variation source analysis and the variation propagation model to determine the 

key variation drivers in the assembly. The key variation drivers were clearly 

identified, and the part and fixture features ranked by their effect on final assembly 

variation levels. The sensitivity analysis also considered the variation induced by 

variation propagation within the assembly. This highlighted the benefit of the 

developed overconstrained assembly propagation model, as the magnitude of 

assembly process variations were included and quantified when determining the 

variations at KC features. 
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A method is proposed to relate cost and variation in a production chain, including 

both part fabrication and final assembly. Cost models have been developed for the 

first time for both part fabrication and assembly processes, taking into account 

possible variations. The ABC method was used for cost models. The model 

considered the varied cost and variation implications of different fabrication 

processes. It also considered the different costs and assembly processes required for 

dealing with the accumulated variations at the assembly stage. This allowed the total 

production cost related to variations to be calculated. 

A cost-oriented process optimisation method is proposed to design the lowest cost 

production chain. The effects of variations are approximated by conducting a Monte 

Carlo simulation with the variation propagation model, to give a distribution of 

assembly variations. Each assembly variation level results in a different associated 

assembly process cost. The best variation budgeting method is determined by 

calculating the total production cost for each combination of processes, and selecting 

the processes and techniques which give the lowest whole production chain cost. This 

method represents a new capability for product designers to allocate suitable 

dimensions and tolerances, and production planners to arrange the fabrication and 

assembly processes in an optimised manner. 

 FU T U RE W ORK 

Based on the research conducted in this thesis, recommendations for future work are 

suggested as follows: 

1. The methodology should be advanced to consider the compliance of parts 

within the variation modelling method. This would be a particularly useful 

for modelling large aerospace components which can deform under their own 

weight. It is suggested that FEA models are utilised to predict the deformation 

in the assembly process. The magnitude of deformation predicted at each part 
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feature can then be taken account of in the variation model, increasing the 

model’s accuracy. 

2. It is proposed that a variation propagation model should be developed for 

machining processes accounting for machining tool dynamics, cutting tool 

deformation and cutting mechanics. This model would add the function to 

CNCs to predict part quality before conducting real machining. This has the 

potential of allowing a greater understanding of the variation mechanisms of 

CNC operations to be obtained. 

3. The developed variation propagation model should be applied to the case of 

an adaptive or predictive assembly production method. If the variation 

propagation model is incorporated with updated real part geometry obtained 

through a measurement strategy during production, the expected 

downstream assembly variation magnitude could be predicted. This would 

allow downstream assembly processes to be prepared early, unlocking the 

potential to reduce overall expenditure through concurrent engineering. This 

would be particularly useful for production lines with medium to large 

components being manufactured and assembled. 

4. The developed method should be automated by implementing the variation 

propagation modelling method for overconstrained assemblies in the 

CAD/CAM environment. The CAD/CAM tool would require the ability to 

integrate the KC achievement algorithm of the developed method to replicate 

the assembly technique. This necessitates the CAD model to be able to model 

the contact and realignment of features to one another, such as part-to-fixture 

interactions. It must then also be able to identify and quantify clashes or gaps 

in the assembly where assembly variation is present. 
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Appendix A 

A . 1 .  FIX TUR E  VA RIAT IO N  P RO P A GAT IO N MOD E L 

Fi1 transform from G to Fi1 

Fi1X=0; 

Fi1Y=0; 

Fi1Z=0; 

Fi1RX=0; 

Fi1RY=0; 

Fi1RZ=0; 

Fi1=[cos(Fi1RY)*cos(Fi1RZ) -cos(Fi1RY)*sin(Fi1RZ) sin(Fi1RY) Fi1X; 

     sin(Fi1RX)*sin(Fi1RY)*cos(Fi1RZ)+cos(Fi1RX)*sin(Fi1RZ) cos(Fi1RX)*cos(Fi1RZ)-

sin(Fi1RX)*sin(Fi1RY)*sin(Fi1RZ) -sin(Fi1RX)*cos(Fi1RY) Fi1Y; 

     sin(Fi1RX)*sin(Fi1RZ)-cos(Fi1RX)*sin(Fi1RY)*cos(Fi1RZ) 

cos(Fi1RX)*sin(Fi1RY)*sin(Fi1RZ)+sin(Fi1RX)*cos(Fi1RZ) cos(Fi1RX)*cos(Fi1RY) Fi1Z; 

     0 0 0 1]; 

Fi1a transform from Fi1 to Fi1a 

Fi1aX=0; 

Fi1aY=0; 

Fi1aZ=0; 

Fi1aRX=0; 

Fi1aRY=0; 

Fi1aRZ=0; 

Fi1a=[cos(Fi1aRY)*cos(Fi1aRZ) -cos(Fi1aRY)*sin(Fi1aRZ) sin(Fi1aRY) Fi1aX; 

      sin(Fi1aRX)*sin(Fi1aRY)*cos(Fi1aRZ)+cos(Fi1aRX)*sin(Fi1aRZ) 

cos(Fi1aRX)*cos(Fi1aRZ)-sin(Fi1aRX)*sin(Fi1aRY)*sin(Fi1aRZ) -sin(Fi1aRX)*cos(Fi1aRY) 

Fi1aY; 

      sin(Fi1aRX)*sin(Fi1aRZ)-cos(Fi1aRX)*sin(Fi1aRY)*cos(Fi1aRZ) 

cos(Fi1aRX)*sin(Fi1aRY)*sin(Fi1aRZ)+sin(Fi1aRX)*cos(Fi1aRZ) cos(Fi1aRX)*cos(Fi1aRY) 

Fi1aZ; 

      0 0 0 1]; 

Fi1b transform from Fi1 to Fi1b 

Fi1bX=1800; 

Fi1bY=0; 

Fi1bZ=0; 

Fi1bRX=0; 

Fi1bRY=0; 

Fi1bRZ=0; 
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Fi1b=[cos(Fi1bRY)*cos(Fi1bRZ) -cos(Fi1bRY)*sin(Fi1bRZ) sin(Fi1bRY) Fi1bX; 

      sin(Fi1bRX)*sin(Fi1bRY)*cos(Fi1bRZ)+cos(Fi1bRX)*sin(Fi1bRZ) 

cos(Fi1bRX)*cos(Fi1bRZ)-sin(Fi1bRX)*sin(Fi1bRY)*sin(Fi1bRZ) -sin(Fi1bRX)*cos(Fi1bRY) 

Fi1bY; 

      sin(Fi1bRX)*sin(Fi1bRZ)-cos(Fi1bRX)*sin(Fi1bRY)*cos(Fi1bRZ) 

cos(Fi1bRX)*sin(Fi1bRY)*sin(Fi1bRZ)+sin(Fi1bRX)*cos(Fi1bRZ) cos(Fi1bRX)*cos(Fi1bRY) 

Fi1bZ; 

      0 0 0 1]; 

Fi1c transform from Fi1 to Fi1c 

Fi1cX=150; 

Fi1cY=25; 

Fi1cZ=-113-(50*tan(deg2rad(5))); 

Fi1cRX=0; 

Fi1cRY=0; 

Fi1cRZ=0; 

Fi1c=[cos(Fi1cRY)*cos(Fi1cRZ) -cos(Fi1cRY)*sin(Fi1cRZ) sin(Fi1cRY) Fi1cX; 

      sin(Fi1cRX)*sin(Fi1cRY)*cos(Fi1cRZ)+cos(Fi1cRX)*sin(Fi1cRZ) 

cos(Fi1cRX)*cos(Fi1cRZ)-sin(Fi1cRX)*sin(Fi1cRY)*sin(Fi1cRZ) -sin(Fi1cRX)*cos(Fi1cRY) 

Fi1cY; 

      sin(Fi1cRX)*sin(Fi1cRZ)-cos(Fi1cRX)*sin(Fi1cRY)*cos(Fi1cRZ) 

cos(Fi1cRX)*sin(Fi1cRY)*sin(Fi1cRZ)+sin(Fi1cRX)*cos(Fi1cRZ) cos(Fi1cRX)*cos(Fi1cRY) 

Fi1cZ; 

      0 0 0 1]; 

Fi1d transform from Fi1 to Fi1d 

Fi1dX=650; 

Fi1dY=25; 

Fi1dZ=-113-(50*tan(deg2rad(5))); 

Fi1dRX=0; 

Fi1dRY=0; 

Fi1dRZ=0;  

Fi1d=[cos(Fi1dRY)*cos(Fi1dRZ) -cos(Fi1dRY)*sin(Fi1dRZ) sin(Fi1dRY) Fi1dX; 

      sin(Fi1dRX)*sin(Fi1dRY)*cos(Fi1dRZ)+cos(Fi1dRX)*sin(Fi1dRZ) 

cos(Fi1dRX)*cos(Fi1dRZ)-sin(Fi1dRX)*sin(Fi1dRY)*sin(Fi1dRZ) -sin(Fi1dRX)*cos(Fi1dRY) 

Fi1dY; 

      sin(Fi1dRX)*sin(Fi1dRZ)-cos(Fi1dRX)*sin(Fi1dRY)*cos(Fi1dRZ) 

cos(Fi1dRX)*sin(Fi1dRY)*sin(Fi1dRZ)+sin(Fi1dRX)*cos(Fi1dRZ) cos(Fi1dRX)*cos(Fi1dRY) 

Fi1dZ; 

      0 0 0 1]; 

Fi1e transform from Fi1 to Fi1e 

Fi1eX=1150; 

Fi1eY=25; 
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Fi1eZ=-113-(50*tan(deg2rad(5))); 

Fi1eRX=0; 

Fi1eRY=0; 

Fi1eRZ=0; 

Fi1e=[cos(Fi1eRY)*cos(Fi1eRZ) -cos(Fi1eRY)*sin(Fi1eRZ) sin(Fi1eRY) Fi1eX; 

      sin(Fi1eRX)*sin(Fi1eRY)*cos(Fi1eRZ)+cos(Fi1eRX)*sin(Fi1eRZ) 

cos(Fi1eRX)*cos(Fi1eRZ)-sin(Fi1eRX)*sin(Fi1eRY)*sin(Fi1eRZ) -sin(Fi1eRX)*cos(Fi1eRY) 

Fi1eY; 

      sin(Fi1eRX)*sin(Fi1eRZ)-cos(Fi1eRX)*sin(Fi1eRY)*cos(Fi1eRZ) 

cos(Fi1eRX)*sin(Fi1eRY)*sin(Fi1eRZ)+sin(Fi1eRX)*cos(Fi1eRZ) cos(Fi1eRX)*cos(Fi1eRY) 

Fi1eZ; 

      0 0 0 1]; 

Fi1f transform from Fi1 to Fi1f 

Fi1fX=1650; 

Fi1fY=25; 

Fi1fZ=-113-(50*tan(deg2rad(5))); 

Fi1fRX=0; 

Fi1fRY=0; 

Fi1fRZ=0; 

Fi1f=[cos(Fi1fRY)*cos(Fi1fRZ) -cos(Fi1fRY)*sin(Fi1fRZ) sin(Fi1fRY) Fi1fX; 

      sin(Fi1fRX)*sin(Fi1fRY)*cos(Fi1fRZ)+cos(Fi1fRX)*sin(Fi1fRZ) 

cos(Fi1fRX)*cos(Fi1fRZ)-sin(Fi1fRX)*sin(Fi1fRY)*sin(Fi1fRZ) -sin(Fi1fRX)*cos(Fi1fRY) 

Fi1fY; 

      sin(Fi1fRX)*sin(Fi1fRZ)-cos(Fi1fRX)*sin(Fi1fRY)*cos(Fi1fRZ) 

cos(Fi1fRX)*sin(Fi1fRY)*sin(Fi1fRZ)+sin(Fi1fRX)*cos(Fi1fRZ) cos(Fi1fRX)*cos(Fi1fRY) 

Fi1fZ; 

      0 0 0 1]; 

Fi1g transform from Fi1 to Fi1g 

Fi1gX=150; 

Fi1gY=-210; 

Fi1gZ=-78; 

Fi1gRX=0; 

Fi1gRY=0; 

Fi1gRZ=0; 

Fi1g=[cos(Fi1gRY)*cos(Fi1gRZ) -cos(Fi1gRY)*sin(Fi1gRZ) sin(Fi1gRY) Fi1gX; 

      sin(Fi1gRX)*sin(Fi1gRY)*cos(Fi1gRZ)+cos(Fi1gRX)*sin(Fi1gRZ) 

cos(Fi1gRX)*cos(Fi1gRZ)-sin(Fi1gRX)*sin(Fi1gRY)*sin(Fi1gRZ) -sin(Fi1gRX)*cos(Fi1gRY) 

Fi1gY; 

      sin(Fi1gRX)*sin(Fi1gRZ)-cos(Fi1gRX)*sin(Fi1gRY)*cos(Fi1gRZ) 

cos(Fi1gRX)*sin(Fi1gRY)*sin(Fi1gRZ)+sin(Fi1gRX)*cos(Fi1gRZ) cos(Fi1gRX)*cos(Fi1gRY) 

Fi1gZ; 

      0 0 0 1]; 
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Fi1h transform from Fi1 to Fi1h 

Fi1hX=650; 

Fi1hY=-210; 

Fi1hZ=-78; 

Fi1hRX=0; 

Fi1hRY=0; 

Fi1hRZ=0; 

Fi1h=[cos(Fi1hRY)*cos(Fi1hRZ) -cos(Fi1hRY)*sin(Fi1hRZ) sin(Fi1hRY) Fi1hX; 

     sin(Fi1hRX)*sin(Fi1hRY)*cos(Fi1hRZ)+cos(Fi1hRX)*sin(Fi1hRZ) 

cos(Fi1hRX)*cos(Fi1hRZ)-sin(Fi1hRX)*sin(Fi1hRY)*sin(Fi1hRZ) -sin(Fi1hRX)*cos(Fi1hRY) 

Fi1hY; 

     sin(Fi1hRX)*sin(Fi1hRZ)-cos(Fi1hRX)*sin(Fi1hRY)*cos(Fi1hRZ) 

cos(Fi1hRX)*sin(Fi1hRY)*sin(Fi1hRZ)+sin(Fi1hRX)*cos(Fi1hRZ) cos(Fi1hRX)*cos(Fi1hRY) 

Fi1hZ; 

     0 0 0 1]; 

Fi1i transform from Fi1 to Fi1i 

Fi1iX=1150; 

Fi1iY=-210; 

Fi1iZ=-78; 

Fi1iRX=0; 

Fi1iRY=0; 

Fi1iRZ=0; 

Fi1i=[cos(Fi1iRY)*cos(Fi1iRZ) -cos(Fi1iRY)*sin(Fi1iRZ) sin(Fi1iRY) Fi1iX; 

      sin(Fi1iRX)*sin(Fi1iRY)*cos(Fi1iRZ)+cos(Fi1iRX)*sin(Fi1iRZ) 

cos(Fi1iRX)*cos(Fi1iRZ)-sin(Fi1iRX)*sin(Fi1iRY)*sin(Fi1iRZ) -sin(Fi1iRX)*cos(Fi1iRY) 

Fi1iY; 

      sin(Fi1iRX)*sin(Fi1iRZ)-cos(Fi1iRX)*sin(Fi1iRY)*cos(Fi1iRZ) 

cos(Fi1iRX)*sin(Fi1iRY)*sin(Fi1iRZ)+sin(Fi1iRX)*cos(Fi1iRZ) cos(Fi1iRX)*cos(Fi1iRY) 

Fi1iZ; 

      0 0 0 1]; 

Fi1j transform from Fi1 to Fi1j 

Fi1jX=1650; 

Fi1jY=-210; 

Fi1jZ=-78; 

Fi1jRX=0; 

Fi1jRY=0; 

Fi1jRZ=0; 

Fi1j=[cos(Fi1jRY)*cos(Fi1jRZ) -cos(Fi1jRY)*sin(Fi1jRZ) sin(Fi1jRY) Fi1jX; 

      sin(Fi1jRX)*sin(Fi1jRY)*cos(Fi1jRZ)+cos(Fi1jRX)*sin(Fi1jRZ) 

cos(Fi1jRX)*cos(Fi1jRZ)-sin(Fi1jRX)*sin(Fi1jRY)*sin(Fi1jRZ) -sin(Fi1jRX)*cos(Fi1jRY) 

Fi1jY; 
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      sin(Fi1jRX)*sin(Fi1jRZ)-cos(Fi1jRX)*sin(Fi1jRY)*cos(Fi1jRZ) 

cos(Fi1jRX)*sin(Fi1jRY)*sin(Fi1jRZ)+sin(Fi1jRX)*cos(Fi1jRZ) cos(Fi1jRX)*cos(Fi1jRY) 

Fi1jZ; 

      0 0 0 1]; 

eFi1 error input transform from G to Fi1 

eFi1X=0; 

eFi1Y=0; 

eFi1Z=0; 

eFi1RX=0; 

eFi1RY=0; 

eFi1RZ=0; 

eFi1=[cos(eFi1RY)*cos(eFi1RZ) -cos(eFi1RY)*sin(eFi1RZ) sin(eFi1RY) eFi1X; 

      sin(eFi1RX)*sin(eFi1RY)*cos(eFi1RZ)+cos(eFi1RX)*sin(eFi1RZ) 

cos(eFi1RX)*cos(eFi1RZ)-sin(eFi1RX)*sin(eFi1RY)*sin(eFi1RZ) -sin(eFi1RX)*cos(eFi1RY) 

eFi1Y; 

      sin(eFi1RX)*sin(eFi1RZ)-cos(eFi1RX)*sin(eFi1RY)*cos(eFi1RZ) 

cos(eFi1RX)*sin(eFi1RY)*sin(eFi1RZ)+sin(eFi1RX)*cos(eFi1RZ) cos(eFi1RX)*cos(eFi1RY) 

eFi1Z; 

      0 0 0 1]; 

eFi1a error input transform from Fi1 to Fi1a 

eFi1aX=0; 

eFi1aY=0; 

eFi1aZ=0; 

eFi1aRX=0; 

eFi1aRY=0; 

eFi1aRZ=0; 

eFi1a=[cos(eFi1aRY)*cos(eFi1aRZ) -cos(eFi1aRY)*sin(eFi1aRZ) sin(eFi1aRY) eFi1aX; 

       sin(eFi1aRX)*sin(eFi1aRY)*cos(eFi1aRZ)+cos(eFi1aRX)*sin(eFi1aRZ) 

cos(eFi1aRX)*cos(eFi1aRZ)-sin(eFi1aRX)*sin(eFi1aRY)*sin(eFi1aRZ) -

sin(eFi1aRX)*cos(eFi1aRY) eFi1aY; 

       sin(eFi1aRX)*sin(eFi1aRZ)-cos(eFi1aRX)*sin(eFi1aRY)*cos(eFi1aRZ) 

cos(eFi1aRX)*sin(eFi1aRY)*sin(eFi1aRZ)+sin(eFi1aRX)*cos(eFi1aRZ) 

cos(eFi1aRX)*cos(eFi1aRY) eFi1aZ; 

       0 0 0 1]; 

eFi1b error input transform from Fi1a to Fi1b 

eFi1bX=0; 

eFi1bY=0; 

eFi1bZ=0; 

eFi1bRX=0; 

eFi1bRY=0; 

eFi1bRZ=0; 
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eFi1b=[cos(eFi1bRY)*cos(eFi1bRZ) -cos(eFi1bRY)*sin(eFi1bRZ) sin(eFi1bRY) eFi1bX; 

       sin(eFi1bRX)*sin(eFi1bRY)*cos(eFi1bRZ)+cos(eFi1bRX)*sin(eFi1bRZ) 

cos(eFi1bRX)*cos(eFi1bRZ)-sin(eFi1bRX)*sin(eFi1bRY)*sin(eFi1bRZ) -

sin(eFi1bRX)*cos(eFi1bRY) eFi1bY; 

       sin(eFi1bRX)*sin(eFi1bRZ)-cos(eFi1bRX)*sin(eFi1bRY)*cos(eFi1bRZ) 

cos(eFi1bRX)*sin(eFi1bRY)*sin(eFi1bRZ)+sin(eFi1bRX)*cos(eFi1bRZ) 

cos(eFi1bRX)*cos(eFi1bRY) eFi1bZ; 

       0 0 0 1]; 

eFi1c error input transform from Fi1a to Fi1c 

eFi1cX=0; 

eFi1cY=0; 

eFi1cZ=0; 

eFi1cRX=0; 

eFi1cRY=0; 

eFi1cRZ=0; 

eFi1c=[cos(eFi1cRY)*cos(eFi1cRZ) -cos(eFi1cRY)*sin(eFi1cRZ) sin(eFi1cRY) eFi1cX; 

       sin(eFi1cRX)*sin(eFi1cRY)*cos(eFi1cRZ)+cos(eFi1cRX)*sin(eFi1cRZ) 

cos(eFi1cRX)*cos(eFi1cRZ)-sin(eFi1cRX)*sin(eFi1cRY)*sin(eFi1cRZ) -

sin(eFi1cRX)*cos(eFi1cRY) eFi1cY; 

       sin(eFi1cRX)*sin(eFi1cRZ)-cos(eFi1cRX)*sin(eFi1cRY)*cos(eFi1cRZ) 

cos(eFi1cRX)*sin(eFi1cRY)*sin(eFi1cRZ)+sin(eFi1cRX)*cos(eFi1cRZ) 

cos(eFi1cRX)*cos(eFi1cRY) eFi1cZ; 

       0 0 0 1]; 

eFi1d error input transform from Fi1a to Fi1d 

eFi1dX=0; 

eFi1dY=0; 

eFi1dZ=0; 

eFi1dRX=0; 

eFi1dRY=0; 

eFi1dRZ=0; 

eFi1d=[cos(eFi1dRY)*cos(eFi1dRZ) -cos(eFi1dRY)*sin(eFi1dRZ) sin(eFi1dRY) eFi1dX; 

       sin(eFi1dRX)*sin(eFi1dRY)*cos(eFi1dRZ)+cos(eFi1dRX)*sin(eFi1dRZ) 

cos(eFi1dRX)*cos(eFi1dRZ)-sin(eFi1dRX)*sin(eFi1dRY)*sin(eFi1dRZ) -

sin(eFi1dRX)*cos(eFi1dRY) eFi1dY; 

       sin(eFi1dRX)*sin(eFi1dRZ)-cos(eFi1dRX)*sin(eFi1dRY)*cos(eFi1dRZ) 

cos(eFi1dRX)*sin(eFi1dRY)*sin(eFi1dRZ)+sin(eFi1dRX)*cos(eFi1dRZ) 

cos(eFi1dRX)*cos(eFi1dRY) eFi1dZ; 

       0 0 0 1]; 

eFi1e error input transform from Fi1a to Fi1e 

eFi1eX=0; 

eFi1eY=0; 
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eFi1eZ=0; 

eFi1eRX=0; 

eFi1eRY=0; 

eFi1eRZ=0; 

eFi1e=[cos(eFi1eRY)*cos(eFi1eRZ) -cos(eFi1eRY)*sin(eFi1eRZ) sin(eFi1eRY) eFi1eX; 

       sin(eFi1eRX)*sin(eFi1eRY)*cos(eFi1eRZ)+cos(eFi1eRX)*sin(eFi1eRZ) 

cos(eFi1eRX)*cos(eFi1eRZ)-sin(eFi1eRX)*sin(eFi1eRY)*sin(eFi1eRZ) -

sin(eFi1eRX)*cos(eFi1eRY) eFi1eY; 

       sin(eFi1eRX)*sin(eFi1eRZ)-cos(eFi1eRX)*sin(eFi1eRY)*cos(eFi1eRZ) 

cos(eFi1eRX)*sin(eFi1eRY)*sin(eFi1eRZ)+sin(eFi1eRX)*cos(eFi1eRZ) 

cos(eFi1eRX)*cos(eFi1eRY) eFi1eZ; 

       0 0 0 1]; 

eFi1f error input transform from Fi1a to Fi1f 

eFi1fX=0; 

eFi1fY=0; 

eFi1fZ=0; 

eFi1fRX=0; 

eFi1fRY=0; 

eFi1fRZ=0; 

eFi1f=[cos(eFi1fRY)*cos(eFi1fRZ) -cos(eFi1fRY)*sin(eFi1fRZ) sin(eFi1fRY) eFi1fX; 

       sin(eFi1fRX)*sin(eFi1fRY)*cos(eFi1fRZ)+cos(eFi1fRX)*sin(eFi1fRZ) 

cos(eFi1fRX)*cos(eFi1fRZ)-sin(eFi1fRX)*sin(eFi1fRY)*sin(eFi1fRZ) -

sin(eFi1fRX)*cos(eFi1fRY) eFi1fY; 

       sin(eFi1fRX)*sin(eFi1fRZ)-cos(eFi1fRX)*sin(eFi1fRY)*cos(eFi1fRZ) 

cos(eFi1fRX)*sin(eFi1fRY)*sin(eFi1fRZ)+sin(eFi1fRX)*cos(eFi1fRZ) 

cos(eFi1fRX)*cos(eFi1fRY) eFi1fZ; 

       0 0 0 1]; 

eFi1g error input transform from Fi1a to Fi1g 

eFi1gX=0; 

eFi1gY=0; 

eFi1gZ=0; 

eFi1gRX=0; 

eFi1gRY=0; 

eFi1gRZ=0; 

eFi1g=[cos(eFi1gRY)*cos(eFi1gRZ) -cos(eFi1gRY)*sin(eFi1gRZ) sin(eFi1gRY) eFi1gX; 

       sin(eFi1gRX)*sin(eFi1gRY)*cos(eFi1gRZ)+cos(eFi1gRX)*sin(eFi1gRZ) 

cos(eFi1gRX)*cos(eFi1gRZ)-sin(eFi1gRX)*sin(eFi1gRY)*sin(eFi1gRZ) -

sin(eFi1gRX)*cos(eFi1gRY) eFi1gY; 

       sin(eFi1gRX)*sin(eFi1gRZ)-cos(eFi1gRX)*sin(eFi1gRY)*cos(eFi1gRZ) 

cos(eFi1gRX)*sin(eFi1gRY)*sin(eFi1gRZ)+sin(eFi1gRX)*cos(eFi1gRZ) 

cos(eFi1gRX)*cos(eFi1gRY) eFi1gZ; 

       0 0 0 1]; 
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eFi1h error input transform from Fi1a to Fi1h 

eFi1hX=0; 

eFi1hY=0; 

eFi1hZ=0; 

eFi1hRX=0; 

eFi1hRY=0; 

eFi1hRZ=0; 

eFi1h=[cos(eFi1hRY)*cos(eFi1hRZ) -cos(eFi1hRY)*sin(eFi1hRZ) sin(eFi1hRY) eFi1hX; 

       sin(eFi1hRX)*sin(eFi1hRY)*cos(eFi1hRZ)+cos(eFi1hRX)*sin(eFi1hRZ) 

cos(eFi1hRX)*cos(eFi1hRZ)-sin(eFi1hRX)*sin(eFi1hRY)*sin(eFi1hRZ) -

sin(eFi1hRX)*cos(eFi1hRY) eFi1hY; 

       sin(eFi1hRX)*sin(eFi1hRZ)-cos(eFi1hRX)*sin(eFi1hRY)*cos(eFi1hRZ) 

cos(eFi1hRX)*sin(eFi1hRY)*sin(eFi1hRZ)+sin(eFi1hRX)*cos(eFi1hRZ) 

cos(eFi1hRX)*cos(eFi1hRY) eFi1hZ; 

       0 0 0 1]; 

eFi1i error input transform from Fi1a to Fi1i 

eFi1iX=0; 

eFi1iY=0; 

eFi1iZ=0; 

eFi1iRX=0; 

eFi1iRY=0; 

eFi1iRZ=0; 

eFi1i=[cos(eFi1iRY)*cos(eFi1iRZ) -cos(eFi1iRY)*sin(eFi1iRZ) sin(eFi1iRY) eFi1iX; 

       sin(eFi1iRX)*sin(eFi1iRY)*cos(eFi1iRZ)+cos(eFi1iRX)*sin(eFi1iRZ) 

cos(eFi1iRX)*cos(eFi1iRZ)-sin(eFi1iRX)*sin(eFi1iRY)*sin(eFi1iRZ) -

sin(eFi1iRX)*cos(eFi1iRY) eFi1iY; 

       sin(eFi1iRX)*sin(eFi1iRZ)-cos(eFi1iRX)*sin(eFi1iRY)*cos(eFi1iRZ) 

cos(eFi1iRX)*sin(eFi1iRY)*sin(eFi1iRZ)+sin(eFi1iRX)*cos(eFi1iRZ) 

cos(eFi1iRX)*cos(eFi1iRY) eFi1iZ; 

       0 0 0 1]; 

eFi1j error input transform from Fi1a to Fi1j 

eFi1jX=0; 

eFi1jY=0; 

eFi1jZ=0; 

eFi1jRX=0; 

eFi1jRY=0; 

eFi1jRZ=0; 

eFi1j=[cos(eFi1jRY)*cos(eFi1jRZ) -cos(eFi1jRY)*sin(eFi1jRZ) sin(eFi1jRY) eFi1jX; 

       sin(eFi1jRX)*sin(eFi1jRY)*cos(eFi1jRZ)+cos(eFi1jRX)*sin(eFi1jRZ) 

cos(eFi1jRX)*cos(eFi1jRZ)-sin(eFi1jRX)*sin(eFi1jRY)*sin(eFi1jRZ) -

sin(eFi1jRX)*cos(eFi1jRY) eFi1jY; 
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       sin(eFi1jRX)*sin(eFi1jRZ)-cos(eFi1jRX)*sin(eFi1jRY)*cos(eFi1jRZ) 

cos(eFi1jRX)*sin(eFi1jRY)*sin(eFi1jRZ)+sin(eFi1jRX)*cos(eFi1jRZ) 

cos(eFi1jRX)*cos(eFi1jRY) eFi1jZ; 

       0 0 0 1]; 

Chain of transforms for fixture features 

CFi1=Fi1*eFi1; 

CFi1a=Fi1*eFi1*Fi1a*eFi1a; 

CFi1b=Fi1*eFi1*Fi1a*eFi1a*Fi1b*eFi1b; 

CFi1c=Fi1*eFi1*Fi1a*eFi1a*Fi1c*eFi1c; 

CFi1d=Fi1*eFi1*Fi1a*eFi1a*Fi1d*eFi1d; 

CFi1e=Fi1*eFi1*Fi1a*eFi1a*Fi1e*eFi1e; 

CFi1f=Fi1*eFi1*Fi1a*eFi1a*Fi1f*eFi1f; 

CFi1g=Fi1*eFi1*Fi1a*eFi1a*Fi1g*eFi1g; 

CFi1h=Fi1*eFi1*Fi1a*eFi1a*Fi1h*eFi1h; 

CFi1i=Fi1*eFi1*Fi1a*eFi1a*Fi1i*eFi1i; 

CFi1j=Fi1*eFi1*Fi1a*eFi1a*Fi1j*eFi1j; 

A . 2 .  S PA R  (P A RT  1)  V ARI AT ION PRO PA GAT ION  MOD E L 

DFe1a spar primary datum 

DFe1aX=0; 

DFe1aY=0; 

DFe1aZ=0; 

DFe1aRX=0; 

DFe1aRY=0; 

DFe1aRZ=0; 

DFe1a=[cos(DFe1aRY)*cos(DFe1aRZ) -cos(DFe1aRY)*sin(DFe1aRZ) sin(DFe1aRY) DFe1aX; 

       sin(DFe1aRX)*sin(DFe1aRY)*cos(DFe1aRZ)+cos(DFe1aRX)*sin(DFe1aRZ) 

cos(DFe1aRX)*cos(DFe1aRZ)-sin(DFe1aRX)*sin(DFe1aRY)*sin(DFe1aRZ) -

sin(DFe1aRX)*cos(DFe1aRY) DFe1aY; 

       sin(DFe1aRX)*sin(DFe1aRZ)-cos(DFe1aRX)*sin(DFe1aRY)*cos(DFe1aRZ) 

cos(DFe1aRX)*sin(DFe1aRY)*sin(DFe1aRZ)+sin(DFe1aRX)*cos(DFe1aRZ) 

cos(DFe1aRX)*cos(DFe1aRY) DFe1aZ; 

       0 0 0 1]; 

DFe1b transform from DFe1a to DFe1b 

DFe1bX=1800; 

DFe1bY=0; 

DFe1bZ=0; 

DFe1bRX=0; 

DFe1bRY=0; 

DFe1bRZ=0; 
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DFe1b=[cos(DFe1bRY)*cos(DFe1bRZ) -cos(DFe1bRY)*sin(DFe1bRZ) sin(DFe1bRY) DFe1bX; 

       sin(DFe1bRX)*sin(DFe1bRY)*cos(DFe1bRZ)+cos(DFe1bRX)*sin(DFe1bRZ) 

cos(DFe1bRX)*cos(DFe1bRZ)-sin(DFe1bRX)*sin(DFe1bRY)*sin(DFe1bRZ) -

sin(DFe1bRX)*cos(DFe1bRY) DFe1bY; 

       sin(DFe1bRX)*sin(DFe1bRZ)-cos(DFe1bRX)*sin(DFe1bRY)*cos(DFe1bRZ) 

cos(DFe1bRX)*sin(DFe1bRY)*sin(DFe1bRZ)+sin(DFe1bRX)*cos(DFe1bRZ) 

cos(DFe1bRX)*cos(DFe1bRY) DFe1bZ; 

       0 0 0 1]; 

DFe1c transform from DFe1a to DFe1c 

DFe1cX=150; 

DFe1cY=25; 

DFe1cZ=-113-(50*tan(deg2rad(5))); 

DFe1cRX=deg2rad(-5); 

DFe1cRY=0; 

DFe1cRZ=0; 

DFe1c=[cos(DFe1cRY)*cos(DFe1cRZ) -cos(DFe1cRY)*sin(DFe1cRZ) sin(DFe1cRY) DFe1cX; 

       sin(DFe1cRX)*sin(DFe1cRY)*cos(DFe1cRZ)+cos(DFe1cRX)*sin(DFe1cRZ) 

cos(DFe1cRX)*cos(DFe1cRZ)-sin(DFe1cRX)*sin(DFe1cRY)*sin(DFe1cRZ) -

sin(DFe1cRX)*cos(DFe1cRY) DFe1cY; 

       sin(DFe1cRX)*sin(DFe1cRZ)-cos(DFe1cRX)*sin(DFe1cRY)*cos(DFe1cRZ) 

cos(DFe1cRX)*sin(DFe1cRY)*sin(DFe1cRZ)+sin(DFe1cRX)*cos(DFe1cRZ) 

cos(DFe1cRX)*cos(DFe1cRY) DFe1cZ; 

       0 0 0 1]; 

DFe1d transform from DFe1a to DFe1d 

DFe1dX=650; 

DFe1dY=25; 

DFe1dZ=-113-(50*tan(deg2rad(5))); 

DFe1dRX=deg2rad(-5); 

DFe1dRY=0; 

DFe1dRZ=0; 

DFe1d=[cos(DFe1dRY)*cos(DFe1dRZ) -cos(DFe1dRY)*sin(DFe1dRZ) sin(DFe1dRY) DFe1dX; 

       sin(DFe1dRX)*sin(DFe1dRY)*cos(DFe1dRZ)+cos(DFe1dRX)*sin(DFe1dRZ) 

cos(DFe1dRX)*cos(DFe1dRZ)-sin(DFe1dRX)*sin(DFe1dRY)*sin(DFe1dRZ) -

sin(DFe1dRX)*cos(DFe1dRY) DFe1dY; 

       sin(DFe1dRX)*sin(DFe1dRZ)-cos(DFe1dRX)*sin(DFe1dRY)*cos(DFe1dRZ) 

cos(DFe1dRX)*sin(DFe1dRY)*sin(DFe1dRZ)+sin(DFe1dRX)*cos(DFe1dRZ) 

cos(DFe1dRX)*cos(DFe1dRY) DFe1dZ; 

       0 0 0 1]; 

DFe1e transform from DFe1a to DFe1e 

DFe1eX=1150; 

DFe1eY=25; 
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DFe1eZ=-113-(50*tan(deg2rad(5))); 

DFe1eRX=deg2rad(-5); 

DFe1eRY=0; 

DFe1eRZ=0; 

DFe1e=[cos(DFe1eRY)*cos(DFe1eRZ) -cos(DFe1eRY)*sin(DFe1eRZ) sin(DFe1eRY) DFe1eX; 

       sin(DFe1eRX)*sin(DFe1eRY)*cos(DFe1eRZ)+cos(DFe1eRX)*sin(DFe1eRZ) 

cos(DFe1eRX)*cos(DFe1eRZ)-sin(DFe1eRX)*sin(DFe1eRY)*sin(DFe1eRZ) -

sin(DFe1eRX)*cos(DFe1eRY) DFe1eY; 

       sin(DFe1eRX)*sin(DFe1eRZ)-cos(DFe1eRX)*sin(DFe1eRY)*cos(DFe1eRZ) 

cos(DFe1eRX)*sin(DFe1eRY)*sin(DFe1eRZ)+sin(DFe1eRX)*cos(DFe1eRZ) 

cos(DFe1eRX)*cos(DFe1eRY) DFe1eZ; 

       0 0 0 1]; 

DFe1f transform from DFe1a to DFe1f 

DFe1fX=1650; 

DFe1fY=25; 

DFe1fZ=-113-(50*tan(deg2rad(5))); 

DFe1fRX=deg2rad(-5); 

DFe1fRY=0;  

DFe1fRZ=0; 

DFe1f=[cos(DFe1fRY)*cos(DFe1fRZ) -cos(DFe1fRY)*sin(DFe1fRZ) sin(DFe1fRY) DFe1fX; 

       sin(DFe1fRX)*sin(DFe1fRY)*cos(DFe1fRZ)+cos(DFe1fRX)*sin(DFe1fRZ) 

cos(DFe1fRX)*cos(DFe1fRZ)-sin(DFe1fRX)*sin(DFe1fRY)*sin(DFe1fRZ) -

sin(DFe1fRX)*cos(DFe1fRY) DFe1fY; 

       sin(DFe1fRX)*sin(DFe1fRZ)-cos(DFe1fRX)*sin(DFe1fRY)*cos(DFe1fRZ) 

cos(DFe1fRX)*sin(DFe1fRY)*sin(DFe1fRZ)+sin(DFe1fRX)*cos(DFe1fRZ) 

cos(DFe1fRX)*cos(DFe1fRY) DFe1fZ; 

       0 0 0 1]; 

MFe1a transform from DFe1a to MFe1a 

MFe1aX=150; 

MFe1aY=0; 

MFe1aZ=90; 

MFe1aRX=0; 

MFe1aRY=0; 

MFe1aRZ=0; 

MFe1a=[cos(MFe1aRY)*cos(MFe1aRZ) -cos(MFe1aRY)*sin(MFe1aRZ) sin(MFe1aRY) MFe1aX; 

       sin(MFe1aRX)*sin(MFe1aRY)*cos(MFe1aRZ)+cos(MFe1aRX)*sin(MFe1aRZ) 

cos(MFe1aRX)*cos(MFe1aRZ)-sin(MFe1aRX)*sin(MFe1aRY)*sin(MFe1aRZ) -

sin(MFe1aRX)*cos(MFe1aRY) MFe1aY; 

       sin(MFe1aRX)*sin(MFe1aRZ)-cos(MFe1aRX)*sin(MFe1aRY)*cos(MFe1aRZ) 

cos(MFe1aRX)*sin(MFe1aRY)*sin(MFe1aRZ)+sin(MFe1aRX)*cos(MFe1aRZ) 

cos(MFe1aRX)*cos(MFe1aRY) MFe1aZ; 

       0 0 0 1]; 
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MFe1b transform from DFe1a to MFe1b 

MFe1bX=150; 

MFe1bY=0; 

MFe1bZ=-90; 

MFe1bRX=0; 

MFe1bRY=0; 

MFe1bRZ=0; 

MFe1b=[cos(MFe1bRY)*cos(MFe1bRZ) -cos(MFe1bRY)*sin(MFe1bRZ) sin(MFe1bRY) MFe1bX; 

       sin(MFe1bRX)*sin(MFe1bRY)*cos(MFe1bRZ)+cos(MFe1bRX)*sin(MFe1bRZ) 

cos(MFe1bRX)*cos(MFe1bRZ)-sin(MFe1bRX)*sin(MFe1bRY)*sin(MFe1bRZ) -

sin(MFe1bRX)*cos(MFe1bRY) MFe1bY; 

       sin(MFe1bRX)*sin(MFe1bRZ)-cos(MFe1bRX)*sin(MFe1bRY)*cos(MFe1bRZ) 

cos(MFe1bRX)*sin(MFe1bRY)*sin(MFe1bRZ)+sin(MFe1bRX)*cos(MFe1bRZ) 

cos(MFe1bRX)*cos(MFe1bRY) MFe1bZ; 

       0 0 0 1]; 

MFe1c transform from DFe1a to MFe1c 

MFe1cX=650; 

MFe1cY=0; 

MFe1cZ=90; 

MFe1cRX=0; 

MFe1cRY=0; 

MFe1cRZ=0; 

MFe1c=[cos(MFe1cRY)*cos(MFe1cRZ) -cos(MFe1cRY)*sin(MFe1cRZ) sin(MFe1cRY) MFe1cX; 

       sin(MFe1cRX)*sin(MFe1cRY)*cos(MFe1cRZ)+cos(MFe1cRX)*sin(MFe1cRZ) 

cos(MFe1cRX)*cos(MFe1cRZ)-sin(MFe1cRX)*sin(MFe1cRY)*sin(MFe1cRZ) -

sin(MFe1cRX)*cos(MFe1cRY) MFe1cY; 

       sin(MFe1cRX)*sin(MFe1cRZ)-cos(MFe1cRX)*sin(MFe1cRY)*cos(MFe1cRZ) 

cos(MFe1cRX)*sin(MFe1cRY)*sin(MFe1cRZ)+sin(MFe1cRX)*cos(MFe1cRZ) 

cos(MFe1cRX)*cos(MFe1cRY) MFe1cZ; 

       0 0 0 1]; 

MFe1d transform from DFe1a to MFe1d 

MFe1dX=650; 

MFe1dY=0; 

MFe1dZ=-90; 

MFe1dRX=0; 

MFe1dRY=0; 

MFe1dRZ=0; 

MFe1d=[cos(MFe1dRY)*cos(MFe1dRZ) -cos(MFe1dRY)*sin(MFe1dRZ) sin(MFe1dRY) MFe1dX; 

       sin(MFe1dRX)*sin(MFe1dRY)*cos(MFe1dRZ)+cos(MFe1dRX)*sin(MFe1dRZ) 

cos(MFe1dRX)*cos(MFe1dRZ)-sin(MFe1dRX)*sin(MFe1dRY)*sin(MFe1dRZ) -

sin(MFe1dRX)*cos(MFe1dRY) MFe1dY; 
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       sin(MFe1dRX)*sin(MFe1dRZ)-cos(MFe1dRX)*sin(MFe1dRY)*cos(MFe1dRZ) 

cos(MFe1dRX)*sin(MFe1dRY)*sin(MFe1dRZ)+sin(MFe1dRX)*cos(MFe1dRZ) 

cos(MFe1dRX)*cos(MFe1dRY) MFe1dZ; 

       0 0 0 1]; 

MFe1e transform from DFe1a to MFe1e 

MFe1eX=1150; 

MFe1eY=0; 

MFe1eZ=90; 

MFe1eRX=0; 

MFe1eRY=0; 

MFe1eRZ=0; 

MFe1e=[cos(MFe1eRY)*cos(MFe1eRZ) -cos(MFe1eRY)*sin(MFe1eRZ) sin(MFe1eRY) MFe1eX; 

       sin(MFe1eRX)*sin(MFe1eRY)*cos(MFe1eRZ)+cos(MFe1eRX)*sin(MFe1eRZ) 

cos(MFe1eRX)*cos(MFe1eRZ)-sin(MFe1eRX)*sin(MFe1eRY)*sin(MFe1eRZ) -

sin(MFe1eRX)*cos(MFe1eRY) MFe1eY; 

       sin(MFe1eRX)*sin(MFe1eRZ)-cos(MFe1eRX)*sin(MFe1eRY)*cos(MFe1eRZ) 

cos(MFe1eRX)*sin(MFe1eRY)*sin(MFe1eRZ)+sin(MFe1eRX)*cos(MFe1eRZ) 

cos(MFe1eRX)*cos(MFe1eRY) MFe1eZ; 

       0 0 0 1]; 

MFe1f transform from DFe1a to MFe1f 

MFe1fX=1150; 

MFe1fY=0; 

MFe1fZ=-90; 

MFe1fRX=0; 

MFe1fRY=0; 

MFe1fRZ=0; 

MFe1f=[cos(MFe1fRY)*cos(MFe1fRZ) -cos(MFe1fRY)*sin(MFe1fRZ) sin(MFe1fRY) MFe1fX; 

       sin(MFe1fRX)*sin(MFe1fRY)*cos(MFe1fRZ)+cos(MFe1fRX)*sin(MFe1fRZ) 

cos(MFe1fRX)*cos(MFe1fRZ)-sin(MFe1fRX)*sin(MFe1fRY)*sin(MFe1fRZ) -

sin(MFe1fRX)*cos(MFe1fRY) MFe1fY; 

       sin(MFe1fRX)*sin(MFe1fRZ)-cos(MFe1fRX)*sin(MFe1fRY)*cos(MFe1fRZ) 

cos(MFe1fRX)*sin(MFe1fRY)*sin(MFe1fRZ)+sin(MFe1fRX)*cos(MFe1fRZ) 

cos(MFe1fRX)*cos(MFe1fRY) MFe1fZ; 

       0 0 0 1]; 

MFe1g transform from DFe1a to MFe1g 

MFe1gX=1650; 

MFe1gY=0; 

MFe1gZ=90; 

MFe1gRX=0; 

MFe1gRY=0; 

MFe1gRZ=0; 
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MFe1g=[cos(MFe1gRY)*cos(MFe1gRZ) -cos(MFe1gRY)*sin(MFe1gRZ) sin(MFe1gRY) MFe1gX; 

       sin(MFe1gRX)*sin(MFe1gRY)*cos(MFe1gRZ)+cos(MFe1gRX)*sin(MFe1gRZ) 

cos(MFe1gRX)*cos(MFe1gRZ)-sin(MFe1gRX)*sin(MFe1gRY)*sin(MFe1gRZ) -

sin(MFe1gRX)*cos(MFe1gRY) MFe1gY; 

       sin(MFe1gRX)*sin(MFe1gRZ)-cos(MFe1gRX)*sin(MFe1gRY)*cos(MFe1gRZ) 

cos(MFe1gRX)*sin(MFe1gRY)*sin(MFe1gRZ)+sin(MFe1gRX)*cos(MFe1gRZ) 

cos(MFe1gRX)*cos(MFe1gRY) MFe1gZ; 

       0 0 0 1]; 

MFe1h transform from DFe1a to MFe1h 

MFe1hX=1650; 

MFe1hY=0; 

MFe1hZ=-90; 

MFe1hRX=0; 

MFe1hRY=0; 

MFe1hRZ=0; 

MFe1h=[cos(MFe1hRY)*cos(MFe1hRZ) -cos(MFe1hRY)*sin(MFe1hRZ) sin(MFe1hRY) MFe1hX; 

       sin(MFe1hRX)*sin(MFe1hRY)*cos(MFe1hRZ)+cos(MFe1hRX)*sin(MFe1hRZ) 

cos(MFe1hRX)*cos(MFe1hRZ)-sin(MFe1hRX)*sin(MFe1hRY)*sin(MFe1hRZ) -

sin(MFe1hRX)*cos(MFe1hRY) MFe1hY; 

       sin(MFe1hRX)*sin(MFe1hRZ)-cos(MFe1hRX)*sin(MFe1hRY)*cos(MFe1hRZ) 

cos(MFe1hRX)*sin(MFe1hRY)*sin(MFe1hRZ)+sin(MFe1hRX)*cos(MFe1hRZ) 

cos(MFe1hRX)*cos(MFe1hRY) MFe1hZ; 

       0 0 0 1]; 

eDFe1a 

eDFe1aX=0; 

eDFe1aY=0; 

eDFe1aZ=0; 

eDFe1aRX=0; 

eDFe1aRY=0; 

eDFe1aRZ=0; 

eDFe1a=[cos(eDFe1aRY)*cos(eDFe1aRZ) -cos(eDFe1aRY)*sin(eDFe1aRZ) sin(eDFe1aRY) 

eDFe1aX; 

       sin(eDFe1aRX)*sin(eDFe1aRY)*cos(eDFe1aRZ)+cos(eDFe1aRX)*sin(eDFe1aRZ) 

cos(eDFe1aRX)*cos(eDFe1aRZ)-sin(eDFe1aRX)*sin(eDFe1aRY)*sin(eDFe1aRZ) -

sin(eDFe1aRX)*cos(eDFe1aRY) eDFe1aY; 

        sin(eDFe1aRX)*sin(eDFe1aRZ)-cos(eDFe1aRX)*sin(eDFe1aRY)*cos(eDFe1aRZ) 

cos(eDFe1aRX)*sin(eDFe1aRY)*sin(eDFe1aRZ)+sin(eDFe1aRX)*cos(eDFe1aRZ) 

cos(eDFe1aRX)*cos(eDFe1aRY) eDFe1aZ; 

        0 0 0 1]; 

eDFe1b error input transform from Fi1b to DFe1b 

eDFe1bX=0; 
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eDFe1bY=0; 

eDFe1bZ=0; 

eDFe1bRX=0; 

eDFe1bRY=0; 

eDFe1bRZ=0; 

eDFe1b=[cos(eDFe1bRY)*cos(eDFe1bRZ) -cos(eDFe1bRY)*sin(eDFe1bRZ) sin(eDFe1bRY) 

eDFe1bX; 

       sin(eDFe1bRX)*sin(eDFe1bRY)*cos(eDFe1bRZ)+cos(eDFe1bRX)*sin(eDFe1bRZ) 

cos(eDFe1bRX)*cos(eDFe1bRZ)-sin(eDFe1bRX)*sin(eDFe1bRY)*sin(eDFe1bRZ) -

sin(eDFe1bRX)*cos(eDFe1bRY) eDFe1bY; 

        sin(eDFe1bRX)*sin(eDFe1bRZ)-cos(eDFe1bRX)*sin(eDFe1bRY)*cos(eDFe1bRZ) 

cos(eDFe1bRX)*sin(eDFe1bRY)*sin(eDFe1bRZ)+sin(eDFe1bRX)*cos(eDFe1bRZ) 

cos(eDFe1bRX)*cos(eDFe1bRY) eDFe1bZ; 

        0 0 0 1]; 

eDFe1c error input transform from DFe1a to DFe1c 

eDFe1cX=0; 

eDFe1cY=0; 

eDFe1cZ=0; 

eDFe1cRX=0; 

eDFe1cRY=0; 

eDFe1cRZ=0; 

eDFe1c=[cos(eDFe1cRY)*cos(eDFe1cRZ) -cos(eDFe1cRY)*sin(eDFe1cRZ) sin(eDFe1cRY) 

eDFe1cX; 

       sin(eDFe1cRX)*sin(eDFe1cRY)*cos(eDFe1cRZ)+cos(eDFe1cRX)*sin(eDFe1cRZ) 

cos(eDFe1cRX)*cos(eDFe1cRZ)-sin(eDFe1cRX)*sin(eDFe1cRY)*sin(eDFe1cRZ) -

sin(eDFe1cRX)*cos(eDFe1cRY) eDFe1cY; 

        sin(eDFe1cRX)*sin(eDFe1cRZ)-cos(eDFe1cRX)*sin(eDFe1cRY)*cos(eDFe1cRZ) 

cos(eDFe1cRX)*sin(eDFe1cRY)*sin(eDFe1cRZ)+sin(eDFe1cRX)*cos(eDFe1cRZ) 

cos(eDFe1cRX)*cos(eDFe1cRY) eDFe1cZ; 

        0 0 0 1]; 

eDFe1d error input transform from DFe1a to DFe1d 

eDFe1dX=0; 

eDFe1dY=0; 

eDFe1dZ=0; 

eDFe1dRX=0; 

eDFe1dRY=0; 

eDFe1dRZ=0; 

eDFe1d=[cos(eDFe1dRY)*cos(eDFe1dRZ) -cos(eDFe1dRY)*sin(eDFe1dRZ) sin(eDFe1dRY) 

eDFe1dX; 

       sin(eDFe1dRX)*sin(eDFe1dRY)*cos(eDFe1dRZ)+cos(eDFe1dRX)*sin(eDFe1dRZ) 

cos(eDFe1dRX)*cos(eDFe1dRZ)-sin(eDFe1dRX)*sin(eDFe1dRY)*sin(eDFe1dRZ) -

sin(eDFe1dRX)*cos(eDFe1dRY) eDFe1dY; 
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        sin(eDFe1dRX)*sin(eDFe1dRZ)-cos(eDFe1dRX)*sin(eDFe1dRY)*cos(eDFe1dRZ) 

cos(eDFe1dRX)*sin(eDFe1dRY)*sin(eDFe1dRZ)+sin(eDFe1dRX)*cos(eDFe1dRZ) 

cos(eDFe1dRX)*cos(eDFe1dRY) eDFe1dZ; 

        0 0 0 1]; 

eDFe1e error input transform from DFe1a to DFe1e 

eDFe1eX=0; 

eDFe1eY=0; 

eDFe1eZ=0; 

eDFe1eRX=0; 

eDFe1eRY=0; 

eDFe1eRZ=0; 

eDFe1e=[cos(eDFe1eRY)*cos(eDFe1eRZ) -cos(eDFe1eRY)*sin(eDFe1eRZ) sin(eDFe1eRY) 

eDFe1eX; 

       sin(eDFe1eRX)*sin(eDFe1eRY)*cos(eDFe1eRZ)+cos(eDFe1eRX)*sin(eDFe1eRZ) 

cos(eDFe1eRX)*cos(eDFe1eRZ)-sin(eDFe1eRX)*sin(eDFe1eRY)*sin(eDFe1eRZ) -

sin(eDFe1eRX)*cos(eDFe1eRY) eDFe1eY; 

        sin(eDFe1bRX)*sin(eDFe1eRZ)-cos(eDFe1eRX)*sin(eDFe1eRY)*cos(eDFe1eRZ) 

cos(eDFe1eRX)*sin(eDFe1eRY)*sin(eDFe1eRZ)+sin(eDFe1eRX)*cos(eDFe1eRZ) 

cos(eDFe1eRX)*cos(eDFe1eRY) eDFe1eZ; 

        0 0 0 1]; 

eDFe1f error input transform from DFe1a to DFe1f 

eDFe1fX=0; 

eDFe1fY=0; 

eDFe1fZ=0; 

eDFe1fRX=0; 

eDFe1fRY=0; 

eDFe1fRZ=0; 

eDFe1f=[cos(eDFe1fRY)*cos(eDFe1fRZ) -cos(eDFe1fRY)*sin(eDFe1fRZ) sin(eDFe1fRY) 

eDFe1fX; 

       sin(eDFe1fRX)*sin(eDFe1fRY)*cos(eDFe1fRZ)+cos(eDFe1fRX)*sin(eDFe1fRZ) 

cos(eDFe1fRX)*cos(eDFe1fRZ)-sin(eDFe1fRX)*sin(eDFe1fRY)*sin(eDFe1fRZ) -

sin(eDFe1fRX)*cos(eDFe1fRY) eDFe1fY; 

        sin(eDFe1fRX)*sin(eDFe1fRZ)-cos(eDFe1fRX)*sin(eDFe1fRY)*cos(eDFe1fRZ) 

cos(eDFe1fRX)*sin(eDFe1fRY)*sin(eDFe1fRZ)+sin(eDFe1fRX)*cos(eDFe1fRZ) 

cos(eDFe1fRX)*cos(eDFe1fRY) eDFe1fZ; 

        0 0 0 1]; 

eMFe1a error input transform from DFe1a to MFe1a 

eMFe1aX=0; 

eMFe1aY=0; 

eMFe1aZ=0; 

eMFe1aRX=0; 
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eMFe1aRY=0; 

eMFe1aRZ=0; 

eMFe1a=[cos(eMFe1aRY)*cos(eMFe1aRZ) -cos(eMFe1aRY)*sin(eMFe1aRZ) sin(eMFe1aRY) 

eMFe1aX; 

       sin(eMFe1aRX)*sin(eMFe1aRY)*cos(eMFe1aRZ)+cos(eMFe1aRX)*sin(eMFe1aRZ) 

cos(eMFe1aRX)*cos(eMFe1aRZ)-sin(eMFe1aRX)*sin(eMFe1aRY)*sin(eMFe1aRZ) -

sin(eMFe1aRX)*cos(eMFe1aRY) eMFe1aY; 

        sin(eMFe1aRX)*sin(eMFe1aRZ)-cos(eMFe1aRX)*sin(eMFe1aRY)*cos(eMFe1aRZ) 

cos(eMFe1aRX)*sin(eMFe1aRY)*sin(eMFe1aRZ)+sin(eMFe1aRX)*cos(eMFe1aRZ) 

cos(eMFe1aRX)*cos(eMFe1aRY) eMFe1aZ; 

        0 0 0 1]; 

eMFe1b error input transform from DFe1a to MFe1b 

eMFe1bX=0; 

eMFe1bY=0; 

eMFe1bZ=0; 

eMFe1bRX=0; 

eMFe1bRY=0; 

eMFe1bRZ=0; 

eMFe1b=[cos(eMFe1bRY)*cos(eMFe1bRZ) -cos(eMFe1bRY)*sin(eMFe1bRZ) sin(eMFe1bRY) 

eMFe1bX; 

       sin(eMFe1bRX)*sin(eMFe1bRY)*cos(eMFe1bRZ)+cos(eMFe1bRX)*sin(eMFe1bRZ) 

cos(eMFe1bRX)*cos(eMFe1bRZ)-sin(eMFe1bRX)*sin(eMFe1bRY)*sin(eMFe1bRZ) -

sin(eMFe1bRX)*cos(eMFe1bRY) eMFe1bY; 

        sin(eMFe1bRX)*sin(eMFe1bRZ)-cos(eMFe1bRX)*sin(eMFe1bRY)*cos(eMFe1bRZ) 

cos(eMFe1bRX)*sin(eMFe1bRY)*sin(eMFe1bRZ)+sin(eMFe1bRX)*cos(eMFe1bRZ) 

cos(eMFe1bRX)*cos(eMFe1bRY) eMFe1bZ; 

        0 0 0 1]; 

eMFe1c error input transform from DFe1a to MFe1c 

eMFe1cX=0; 

eMFe1cY=0; 

eMFe1cZ=0; 

eMFe1cRX=0; 

eMFe1cRY=0; 

eMFe1cRZ=0; 

eMFe1c=[cos(eMFe1cRY)*cos(eMFe1cRZ) -cos(eMFe1cRY)*sin(eMFe1cRZ) sin(eMFe1cRY) 

eMFe1cX; 

       sin(eMFe1cRX)*sin(eMFe1cRY)*cos(eMFe1cRZ)+cos(eMFe1cRX)*sin(eMFe1cRZ) 

cos(eMFe1cRX)*cos(eMFe1cRZ)-sin(eMFe1cRX)*sin(eMFe1cRY)*sin(eMFe1cRZ) -

sin(eMFe1cRX)*cos(eMFe1cRY) eMFe1cY; 

        sin(eMFe1cRX)*sin(eMFe1cRZ)-cos(eMFe1cRX)*sin(eMFe1cRY)*cos(eMFe1cRZ) 

cos(eMFe1cRX)*sin(eMFe1cRY)*sin(eMFe1cRZ)+sin(eMFe1cRX)*cos(eMFe1cRZ) 

cos(eMFe1cRX)*cos(eMFe1cRY) eMFe1cZ; 

        0 0 0 1]; 
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eMFe1d error input transform from DFe1a to MFe1d 

eMFe1dX=0; 

eMFe1dY=0; 

eMFe1dZ=0; 

eMFe1dRX=0; 

eMFe1dRY=0; 

eMFe1dRZ=0; 

eMFe1d=[cos(eMFe1dRY)*cos(eMFe1dRZ) -cos(eMFe1dRY)*sin(eMFe1dRZ) sin(eMFe1dRY) 

eMFe1dX; 

       sin(eMFe1dRX)*sin(eMFe1dRY)*cos(eMFe1dRZ)+cos(eMFe1dRX)*sin(eMFe1dRZ) 

cos(eMFe1dRX)*cos(eMFe1dRZ)-sin(eMFe1dRX)*sin(eMFe1dRY)*sin(eMFe1dRZ) -

sin(eMFe1dRX)*cos(eMFe1dRY) eMFe1dY; 

        sin(eMFe1dRX)*sin(eMFe1dRZ)-cos(eMFe1dRX)*sin(eMFe1dRY)*cos(eMFe1dRZ) 

cos(eMFe1dRX)*sin(eMFe1dRY)*sin(eMFe1dRZ)+sin(eMFe1dRX)*cos(eMFe1dRZ) 

cos(eMFe1dRX)*cos(eMFe1dRY) eMFe1dZ; 

        0 0 0 1]; 

eMFe1e error input transform from DFe1a to MFe1e 

eMFe1eX=0; 

eMFe1eY=0; 

eMFe1eZ=0; 

eMFe1eRX=0; 

eMFe1eRY=0; 

eMFe1eRZ=0; 

eMFe1e=[cos(eMFe1eRY)*cos(eMFe1eRZ) -cos(eMFe1eRY)*sin(eMFe1eRZ) sin(eMFe1eRY) 

eMFe1eX; 

       sin(eMFe1eRX)*sin(eMFe1eRY)*cos(eMFe1eRZ)+cos(eMFe1eRX)*sin(eMFe1eRZ) 

cos(eMFe1eRX)*cos(eMFe1eRZ)-sin(eMFe1eRX)*sin(eMFe1eRY)*sin(eMFe1eRZ) -

sin(eMFe1eRX)*cos(eMFe1eRY) eMFe1eY; 

        sin(eMFe1eRX)*sin(eMFe1eRZ)-cos(eMFe1eRX)*sin(eMFe1eRY)*cos(eMFe1eRZ) 

cos(eMFe1eRX)*sin(eMFe1eRY)*sin(eMFe1eRZ)+sin(eMFe1eRX)*cos(eMFe1eRZ) 

cos(eMFe1eRX)*cos(eMFe1eRY) eMFe1eZ; 

        0 0 0 1]; 

eMFe1f error input transform from DFe1a to MFe1f 

eMFe1fX=0; 

eMFe1fY=0; 

eMFe1fZ=0; 

eMFe1fRX=0; 

eMFe1fRY=0; 

eMFe1fRZ=0; 

eMFe1f=[cos(eMFe1fRY)*cos(eMFe1fRZ) -cos(eMFe1fRY)*sin(eMFe1fRZ) sin(eMFe1fRY) 

eMFe1fX; 
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       sin(eMFe1fRX)*sin(eMFe1fRY)*cos(eMFe1fRZ)+cos(eMFe1fRX)*sin(eMFe1fRZ) 

cos(eMFe1fRX)*cos(eMFe1fRZ)-sin(eMFe1fRX)*sin(eMFe1fRY)*sin(eMFe1fRZ) -

sin(eMFe1fRX)*cos(eMFe1fRY) eMFe1fY; 

        sin(eMFe1fRX)*sin(eMFe1fRZ)-cos(eMFe1fRX)*sin(eMFe1fRY)*cos(eMFe1fRZ) 

cos(eMFe1fRX)*sin(eMFe1fRY)*sin(eMFe1fRZ)+sin(eMFe1fRX)*cos(eMFe1fRZ) 

cos(eMFe1fRX)*cos(eMFe1fRY) eMFe1fZ; 

        0 0 0 1]; 

eMFe1g error input transform from DFe1a to MFe1g 

eMFe1gX=0; 

eMFe1gY=0; 

eMFe1gZ=0; 

eMFe1gRX=0; 

eMFe1gRY=0; 

eMFe1gRZ=0; 

eMFe1g=[cos(eMFe1gRY)*cos(eMFe1gRZ) -cos(eMFe1gRY)*sin(eMFe1gRZ) sin(eMFe1gRY) 

eMFe1gX; 

       sin(eMFe1gRX)*sin(eMFe1gRY)*cos(eMFe1gRZ)+cos(eMFe1gRX)*sin(eMFe1gRZ) 

cos(eMFe1gRX)*cos(eMFe1gRZ)-sin(eMFe1gRX)*sin(eMFe1gRY)*sin(eMFe1gRZ) -

sin(eMFe1gRX)*cos(eMFe1gRY) eMFe1gY; 

        sin(eMFe1gRX)*sin(eMFe1gRZ)-cos(eMFe1gRX)*sin(eMFe1gRY)*cos(eMFe1gRZ) 

cos(eMFe1gRX)*sin(eMFe1gRY)*sin(eMFe1gRZ)+sin(eMFe1gRX)*cos(eMFe1gRZ) 

cos(eMFe1gRX)*cos(eMFe1gRY) eMFe1gZ; 

        0 0 0 1]; 

eMFe1h error input transform from DFe1a to MFe1h 

eMFe1hX=0; 

eMFe1hY=0; 

eMFe1hZ=0; 

eMFe1hRX=0; 

eMFe1hRY=0; 

eMFe1hRZ=0; 

eMFe1h=[cos(eMFe1hRY)*cos(eMFe1hRZ) -cos(eMFe1hRY)*sin(eMFe1hRZ) sin(eMFe1hRY) 

eMFe1hX; 

       sin(eMFe1hRX)*sin(eMFe1hRY)*cos(eMFe1hRZ)+cos(eMFe1hRX)*sin(eMFe1hRZ) 

cos(eMFe1hRX)*cos(eMFe1hRZ)-sin(eMFe1hRX)*sin(eMFe1hRY)*sin(eMFe1hRZ) -

sin(eMFe1hRX)*cos(eMFe1hRY) eMFe1hY; 

        sin(eMFe1hRX)*sin(eMFe1hRZ)-cos(eMFe1hRX)*sin(eMFe1hRY)*cos(eMFe1hRZ) 

cos(eMFe1hRX)*sin(eMFe1hRY)*sin(eMFe1hRZ)+sin(eMFe1hRX)*cos(eMFe1hRZ) 

cos(eMFe1hRX)*cos(eMFe1hRY) eMFe1hZ; 

        0 0 0 1]; 

Chain of spar features transforms 

CDFe1a=DFe1a*eDFe1a; 
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CDFe1b=DFe1a*eDFe1a*DFe1b*eDFe1b; 

CDFe1c=DFe1a*eDFe1a*DFe1c*eDFe1c; 

CDFe1d=DFe1a*eDFe1a*DFe1d*eDFe1d; 

CDFe1e=DFe1a*eDFe1a*DFe1e*eDFe1e; 

CDFe1f=DFe1a*eDFe1a*DFe1f*eDFe1f; 

CMFe1a=DFe1a*eDFe1a*MFe1a*eMFe1a; 

CMFe1b=DFe1a*eDFe1a*MFe1b*eMFe1b; 

CMFe1c=DFe1a*eDFe1a*MFe1c*eMFe1c; 

CMFe1d=DFe1a*eDFe1a*MFe1d*eMFe1d; 

CMFe1e=DFe1a*eDFe1a*MFe1e*eMFe1e; 

CMFe1f=DFe1a*eDFe1a*MFe1f*eMFe1f; 

CMFe1g=DFe1a*eDFe1a*MFe1g*eMFe1g; 

CMFe1h=DFe1a*eDFe1a*MFe1h*eMFe1h; 

A . 3 .  HIN GE  B RA CK E T S ( P A RT S 2 ,  3 ,  4  & 5)  V ARI AT ION  P ROP A GAT I ON M OD EL 

DFe2a Primary datum 

DFe2aX=0; 

DFe2aY=0; 

DFe2aZ=0; 

DFe2aRX=0; 

DFe2aRY=0; 

DFe2aRZ=0; 

DFe2a=[cos(DFe2aRY)*cos(DFe2aRZ) -cos(DFe2aRY)*sin(DFe2aRZ) sin(DFe2aRY) DFe2aX; 

       sin(DFe2aRX)*sin(DFe2aRY)*cos(DFe2aRZ)+cos(DFe2aRX)*sin(DFe2aRZ) 

cos(DFe2aRX)*cos(DFe2aRZ)-sin(DFe2aRX)*sin(DFe2aRY)*sin(DFe2aRZ) -

sin(DFe2aRX)*cos(DFe2aRY) DFe2aY; 

       sin(DFe2aRX)*sin(DFe2aRZ)-cos(DFe2aRX)*sin(DFe2aRY)*cos(DFe2aRZ) 

cos(DFe2aRX)*sin(DFe2aRY)*sin(DFe2aRZ)+sin(DFe2aRX)*cos(DFe2aRZ) 

cos(DFe2aRX)*cos(DFe2aRY) DFe2aZ; 

       0 0 0 1]; 

DFe2b transform from DFe2a to DFe2b 

DFe2bX=0; 

DFe2bY=185; 

DFe2bZ=-35; 

DFe2bRX=deg2rad(-5); 

DFe2bRY=0; 

DFe2bRZ=0; 

DFe2b=[cos(DFe2bRY)*cos(DFe2bRZ) -cos(DFe2bRY)*sin(DFe2bRZ) sin(DFe2bRY) DFe2bX; 

       sin(DFe2bRX)*sin(DFe2bRY)*cos(DFe2bRZ)+cos(DFe2bRX)*sin(DFe2bRZ) 

cos(DFe2bRX)*cos(DFe2bRZ)-sin(DFe2bRX)*sin(DFe2bRY)*sin(DFe2bRZ) -

sin(DFe2bRX)*cos(DFe2bRY) DFe2bY; 
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       sin(DFe2bRX)*sin(DFe2bRZ)-cos(DFe2bRX)*sin(DFe2bRY)*cos(DFe2bRZ) 

cos(DFe2bRX)*sin(DFe2bRY)*sin(DFe2bRZ)+sin(DFe2bRX)*cos(DFe2bRZ) 

cos(DFe2bRX)*cos(DFe2bRY) DFe2bZ; 

       0 0 0 1]; 

MFe2a transform from DFe2a to MFe2a 

MFe2aX=0; 

MFe2aY=210; 

MFe2aZ=168; 

MFe2aRX=0; 

MFe2aRY=0; 

MFe2aRZ=0; 

MFe2a=[cos(MFe2aRY)*cos(MFe2aRZ) -cos(MFe2aRY)*sin(MFe2aRZ) sin(MFe2aRY) MFe2aX; 

       sin(MFe2aRX)*sin(MFe2aRY)*cos(MFe2aRZ)+cos(MFe2aRX)*sin(MFe2aRZ) 

cos(MFe2aRX)*cos(MFe2aRZ)-sin(MFe2aRX)*sin(MFe2aRY)*sin(MFe2aRZ) -

sin(MFe2aRX)*cos(MFe2aRY) MFe2aY; 

       sin(MFe2aRX)*sin(MFe2aRZ)-cos(MFe2aRX)*sin(MFe2aRY)*cos(MFe2aRZ) 

cos(MFe2aRX)*sin(MFe2aRY)*sin(MFe2aRZ)+sin(MFe2aRX)*cos(MFe2aRZ) 

cos(MFe2aRX)*cos(MFe2aRY) MFe2aZ; 

       0 0 0 1]; 

MFe2b transform from DFe2a to MFe2b 

MFe2bX=0; 

MFe2bY=210; 

MFe2bZ=-12; 

MFe2bRX=0; 

MFe2bRY=0; 

MFe2bRZ=0; 

MFe2b=[cos(MFe2bRY)*cos(MFe2bRZ) -cos(MFe2bRY)*sin(MFe2bRZ) sin(MFe2bRY) MFe2bX; 

       sin(MFe2bRX)*sin(MFe2bRY)*cos(MFe2bRZ)+cos(MFe2bRX)*sin(MFe2bRZ) 

cos(MFe2bRX)*cos(MFe2bRZ)-sin(MFe2bRX)*sin(MFe2bRY)*sin(MFe2bRZ) -

sin(MFe2bRX)*cos(MFe2bRY) MFe2bY; 

       sin(MFe2bRX)*sin(MFe2bRZ)-cos(MFe2bRX)*sin(MFe2bRY)*cos(MFe2bRZ) 

cos(MFe2bRX)*sin(MFe2bRY)*sin(MFe2bRZ)+sin(MFe2bRX)*cos(MFe2bRZ) 

cos(MFe2bRX)*cos(MFe2bRY) MFe2bZ; 

       0 0 0 1]; 

eDFe2a DFe2a 

eDFe2aX=0; 

eDFe2aY=0; 

eDFe2aZ=0; 

eDFe2aRX=0; 

eDFe2aRY=0; 

eDFe2aRZ=0; 
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eDFe2a=[cos(eDFe2aRY)*cos(eDFe2aRZ) -cos(eDFe2aRY)*sin(eDFe2aRZ) sin(eDFe2aRY) 

eDFe2aX; 

       sin(eDFe2aRX)*sin(eDFe2aRY)*cos(eDFe2aRZ)+cos(eDFe2aRX)*sin(eDFe2aRZ) 

cos(eDFe2aRX)*cos(eDFe2aRZ)-sin(eDFe2aRX)*sin(eDFe2aRY)*sin(eDFe2aRZ) -

sin(eDFe2aRX)*cos(eDFe2aRY) eDFe2aY; 

        sin(eDFe2aRX)*sin(eDFe2aRZ)-cos(eDFe2aRX)*sin(eDFe2aRY)*cos(eDFe2aRZ) 

cos(eDFe2aRX)*sin(eDFe2aRY)*sin(eDFe2aRZ)+sin(eDFe2aRX)*cos(eDFe2aRZ) 

cos(eDFe2aRX)*cos(eDFe2aRY) eDFe2aZ; 

        0 0 0 1]; 

eDFe2b error input transform from DFe2a to DFe2b 

eDFe2bX=0; 

eDFe2bY=0; 

eDFe2bZ=0; 

eDFe2bRX=0; 

eDFe2bRY=0; 

eDFe2bRZ=0; 

eDFe2b=[cos(eDFe2bRY)*cos(eDFe2bRZ) -cos(eDFe2bRY)*sin(eDFe2bRZ) sin(eDFe2bRY) 

eDFe2bX; 

       sin(eDFe2bRX)*sin(eDFe2bRY)*cos(eDFe2bRZ)+cos(eDFe2bRX)*sin(eDFe2bRZ) 

cos(eDFe2bRX)*cos(eDFe2bRZ)-sin(eDFe2bRX)*sin(eDFe2bRY)*sin(eDFe2bRZ) -

sin(eDFe2bRX)*cos(eDFe2bRY) eDFe2bY; 

        sin(eDFe2bRX)*sin(eDFe2bRZ)-cos(eDFe2bRX)*sin(eDFe2bRY)*cos(eDFe2bRZ) 

cos(eDFe2bRX)*sin(eDFe2bRY)*sin(eDFe2bRZ)+sin(eDFe2bRX)*cos(eDFe2bRZ) 

cos(eDFe2bRX)*cos(eDFe2bRY) eDFe2bZ; 

        0 0 0 1]; 

eMFe2a error input transform from DFe2b to MFe2a 

eMFe2aX=0; 

eMFe2aY=0; 

eMFe2aZ=0; 

eMFe2aRX=0; 

eMFe2aRY=0; 

eMFe2aRZ=0; 

eMFe2a=[cos(eMFe2aRY)*cos(eMFe2aRZ) -cos(eMFe2aRY)*sin(eMFe2aRZ) sin(eMFe2aRY) 

eMFe2aX; 

       sin(eMFe2aRX)*sin(eMFe2aRY)*cos(eMFe2aRZ)+cos(eMFe2aRX)*sin(eMFe2aRZ) 

cos(eMFe2aRX)*cos(eMFe2aRZ)-sin(eMFe2aRX)*sin(eMFe2aRY)*sin(eMFe2aRZ) -

sin(eMFe2aRX)*cos(eMFe2aRY) eMFe2aY; 

        sin(eMFe2aRX)*sin(eMFe2aRZ)-cos(eMFe2aRX)*sin(eMFe2aRY)*cos(eMFe2aRZ) 

cos(eMFe2aRX)*sin(eMFe2aRY)*sin(eMFe2aRZ)+sin(eMFe2aRX)*cos(eMFe2aRZ) 

cos(eMFe2aRX)*cos(eMFe2aRY) eMFe2aZ; 

        0 0 0 1]; 

eMFe2b error input transform from DFe2b to MFe2b 
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eMFe2bX=0; 

eMFe2bY=0; 

eMFe2bZ=0; 

eMFe2bRX=0; 

eMFe2bRY=0; 

eMFe2bRZ=0; 

eMFe2b=[cos(eMFe2bRY)*cos(eMFe2bRZ) -cos(eMFe2bRY)*sin(eMFe2bRZ) sin(eMFe2bRY) 

eMFe2bX; 

       sin(eMFe2bRX)*sin(eMFe2bRY)*cos(eMFe2bRZ)+cos(eMFe2bRX)*sin(eMFe2bRZ) 

cos(eMFe2bRX)*cos(eMFe2bRZ)-sin(eMFe2bRX)*sin(eMFe2bRY)*sin(eMFe2bRZ) -

sin(eMFe2bRX)*cos(eMFe2bRY) eMFe2bY; 

        sin(eMFe2bRX)*sin(eMFe2bRZ)-cos(eMFe2bRX)*sin(eMFe2bRY)*cos(eMFe2bRZ) 

cos(eMFe2bRX)*sin(eMFe2bRY)*sin(eMFe2bRZ)+sin(eMFe2bRX)*cos(eMFe2bRZ) 

cos(eMFe2bRX)*cos(eMFe2bRY) eMFe2bZ; 

        0 0 0 1]; 

Chain of hinge bracket features transforms 

CDFe2a=DFe2a*eDFe2a; 

CDFe2b=DFe2a*eDFe2a*DFe2b*eDFe2b; 

CMFe2a=DFe2a*eDFe2a*MFe2a*eMFe2a; 

CMFe2b=DFe2a*eDFe2a*MFe2b*eMFe2b; 

Method is repeated for hinge brackets 2,3 and 4 

A . 4 .  A S SEM BLY VA RI A T ION P ROPA GAT I ON  MOD E L 

Hinge bracket foot boundary points 

Point A transform 

HBaX=20; 

HBaY=0; 

HBaZ=25; 

HBaRX=0; 

HBaRY=0; 

HBaRZ=0; 

HBa=[cos(HBaRY)*cos(HBaRZ) -cos(HBaRY)*sin(HBaRZ) sin(HBaRY) HBaX; 

       sin(HBaRX)*sin(HBaRY)*cos(HBaRZ)+cos(HBaRX)*sin(HBaRZ) cos(HBaRX)*cos(HBaRZ)-

sin(HBaRX)*sin(HBaRY)*sin(HBaRZ) -sin(HBaRX)*cos(HBaRY) HBaY; 

       sin(HBaRX)*sin(HBaRZ)-cos(HBaRX)*sin(HBaRY)*cos(HBaRZ) 

cos(HBaRX)*sin(HBaRY)*sin(HBaRZ)+sin(HBaRX)*cos(HBaRZ) cos(HBaRX)*cos(HBaRY) HBaZ; 

       0 0 0 1]; 

Point B transform 

HBbX=-20; 
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HBbY=0; 

HBbZ=25; 

HBbRX=0; 

HBbRY=0; 

HBbRZ=0; 

HBb=[cos(HBbRY)*cos(HBbRZ) -cos(HBbRY)*sin(HBbRZ) sin(HBbRY) HBbX; 

       sin(HBbRX)*sin(HBbRY)*cos(HBbRZ)+cos(HBbRX)*sin(HBbRZ) cos(HBbRX)*cos(HBbRZ)-

sin(HBbRX)*sin(HBbRY)*sin(HBbRZ) -sin(HBbRX)*cos(HBbRY) HBbY; 

       sin(HBbRX)*sin(HBbRZ)-cos(HBbRX)*sin(HBbRY)*cos(HBbRZ) 

cos(HBbRX)*sin(HBbRY)*sin(HBbRZ)+sin(HBbRX)*cos(HBbRZ) cos(HBbRX)*cos(HBbRY) HBbZ; 

       0 0 0 1]; 

Point C transform 

HBcX=20; 

HBcY=0; 

HBcZ=-25; 

HBcRX=0; 

HBcRY=0; 

HBcRZ=0; 

HBc=[cos(HBcRY)*cos(HBcRZ) -cos(HBcRY)*sin(HBcRZ) sin(HBcRY) HBcX; 

       sin(HBcRX)*sin(HBcRY)*cos(HBcRZ)+cos(HBcRX)*sin(HBcRZ) cos(HBcRX)*cos(HBcRZ)-

sin(HBcRX)*sin(HBcRY)*sin(HBcRZ) -sin(HBcRX)*cos(HBcRY) HBcY; 

       sin(HBcRX)*sin(HBcRZ)-cos(HBcRX)*sin(HBcRY)*cos(HBcRZ) 

cos(HBcRX)*sin(HBcRY)*sin(HBcRZ)+sin(HBcRX)*cos(HBcRZ) cos(HBcRX)*cos(HBcRY) HBcZ; 

       0 0 0 1]; 

Point D transform 

HBdX=-20; 

HBdY=0; 

HBdZ=-25; 

HBdRX=0; 

HBdRY=0; 

HBdRZ=0; 

HBd=[cos(HBdRY)*cos(HBdRZ) -cos(HBdRY)*sin(HBdRZ) sin(HBdRY) HBdX; 

       sin(HBdRX)*sin(HBdRY)*cos(HBdRZ)+cos(HBdRX)*sin(HBdRZ) cos(HBdRX)*cos(HBdRZ)-

sin(HBdRX)*sin(HBdRY)*sin(HBdRZ) -sin(HBdRX)*cos(HBdRY) HBdY; 

       sin(HBdRX)*sin(HBdRZ)-cos(HBdRX)*sin(HBdRY)*cos(HBdRZ) 

cos(HBdRX)*sin(HBdRY)*sin(HBdRZ)+sin(HBdRX)*cos(HBdRZ) cos(HBdRX)*cos(HBdRY) HBdZ; 

       0 0 0 1]; 

Final assembly: Locate spar in fixture 

Final positions of all spar features 

FADFe1a=CFi1a*CDFe1a; 

FADFe1b=CFi1a*CDFe1b; 
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FADFe1c=CFi1a*CDFe1c; 

FADFe1d=CFi1a*CDFe1d; 

FADFe1e=CFi1a*CDFe1e; 

FADFe1f=CFi1a*CDFe1f; 

FAMFe1a=CFi1a*CMFe1a; 

FAMFe1b=CFi1a*CMFe1b; 

FAMFe1c=CFi1a*CMFe1c; 

FAMFe1d=CFi1a*CMFe1d; 

FAMFe1e=CFi1a*CMFe1e; 

FAMFe1f=CFi1a*CMFe1f; 

FAMFe1g=CFi1a*CMFe1g; 

FAMFe1h=CFi1a*CMFe1h; 

Find plane of each spar mating feature 

Second point of three 

FAMFe1aHBa=CFi1a*CMFe1a*HBa; 

FAMFe1bHBa=CFi1a*CMFe1b*HBa; 

FAMFe1cHBa=CFi1a*CMFe1c*HBa; 

FAMFe1dHBa=CFi1a*CMFe1d*HBa; 

FAMFe1eHBa=CFi1a*CMFe1e*HBa; 

FAMFe1fHBa=CFi1a*CMFe1f*HBa; 

FAMFe1gHBa=CFi1a*CMFe1g*HBa; 

FAMFe1hHBa=CFi1a*CMFe1h*HBa; 

Third point of three 

FAMFe1aHBb=CFi1a*CMFe1a*HBb; 

FAMFe1bHBb=CFi1a*CMFe1b*HBb; 

FAMFe1cHBb=CFi1a*CMFe1c*HBb; 

FAMFe1dHBb=CFi1a*CMFe1d*HBb; 

FAMFe1eHBb=CFi1a*CMFe1e*HBb; 

FAMFe1fHBb=CFi1a*CMFe1f*HBb; 

FAMFe1gHBb=CFi1a*CMFe1g*HBb; 

FAMFe1hHBb=CFi1a*CMFe1h*HBb; 

Pre assembly: Locate hinge bracket 1 in fixture 

PADFe2a=CFi1g*CDFe2a; 

PADFe2b=CFi1g*CDFe2b; 

PAMFe2a=CFi1g*CMFe2a; 

PAMFe2b=CFi1g*CMFe2b; 

Repeat for hinge brackets 2, 3 and 4 

Hinge bracket 1 realignment 
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%%Work out angle to determine position of Index Blade 

TDFe1cX=0; 

TDFe1cY=-10; 

TDFe1cZ=0; 

TDFe1cRX=0; 

TDFe1cRY=0; 

TDFe1cRZ=0; 

TDFe1c=[cos(TDFe1cRY)*cos(TDFe1cRZ) -cos(TDFe1cRY)*sin(TDFe1cRZ) sin(TDFe1cRY) 

TDFe1cX; 

       sin(TDFe1cRX)*sin(TDFe1cRY)*cos(TDFe1cRZ)+cos(TDFe1cRX)*sin(TDFe1cRZ) 

cos(TDFe1cRX)*cos(TDFe1cRZ)-sin(TDFe1cRX)*sin(TDFe1cRY)*sin(TDFe1cRZ) -

sin(TDFe1cRX)*cos(TDFe1cRY) TDFe1cY; 

       sin(TDFe1cRX)*sin(TDFe1cRZ)-cos(TDFe1cRX)*sin(TDFe1cRY)*cos(TDFe1cRZ) 

cos(TDFe1cRX)*sin(TDFe1cRY)*sin(TDFe1cRZ)+sin(TDFe1cRX)*cos(TDFe1cRZ) 

cos(TDFe1cRX)*cos(TDFe1cRY) TDFe1cZ; 

       0 0 0 1]; 

TFADFe1c=FADFe1c*TDFe1c; 

CoordFADFe1cYZ=[FADFe1c(2,4),FADFe1c(3,4)]; 

CoordCFi1cYZ=[CFi1c(2,4),CFi1c(3,4)+(FADFe1c(3,4)-CFi1c(3,4))]; 

CoordTFADFe1cYZ=[TFADFe1c(2,4),TFADFe1c(3,4)]; 

AngTFADFe1cYZ=atan2d(abs(det([CoordTFADFe1cYZ-CoordFADFe1cYZ;CoordCFi1cYZ-

CoordFADFe1cYZ])),dot(CoordTFADFe1cYZ-CoordFADFe1cYZ,CoordCFi1cYZ-CoordFADFe1cYZ)); 

CheckAngTFADFe1cYZ=FADFe1c(2,4)-CFi1c(2,4); 

if CheckAngTFADFe1cYZ>=0 

    FAngTFADFe1cYZ=AngTFADFe1cYZ*1; 

elseif CheckAngTFADFe1cYZ<=0 

    FAngTFADFe1cYZ=AngTFADFe1cYZ*-1; 

end 
%%Calculate how far index blade moves in Z direction 

AdjFi1cX=0; 

AdjFi1cY=0; 

AdjFi1cZ=(FADFe1c(3,4)-CFi1c(3,4))+((FADFe1c(2,4)-

CFi1c(2,4))*tan(deg2rad(FAngTFADFe1cYZ))); 

AdjFi1cXdeg=0; 

AdjFi1cYdeg=0; 

AdjFi1cZdeg=0; 

AdjFi1cRX=deg2rad(AdjFi1cXdeg); 

AdjFi1cRY=deg2rad(AdjFi1cYdeg); 

AdjFi1cRZ=deg2rad(AdjFi1cZdeg); 

AdjFi1c=[cos(AdjFi1cRY)*cos(AdjFi1cRZ) -cos(AdjFi1cRY)*sin(AdjFi1cRZ) sin(AdjFi1cRY) 

AdjFi1cX; 

       sin(AdjFi1cRX)*sin(AdjFi1cRY)*cos(AdjFi1cRZ)+cos(AdjFi1cRX)*sin(AdjFi1cRZ) 

cos(AdjFi1cRX)*cos(AdjFi1cRZ)-sin(AdjFi1cRX)*sin(AdjFi1cRY)*sin(AdjFi1cRZ) -

sin(AdjFi1cRX)*cos(AdjFi1cRY) AdjFi1cY; 

       sin(AdjFi1cRX)*sin(AdjFi1cRZ)-cos(AdjFi1cRX)*sin(AdjFi1cRY)*cos(AdjFi1cRZ) 

cos(AdjFi1cRX)*sin(AdjFi1cRY)*sin(AdjFi1cRZ)+sin(AdjFi1cRX)*cos(AdjFi1cRZ) 

cos(AdjFi1cRX)*cos(AdjFi1cRY) AdjFi1cZ; 

       0 0 0 1]; 

FAFi1c=CFi1c*AdjFi1c; 
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%%Determine position of lower part of index blade 

Fi1c2X=0; 

Fi1c2Y=-50; 

Fi1c2Z=abs(Fi1c2Y)*tan(deg2rad(5)); 

Fi1c2Xdeg=0; 

Fi1c2Ydeg=0; 

Fi1c2Zdeg=0; 

Fi1c2RX=deg2rad(Fi1c2Xdeg); 

Fi1c2RY=deg2rad(Fi1c2Ydeg); 

Fi1c2RZ=deg2rad(Fi1c2Zdeg); 

Fi1c2=[cos(Fi1c2RY)*cos(Fi1c2RZ) -cos(Fi1c2RY)*sin(Fi1c2RZ) sin(Fi1c2RY) Fi1c2X; 

       sin(Fi1c2RX)*sin(Fi1c2RY)*cos(Fi1c2RZ)+cos(Fi1c2RX)*sin(Fi1c2RZ) 

cos(Fi1c2RX)*cos(Fi1c2RZ)-sin(Fi1c2RX)*sin(Fi1c2RY)*sin(Fi1c2RZ) -

sin(Fi1c2RX)*cos(Fi1c2RY) Fi1c2Y; 

       sin(Fi1c2RX)*sin(Fi1c2RZ)-cos(Fi1c2RX)*sin(Fi1c2RY)*cos(Fi1c2RZ) 

cos(Fi1c2RX)*sin(Fi1c2RY)*sin(Fi1c2RZ)+sin(Fi1c2RX)*cos(Fi1c2RZ) 

cos(Fi1c2RX)*cos(Fi1c2RY) Fi1c2Z; 

       0 0 0 1]; 

FAFi1c2=FAFi1c*Fi1c2; 

TDFe2b2X=0; 

TDFe2b2Y=-10; 

TDFe2b2Z=0; 

TDFe2b2Xdeg=0; 

TDFe2b2Ydeg=0; 

TDFe2b2Zdeg=0; 

TDFe2b2RX=deg2rad(TDFe2b2Xdeg); 

TDFe2b2RY=deg2rad(TDFe2b2Ydeg); 

TDFe2b2RZ=deg2rad(TDFe2b2Zdeg); 

TDFe2b2=[cos(TDFe2b2RY)*cos(TDFe2b2RZ) -cos(TDFe2b2RY)*sin(TDFe2b2RZ) sin(TDFe2b2RY) 

TDFe2b2X; 

       sin(TDFe2b2RX)*sin(TDFe2b2RY)*cos(TDFe2b2RZ)+cos(TDFe2b2RX)*sin(TDFe2b2RZ) 

cos(TDFe2b2RX)*cos(TDFe2b2RZ)-sin(TDFe2b2RX)*sin(TDFe2b2RY)*sin(TDFe2b2RZ) -

sin(TDFe2b2RX)*cos(TDFe2b2RY) TDFe2b2Y; 

       sin(TDFe2b2RX)*sin(TDFe2b2RZ)-cos(TDFe2b2RX)*sin(TDFe2b2RY)*cos(TDFe2b2RZ) 

cos(TDFe2b2RX)*sin(TDFe2b2RY)*sin(TDFe2b2RZ)+sin(TDFe2b2RX)*cos(TDFe2b2RZ) 

cos(TDFe2b2RX)*cos(TDFe2b2RY) TDFe2b2Z; 

       0 0 0 1]; 

PADFe2b2=PADFe2b*TDFe2b2; 

Find distance between PADFe2a & FAFi1c2 

CoordFi1c=[PADFe2a(2,4),PADFe2a(3,4);FAFi1c2(2,4),FAFi1c2(3,4)]; 

DistFi1c=pdist(CoordFi1c,'euclidean'); 

Find gradient of line between C & D 

GradientP2=(PADFe2b2(3,4)-PADFe2b(3,4))/(PADFe2b2(2,4)-PADFe2b(2,4)); 
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Find y-intercept of line between C & D 

InterceptP2=PADFe2b2(3,4)-GradientP2*PADFe2b2(2,4); 

Find intersection point between line between C & D and circle at point A with radius 
between A & C 

[yPADFe2b3,zPADFe2b3]=linecirc(GradientP2,InterceptP2,PADFe2a(2,4),PADFe2a(3,4),DistF

i1c); 

Determine which intersection point is point E 

yPADFe2b3(2); 

zPADFe2b3(2); 

Find angle between A & E and A & C 

CoordPADFe2b3YZ=[yPADFe2b3(2),zPADFe2b3(2)]; 

CoordPADFe2aYZ=[PADFe2a(2,4),PADFe2a(3,4)]; 

CoordFAFi1c2YZ=[FAFi1c2(2,4),FAFi1c2(3,4)]; 

AngDFe2aYZ=atan2d(abs(det([CoordPADFe2b3YZ-CoordPADFe2aYZ;CoordFAFi1c2YZ-

CoordPADFe2aYZ])),dot(CoordPADFe2b3YZ-CoordPADFe2aYZ,CoordFAFi1c2YZ-CoordPADFe2aYZ)); 

CheckAngDFe2aYZ=(CoordPADFe2b3YZ-CoordPADFe2aYZ)-(CoordFAFi1c2YZ-CoordPADFe2aYZ); 

CheckXAngDFe2aYZ=CheckAngDFe2aYZ(1,1); 

CheckYAngDFe2aYZ=CheckAngDFe2aYZ(1,2); 

if CheckXAngDFe2aYZ<=0 && CheckYAngDFe2aYZ<=0 

    FAngDFe2aYZ=AngDFe2aYZ*1; 

elseif CheckXAngDFe2aYZ>=0 && CheckYAngDFe2aYZ<=0 

    FAngDFe2aYZ=AngDFe2aYZ*-1; 

elseif CheckXAngDFe2aYZ>=0 && CheckYAngDFe2aYZ>=0 

    FAngDFe2aYZ=AngDFe2aYZ*-1; 

elseif CheckXAngDFe2aYZ<=0 && CheckYAngDFe2aYZ>=0 

    FAngDFe2aYZ=AngDFe2aYZ*1; 

end 

Rotate hinge bracket 1 to meet index blade 

AdjP2X=0; 

AdjP2Y=0; 

AdjP2Z=0; 

AdjP2Xdeg=FAngDFe2aYZ; 

AdjP2Ydeg=0; 

AdjP2Zdeg=0; 

AdjP2RX=deg2rad(AdjP2Xdeg); 

AdjP2RY=deg2rad(AdjP2Ydeg); 

AdjP2RZ=deg2rad(AdjP2Zdeg); 

AdjP2=[cos(AdjP2RY)*cos(AdjP2RZ) -cos(AdjP2RY)*sin(AdjP2RZ) sin(AdjP2RY) AdjP2X; 
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       sin(AdjP2RX)*sin(AdjP2RY)*cos(AdjP2RZ)+cos(AdjP2RX)*sin(AdjP2RZ) 

cos(AdjP2RX)*cos(AdjP2RZ)-sin(AdjP2RX)*sin(AdjP2RY)*sin(AdjP2RZ) -

sin(AdjP2RX)*cos(AdjP2RY) AdjP2Y; 

       sin(AdjP2RX)*sin(AdjP2RZ)-cos(AdjP2RX)*sin(AdjP2RY)*cos(AdjP2RZ) 

cos(AdjP2RX)*sin(AdjP2RY)*sin(AdjP2RZ)+sin(AdjP2RX)*cos(AdjP2RZ) 

cos(AdjP2RX)*cos(AdjP2RY) AdjP2Z; 

       0 0 0 1]; 

Repeat for hinge brackets 2, 3 and 4  

Calculate gaps from extremities to planes, FAMFe1a 

P1FAMFe1a=[FAMFe1a(1,4) FAMFe1a(2,4) FAMFe1a(3,4)]; 

P2FAMFe1a=[FAMFe1aHBa(1,4) FAMFe1aHBa(2,4) FAMFe1aHBa(3,4)]; 

P3FAMFe1a=[FAMFe1aHBb(1,4) FAMFe1aHBb(2,4) FAMFe1aHBb(3,4)]; 

normalFAMFe1a=cross(P1FAMFe1a-P2FAMFe1a, P1FAMFe1a-P3FAMFe1a); 

dFAMFe1a=P1FAMFe1a(1)*normalFAMFe1a(1)+P1FAMFe1a(2)*normalFAMFe1a(2)+P1FAMFe1a(3)*nor

malFAMFe1a(3); 

dFAMFe1a=-dFAMFe1a; 

Find Distance FAMFe1a 

distFAMFe1a=(normalFAMFe1a(1)*FAMFe2a(1,4)+normalFAMFe1a(2)*FAMFe2a(2,4)+normalFAMFe1

a(3)*FAMFe2a(3,4)+dFAMFe1a) / 

sqrt(normalFAMFe1a(1)^2+normalFAMFe1a(2)^2+normalFAMFe1a(3)^2); 

distFAMFe1aHBa=(normalFAMFe1a(1)*FAMFe2aHBa(1,4)+normalFAMFe1a(2)*FAMFe2aHBa(2,4)+nor

malFAMFe1a(3)*FAMFe2aHBa(3,4)+dFAMFe1a) / 

sqrt(normalFAMFe1a(1)^2+normalFAMFe1a(2)^2+normalFAMFe1a(3)^2); 

distFAMFe1aHBb=(normalFAMFe1a(1)*FAMFe2aHBb(1,4)+normalFAMFe1a(2)*FAMFe2aHBb(2,4)+nor

malFAMFe1a(3)*FAMFe2aHBb(3,4)+dFAMFe1a) / 

sqrt(normalFAMFe1a(1)^2+normalFAMFe1a(2)^2+normalFAMFe1a(3)^2); 

distFAMFe1aHBc=(normalFAMFe1a(1)*FAMFe2aHBc(1,4)+normalFAMFe1a(2)*FAMFe2aHBc(2,4)+nor

malFAMFe1a(3)*FAMFe2aHBc(3,4)+dFAMFe1a) / 

sqrt(normalFAMFe1a(1)^2+normalFAMFe1a(2)^2+normalFAMFe1a(3)^2); 

distFAMFe1aHBd=(normalFAMFe1a(1)*FAMFe2aHBd(1,4)+normalFAMFe1a(2)*FAMFe2aHBd(2,4)+nor

malFAMFe1a(3)*FAMFe2aHBd(3,4)+dFAMFe1a) / 

sqrt(normalFAMFe1a(1)^2+normalFAMFe1a(2)^2+normalFAMFe1a(3)^2); 

FAMFe1b 

P1FAMFe1b=[FAMFe1b(1,4) FAMFe1b(2,4) FAMFe1b(3,4)]; 

P2FAMFe1b=[FAMFe1bHBa(1,4) FAMFe1bHBa(2,4) FAMFe1bHBa(3,4)]; 

P3FAMFe1b=[FAMFe1bHBb(1,4) FAMFe1bHBb(2,4) FAMFe1bHBb(3,4)]; 

normalFAMFe1b=cross(P1FAMFe1b-P2FAMFe1b, P1FAMFe1b-P3FAMFe1b); 

dFAMFe1b=P1FAMFe1b(1)*normalFAMFe1b(1)+P1FAMFe1b(2)*normalFAMFe1b(2)+P1FAMFe1b(3)*nor

malFAMFe1b(3); 

dFAMFe1b=-dFAMFe1b; 

Find distance FAMFe1b 
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distFAMFe1b=(normalFAMFe1b(1)*FAMFe2b(1,4)+normalFAMFe1b(2)*FAMFe2b(2,4)+normalFAMFe1

b(3)*FAMFe2b(3,4)+dFAMFe1b) / 

sqrt(normalFAMFe1b(1)^2+normalFAMFe1b(2)^2+normalFAMFe1b(3)^2); 

distFAMFe1bHBa=(normalFAMFe1b(1)*FAMFe2bHBa(1,4)+normalFAMFe1b(2)*FAMFe2bHBa(2,4)+nor

malFAMFe1b(3)*FAMFe2bHBa(3,4)+dFAMFe1b) / 

sqrt(normalFAMFe1b(1)^2+normalFAMFe1b(2)^2+normalFAMFe1b(3)^2); 

distFAMFe1bHBb=(normalFAMFe1b(1)*FAMFe2bHBb(1,4)+normalFAMFe1b(2)*FAMFe2bHBb(2,4)+nor

malFAMFe1b(3)*FAMFe2bHBb(3,4)+dFAMFe1b) / 

sqrt(normalFAMFe1b(1)^2+normalFAMFe1b(2)^2+normalFAMFe1b(3)^2); 

distFAMFe1bHBc=(normalFAMFe1b(1)*FAMFe2bHBc(1,4)+normalFAMFe1b(2)*FAMFe2bHBc(2,4)+nor

malFAMFe1b(3)*FAMFe2bHBc(3,4)+dFAMFe1b) / 

sqrt(normalFAMFe1b(1)^2+normalFAMFe1b(2)^2+normalFAMFe1b(3)^2); 

distFAMFe1bHBd=(normalFAMFe1b(1)*FAMFe2bHBd(1,4)+normalFAMFe1b(2)*FAMFe2bHBd(2,4)+nor

malFAMFe1b(3)*FAMFe2bHBd(3,4)+dFAMFe1b) / 

sqrt(normalFAMFe1b(1)^2+normalFAMFe1b(2)^2+normalFAMFe1b(3)^2); 

Repeat for FAMFe1c-h 

Variation transform at mating features - MFe1a to MFe2a (KC3a), and MFe1a to MFe2b 
(KC3b) 

MKC3a=FAMFe2a/FAMFe1a; 

MKC3b=FAMFe2b/FAMFe1b; 

Repeat for KC3c-h 
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Appendix B 

Table B1: Hinge bracket costing variables 

Description Value Units  Description Value Units 

CPHi a_process 113.580 $  CPHi b_process 106.610 $ 

Ca_material 83.645 $  Cb_material 83.645 $ 

Specific Cost Aluminium 6.200 $/kg  Specific Cost Aluminium 6.200 $/kg 

Volume Billet 0.005 m3  Volume Billet 0.005 m3 

Density Aluminium 2851.030 kg/m3  Density Aluminium 2851.030 kg/m3 

Ca_process 29.935 $  Cb_process 22.965 $ 

Ca1 4.020 $  Cb1 4.020 $ 

TLoad billet 0.067 hr  TLoad billet 0.067 hr 

WLoad billet 60.000 $/hr  WLoad billet 60.000 $/hr 

Ca2 8.032 $  Cb2 8.032 $ 

TRough cut 0.057 hr  TRough cut 0.057 hr 

WRough cut 140.000 $/hr  WRough cut 140.000 $/hr 

Ca3 6.970 $  Cb3 4.020 $ 

TFinish cut 0.044 hr  TRemove component 0.067 hr 

WFinish cut 160.000 $/hr  WRemove component 60.000 $/hr 

Ca4 4.020 $  Cb4 0.065 $ 

TRemove component 0.067 hr  TBench dressing 0.001 hr 

WRemove component 60.000 $/hr  WBench dressing 65.000 $/hr 

Ca5 0.065 $  Cb5 6.429 $ 

TBench dressing 0.001 hr  TSurface treatment 0.099 hr 

WBench dressing 65.000 $/hr  WSurface treatment 65.000 $/hr 

Ca6 6.429 $  Cb6 0.400 $ 

TSurface treatment 0.099 hr  TInspect 0.008 hr 

WSurface treatment 65.000 $/hr  WInspect 50.000 $/hr 

Ca7 0.400 $     
TInspect 0.008 hr     
WInspect 50.000 $/hr     
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Table B2: Spar costing variables 

Description Value Units  Description Value Units 

CS c_process 2500.000 $  CS d_process 3000.000 $ 

Cc_material 976.622 $  Cd_material 932.230 $ 

Specific Cost Prepreg CFRP 110.000 $/kg  Specific Cost Dry CFRP 105.000 $/kg 

Volume Spar 0.006 m3  Volume Spar 0.006 m3 

Density Prepreg CFRP 1500.000 kg/m3  Density Dry CFRP 1500.000 kg/m3 

Cc_process 1523.378 $  Cd_process 2067.770 $ 

Cc1 41.667 $  Cd1 83.333 $ 

TMaterial setup 0.833 hr  TSetup 0.833 hr 

WMaterial setup 50.000 $/hr  WSetup 100.000 $/hr 

Cc2 58.333 $  Cd2 125.000 $ 

TTool setup 1.167 hr  TLoading 1.000 hr 

WTool setup 50.000 $/hr  WLoading 125.000 $/hr 

Cc3 110.000 $  Cd3 483.333 $ 

TAutoclave setup 1.833 hr  TInjection 2.417 hr 

WAutoclave setup 60.000 $/hr  WInjection 200.000 $/hr 

Cc4 81.250 $  Cd4 525.270 $ 

TLayup 1.250 hr  TCure 2.562 hr 

WLayup 65.000 $/hr  WCure 205.000 $/hr 

Cc5 105.000 $  Cd5 580.000 $ 

TVacuum bagging 1.750 hr  TPost cure 4.833 hr 

WVacuum bagging 60.000 $/hr  WPost cure 120.000 $/hr 

Cc6 852.128 $  Cd6 100.000 $ 

TCure 5.013 hr  TDemoulding 1.250 hr 

WCure 170.000 $/hr  WDemoulding 80.000 $/hr 

Cc7 200.000 $  Cd7 97.500 $ 

TDebulk 3.333 hr  TFinishing 1.500 hr 

WDebulk 60.000 $/hr  WFinishing 65.000 $/hr 

Cc8 75.000 $  Cd8 73.333 $ 

TFinishing 1.500 hr  TInspect 1.333 hr 

WFinishing 50.000 $/hr  WInspect 55.000 $/hr 
 

 


